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Urban tidal inlets often lend themselves to economically important port development. In 
many cases, such inlets are artificially deepened and maintained for continuous human 
use. A range of ecological, hydrological, sedimentological and financial impacts can 
result from such manipulation. A good understanding of a sedimentary system provided 
by a comprehensive sediment budget allows informed decisions and planning and 
encourages sustainable coastal management. 
The aim of this research was to develop, for the first time, a sediment budget for Otago 
Harbour, on the southeast coast of New Zealand. Otago Harbour is a highly modified 
tidal inlet that occupies two river-incised (and/or fault-incised) volcanic valleys. 
Previous research has investigated many sediment inputs and outputs for Otago Harbour 
but there is a lack of research relating to sediment storage, thickness and sedimentation 
rate. This thesis assesses sediment thickness throughout Otago Harbour using three 
complementary methods: (1) a geometric bedrock model, (2) land-based gravity 
anomaly profiling, and (3) marine seismic reflection surveying. 
The geometric model, developed from topography and bore records using a maximum 
bedrock depth of 120 m (sea level at the last glacial maximum), estimated a maximum 
sediment volume in Otago Harbour of almost 5 billion m3• Land gravity surveys (at 
Aramoana, Upper Harbour Basin and St Kilda/St Clair) and marine seismic reflection 
surveys refined this estimate to 1.62 billion m3• Gravity modelling found the maximum 
sediment thickness to be -100 m at the modern harbour entrance and > 70 m at the 
St Kilda paleo-river mouth, whereas the seismic survey found the greatest basement 
depth (-76 m) just inside the entrance at Harington Point. Taken together, these findings 
suggest that the sediment package accumulated at a rate of -90,000 m3/y since the last 
glacial maximum (equivalent to -2 mm/y). However, this rate of storage no longer 
occurs because of the current dredging regime. 
In the present sediment budget, sediment entering the harbour on the flood tide 
(619,000 m3/y) is the dominant sediment input to the system (626,000 m3/y), though 
most of it exits the harbour on the ebb tide (516,000 m3/y). The difference is more than 
compensated for by seafloor dredging, which removes more sediment than the net 
iii 
amount entering the harbour (-28,000 m3/y), thus removing stored sediment. As a result, 
the harbour's sedimentary system is in deficit, and the deficit is likely to increase in the 
future if dredging continues at the same long-term rate (244,000 m3/y). 
Otago Harbour can no longer be deemed an "infilling harbour"; human intervention has 
overturned that natural balance. Instead, the system's deficit may explain recent erosion 
at Te Rauone Beach. Furthermore, the lack of carbonate sediment accumulation, due 
also to changes in early seafloor processes, means that Otago Harbour plays a reduced 
role in preservation of carbonate information and sequestering of atmospheric CO2• 
Human activities in other urban tidal inlets may have caused similar deficits. As 
modelled for Otago Harbour, the next century promises to bring a great deal of change 
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Chapter One - Introduction 
CHAPTER ONE- INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
Many New Zealand urban tidal inlets are highly modified to facilitate continuous human 
use. Port development and harbour maintenance often involves relocation of sediment 
by seafloor dredging and related dumping, as well as shoreline alteration by land 
reclamation and coastal training structures, leading to a range of impacts and costs. 
Examples of these impacts are: lethal transportation and removal of fauna from their 
habitat; changes in benthic abundance, diversity, productivity and community 
composition; homogenisation of the seabed; introduction and re-suspension of 
contaminants and fine sediment; alteration of tidal movements, prisms and ranges; 
changes in harbour stability and channel location and cross sections; altered flushing 
time and geomorphology and finally, changes in sediment transport (Bennet, 1995; Old, 
1998; Roberts & Forrest, 1999; Nairn et al., 2004; Bolam et al., 2006). These impacts 
can, however, be understood, mitigated and minimised through informed management. 
Having a good understanding of the sedimentary dynamics of a harbour is necessaiy to 
inform decisions and planning and to ensure maintenance practices are carried out in a 
sustainable and cost-effective way. A comprehensive sediment budget is a holistic 
management tool that provides a framework for understanding sedimentary systems. 
Generally, a sediment budget is a tabulation of the inputs and outputs of sediment along 
with the calculated change in the stored sediment volume within a specified area and 
over a specified time (U.S. Army Coips of Engineers, 2002). Sediment budgets collate 
all available sedimentary information and require an understanding of the area's 
geomorphological evolution, hydraulic regime, climate and landuse history. Sediment 
budgets are thus an important tool in developing harbour management plans. 
Otago Harbour, located on the southeast coast of New Zealand's South Island (Fig. 1.1), 
is a highly modified harbour, with a port of considerable economic importance to the 
Otago region. The sediment dynamics of the harbour are poorly understood yet there is 
continued pressure to expand and develop the harbour. A sediment budget for Otago 
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Harbour will improve our understanding of how this highly modified system has 
changed and the role humans play in the system. 
The aim of this thesis was to develop, for the first time, a sediment budget for Otago 
Harbour, in order to assist future management, particularly of dredging practices. The 
key questions that this sediment budget aimed to address are as follows. 
• What is the volume and thickness of sediment currently stored in Otago Harbour? 
• What are the most important sediment transfer mechanisms? 
• What are the temporal trends in sedimentary processes? 
• What is the sedimentological history of Otago Harbour? 
• How important are human activities? 
• Do we need to dredge? Why and to what extent? 
• What would happen if we ceased dredging? 
• What was the ancient sedimentation rate? How has this rate changed? 
• What future changes might we expect for Otago Harbour? 
• What can we learn from Otago Harbour and apply to other urban tidal inlets? 
1.2 Setting 
Otago Harbour (latitude 45°50' S, longitude 170°40' E) is a shallow, narrow tidal inlet 
approximately 23 km in length, and on average 2 km wide and 4.5 m deep (Fig. 1.1; 
Lusseau, 1999b). Otago Harbour is classified as a semi-enclosed tidal system with tidal 
dominance, negligible fluvial input, an offshore bar, mixed tidal/bar bypassing and poor 
inlet stability (Heath, 1975, 1976; Hume & Herdendorf, 1988a, 1988b; Single & Kirk, 
1994). Otago Harbour would have originally been classified as a single-spit barrier 
enclosed estuary. But now the entrance is effectively constricted between a coastal 
training wall (the Long Mac) and rock headland (Harington Point), consequently, Otago 
Harbour can be classified as a headland enclosed estuary with a resulting deep throat 
maintained by strong tidal currents and deposition in the inlet itself to obtain stability 
(Hume & Herdendorf, 1988a; Single & Kirk, 1994). The City of Dunedin is centred on 
the south-western margin of Otago Harbour and has a population of 114,000 people 
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the University of Otago and Port Otago, the region's main container port. Dunedin, like 
most of the Otago Region, is surrounded by mainly rural agricultural land (Bishop & 
Turnbull, 1996; Glassey et al., 2003) . 
A 
DUNEDIN 
. 0 . 
Otai; Peninsula 
. . . 
Figure 1.1: Geological map and cross-section of Otago Harbour, South Island, New '.Zealand 
(Bishop & Turnbull, 1996, Sheet 1). Pink is the D.medin Volcanic Group, orange is the Otakou and 
Kekenodon sedimentary Groups, brown and green are the Onekakara and Matakea sedimentary 
Groups and purple is Haast Schist (Torlesse Supergroup - quarbofeldspathic schist). Akatore 
Fault is approximated offshore to the south and along the same strike a fault is deemed accurate 
onshore through to Port Chalmers. For more detailed location information see the location map 
and chart (Land Information New Zealand, 2002) in the back pocket of this thesis. 
The Otago Region sits on the Pacific Plate, to the east of the Alpine Fault that runs 
northeast across the South Island (Fig. 1.2). The terrain of Otago suggests a dynamic 
tectonic history and indeed post-Jurassic faulting and folding, causing uplift and 
deformation, have been significant agents in forming the present morphology. 
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Figure 1.2: Basement terranes of the South Island and Dunedin area, New 7.ealand (Bishop & 
Turnbul~ 1996, Figure 3, p. 8). 
The Otago region is underlain by a geological basement that consists of a series of 
tectono-stratigraphic terranes of Permian to Jurassic age (270-150 ma), which is 
overlain by Cretaceous to Cenozoic covering strata, particularly in Otago Harbour, 
sedimentary formations and the Dunedin Volcanic Group (Coombs et al. 1986; Bishop 
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Otago region is not as well explored, and research in this area has been limited to 
seismic reflection studies on the middle and outer shelf by government and petroleum 
exploration companies and in University of Otago theses (Bishop & Turnbull, 1996; 
Glassey et al., 2003; theses reviewed in Gorman et al., in prep). Thus the eastern extent 
of the rocks of the Dunedin Volcanic Group is not well constrained. Unconsolidated 
relict sediments blanket most of the consolidated rocks, but the inner continental shelf 
and the harbour are dominated by modern sand facies (Fig. 1.3; Andrews, 1973; Carter 
& Carter, 1986; Bishop & Turnbull, 1996). 
46°S 
Modern Sand Facies 
Modern Mud 
Relict Gravel Facies 
Relict / Palimpsest Sand Facies 




Figure 1.3: Map of the main sedimentary facies on the south east Otago continental shelf (Carter et 
al, 1985, Figure 4, p. 12). Dashed lines represent indistinct boundaries between the facies. 
Although little tectonic activity has been recorded in Dunedin since human occupation, 
geological evidence supports ongoing deformational fault movements (Litchfield & 
Norris, 2000; Glassey et al., 2003). Two of these potentially active structures in the area 
are the Titri Fault Zone and the Akatore Fault (Fig. 1.4; Bishop & Turnbull, 1996; 
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Litchfield & Norris, 2000). The Akatore Fault trends northeast-southwest along the 
Otago coast , with evidence near Dunedin in marine sub-bottom profiling survey s 
(Johnstone, 1990) and possible observations onshore at Port Chalmers; however, north 
of Blackhead, the fault is speculative. Nevertheless, the geometry of the fault extent 
northeast from Blackhead supports the inteipretation that it is likely to run through 
Otago Harbour (Fig. 1.1 & 1.4). Note that there was possible activity on the offshore 
portion of the fault southwest of Dunedin in 1974 (Glassey et al., 2003). 
.. 
~-:-~ Fill 
D Quaternary deposits 
D Miocene volcanic rocks 
- Faults in the Dunedin area 
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South Pacific Ocean t 
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Figure 1.4: Geology of the Dunedin area showing approximate locations of faults (Glassey et al., 
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1.3 Evolution ofOtago Harbour 
Otago Harbour reached its current state through a combination of plate tectonics, 
faulting, volcanism, surface erosion, subsidence, periglacial processes, sea-level cycles 
and coastal, slope and hydraulic processes. Additionally, it has ?een substantially 
modified by human practices. Geological and geomorphological research allows us to 
traverse the pre-historic past of Otago Harbour. 
1.3.1 Pre-human history 
The Haast Schist basement rock that underlies the site of Otago Harbour was originally 
deposited as a large sedimentary package that was deformed and metamorphosed at 
high pressures from 200 to 100 million years ago (Ma) (Bishop & Turnbull, 1996; 
Markley & Tikoff, 2003). This terrane was exhumed above sea level, deformed and 
eventually eroded, potentially in two phases (including possible marine planation) to 
form a vast low-relief plain (Bishop & Turnbull, 1996; Markley & Tikoff, 2003). The 
previous erosional surface began to build up with continental fluvial and lacustrine 
sediments in the Late Cretaceaous, when New Zealand split from Australia (-65 Ma) 
(Youngson et al., 1998; Markley & Tikoff, 2003). Regional subsidence and marine 
transgressions of the Cenozoic further shaped the area (Patino, 2005), as layers of 
terrestrial and marine deposits from the Late Cretaceous to the Oligocene (100-25 Ma) 
were deposited to form extensive sedimentary formations. These formations extend 
several hundred kilometres southeast of the present coastline and can be observed today 
in much of south-western Dunedin (Fig. 1.1; Gray & Landis, 1991) as the Caversham 
and Abbotsford formations (-65 Ma) overlain by Waipuna Bay and Abernathys 
formations (-24 Ma) (Gray & Landis, 1996). Figure 1.5 shows the Dunedin area in the 
context of the rest of New Zealand through its evolution. 
Volcanism and faulting in the Middle Miocene (13-10 Ma) laid the foundation for the 
harbour (Gray & Landis , 1991; Bishop & Turnbull, 1996). The sedimentary land was 
transformed by a series of volcanic eruptions centred near Port Chalmers (Coombs et al . 
1986; Bennet, 1995; Glassey et al., 2003; Price et al., 2003). The earliest eruptions 
probably occurred in a shallow marine environment and subsequent eruptions and flows 
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Figure 1.5: Evolution of the New Zealand land mass, from the Eocene to the Pleistocene (Fleming, 
1979, Figure 11, p. 46). 
were deposited above. The 40 km wide shield volcano was intermittently active for 
three million years, with four major eruptive phases (Coombs et al. 1986; Bishop & 
Turnbull, 1996; Price et al., 2003), changing the low-relief landscape to a complex of 
volcanic cones and uplifted fault blocks caused by crustal extension (Gray & Landis, 
1991). Successive lava flows, along with intrusions and extrusions of basaltic, trachytic 
and phonolitic rocks through the sedimentary sequence, built up the shield volcano. 
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intercalated terrestrial and marine sedimentary sequences within the Dunedin volcanic 
complex (Gray & Landis, 1991). 
There is little evidence available that describes the appearance and evolution of 
Dunedin's landscape between the cessation of volcanism in the Late Miocene and the 
Early Pleistocene. This lack of evidence reflects a time of volcanic solifluxion, tectonic 
uplift and tilting (Gray & Landis, 1991), causing extensive erosion of the volcanic 
landforms. The remaining volcanic caldera can still be recognised today surrounding 
Otago Harbour. Since then, Quaternary sediments have been deposited around the 
harbour: including estuarine alluvium on the coastal plains and valleys and colluvium 
and Late Pleistocene loess on the slopes (Glassey et al., 2003). 
Otago Harbour was further moulded by Pliocene and Pleistocene glacial cycles and their 
associated sea-level variations. Glaciers did not form in Dunedin but associated 
denudation processes, such as freeze/thaw mechanics and solifluction, dominated the 
periglacial environment. Glacial advances elsewhere on the New Zealand landmass 
produced deposits that covered Dunedin's rocks with 1-3 m of sediments, mostly from 
solifluxtion and wind-blown loess (Gray & Landis, 1991; Glassey et al., 2003). During 
the lowstands of the Pleistocene, Otago Harbour would have been a valley of marine 
deposits and alluvial gravel surrounded by low mountains opening out to a coastal plain 
that reached the sea at today's continental shelf edge (Patino, 2005). The transgression 
of the sea during inter-glacial periods would have submerged valleys and plains to 
produce conditions similar to those seen today. At all stages, the evolving landscape and 
coastline was subject to hydraulic processes. 
After extensive yet uneven erosion of the volcanic landforms, two basins were formed 
separated by a volcanic ridge from Port Chalmers to Portobello. The valleys were 
carved by two river systems both running from the more elevated middle islands down 
to the coast; one river ran northeast past the current harbour entrance at Taiaroa Head to 
a coastline -10 km from the present day, and the other ran southwest and was a part of 
the Water of Leith catchment exiting at the current location of St. Clair Beach (Benson 
& Raeside, 1963; McLean, 1985; Royds Garden, 1990; Cournane, 1992; Old, 1998). 
The ancient river mouth in southern St. Clair was imaged by a resistivity survey of 
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Holocene sediments in Dunedin (Pearson, 1993). It is likely that the valleys are fault-
incised, as well as river-incised, but there is only indirect evidence of this fault. 
The appearance of the present shoreline began to evolve after the last glacial maximum 
and sea-level lowstand, about 18,000 years ago (a) when the shoreline was situated near 
the present shelf break (Fig. 1.6; Carter et al., 1985; Gibb, 1986). The paleo-sea-level of 
this low stand is evident today in a terrace of relict sand and molluscan debris at 110 or 
120 m below present MSL (Carter et al., 1985). The paleo-sea-level trends over the last 
post-glacial transgression (Flandrian transgression) are indicated by these remaining 
sedimentary fades that have withstood the modern hydraulic regime (Andrews, 1973; 
Carter et al., 1985). Sedimentary fades suggest that sea level began to rise rapidly about 
17,000 a, but the rise was punctuated with at least four stillstands (Carter et al., 1985; 
Carter et al., 1986; Gibb, 1986). A new shoreline was temporarily developed during a 
stillstand at -15,000 a, represented by an offshore sediment wedge at a depth of 75 m 
(Carter et al., 1985). Another shoreline stabilised at 55 m approximately 12,000 a. As 
sea level rose, the two paleo-valleys were submerged and parts of the volcanic ridge 
separating the valleys were preferentially eroded to form Goat Island and Quarantine 
Island (Carter et al., 1985; McLean, 1985; Royds Garden, 1990; Old, 1998). With this 
inundation of the valleys, the eastern side of the harbour (Otago Peninsula) became an 
island separated from the mainland; the area of South Dunedin was submerged. 
Consistent rapid transgression continued until -10,000 a (sea level was - 33 m below 
present) when sea-level rise slowed (Gibb, 1986). A stillstand occurred for a period of 
800 years from 9,200 to 8,400 a, at -24 m deep (Gibb, 1986). Sedimentary evidence of 
this stillstand has been discovered as a nearshore sand wedge on the South Otago 
continental shelf (Carter & Carter, 1986). This wedge is possibly the origin of the 
submerged Otago Peninsula spit, which forms a part of the Otago Harbour ebb-tidal 
delta (Andrews 1973; Scott & Landis, 1975; Andrews, 1976; Carter & Carter, 1986). 
The further stillstand at -9 m existed for a period of 200 years, from 7,500 to 7,300 a 
(Gibb, 1986). It is thought that at this time the present-day cliffs on the south of Otago 
Peninsula had already formed by extensive coastal erosion (Scott & Landis, 1975). 
During the transgression, marine sediment was deposited across stream-derived cobbles 
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Figure 1.6: New Zealand at the last glacial maximum, approximately 18,000 years ago (McGlone et 
al., 1993, Figure 12.6, p. 301). 
Sea-level rise eventually stabilised -6500 a and has remained within 1 m of this level 
since (Herzer, 1981; Carter et al., 1985; Gibb, 1986; Gray & Landis, 1991). Some minor 
regressions in sea level have deposited sediment along the coastline, causing the 
migration of beaches seaward and forming the Aramoana salt marsh ridges and dunes 
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(Scott & Landis, 1975; Gibb, 1986; Gray & Landis, 1991). Today's Otago Peninsula 
was eventually formed with the build-up of a sand spit at St Kilda that eventually joined 
the island to the mainland with sand transported north in the littoral system (possibly 
5600 a; Bishop & Turnbull, 1996). The Upper Otago Harbour is now separated from the 
coast by a low-lying tombolo of Holocene sand, on which the residential suburbs of 
South Dunedin, St Kilda and St Clair are perched. 
1.3.2 Human history 
Eventually humans came along and began their part in the evolution of Otago Harbour. 
Maori populations were small and nomadic, with no permanent areas of cultivation, but 
a few sites in the Lower Otago Harbour had more continuous occupation (Durward, 
1933; Strack, 2006). Temporary occupation by whalers and sealers introduced European 
practices, technology and agriculture of non-indigenous food (Strack, 2006). Apart from 
fire and some clearing of vegetation (environmental impact began -1000 a; McGlone & 
Wilmshurst, 1999), it wasn't until settlement of the City of Dunedin by predominantly 
Scottish settlers in 1848 that Otago Harbour's sedimentary system felt the pressure of 
permanent occupation (Bennet, 1995). The harbour's natural sedimentary processes and 
geomorphology were eventually affected by clearing of vegetation, the beginning of 
harbour works and changes to the Clutha and Taieri River sediment outflows due to the 
settlement of Otago and Southland (Bennet, 1995). 
When gold was discovered in Otago in 1861, pressure on the harbour facilities saw 
extended structures, greater reclamations and eventually the harbour's first dredge, 
purchased in 1868 to assist in the enlargement of channels approaching jetties (Bennet, 
1995). Concern for excessive reclamation and the infilling of the harbour entrance 
catalysed the establishment of a governing committee in 1874 - the Otago Harbour 
Board (Bennet, 1995). Soon after, a large breakwater/groyne ("The Mole") was 
designed, and completed by 1888. Issues relating to the loss of tidal compartment due to 
reclamation became apparent in the early 1900s, emphasising the functional need for 
deeper water that could only be maintained by continued seafloor dredging. At the turn 
of the centmy, development of the harbour had already removed -3 million m3 (Davis, 
2008). The ongoing expansion of trade in Otago Harbour required continuous facility 
construction and upgrades. The dock sizes were increased in the 1940s to make the Port 
12 
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of Otago the first containerised cargo port in the South Island (Bennet, 1995). Otago 
Harbour has since become Otago's main route for import and expo1i of produce, with 
commercial ports located at Dunedin and Port Chalmers (Otago Regional Council, 
2001). By 2007, a total of -34 million m3 of sediment had been removed from Otago 
Harbour and about half had been used for land reclamation (Davis, 2008). 
Today, intensive or extensive capital dredging within the coastal marine area is a 
restricted coastal activity. Therefore consent must be gained from the Minister for the 
Environment (Department of Conservation, 1994; Otago Regional Council, 2001). 
However, maintenance dredging to certain depths is specifically permitted in order to 
facilitate safe navigation (Otago Regional Council, 2001). Maintenance dredging occurs 
in specific problem areas in the main berths and turning basins at Port Chalmers and 
Dunedin, and in the main shipping channels (Lusseau, 1999a). Annual maintenance and 
improvement dredging of these areas is permitted at a maximum of 450,000 m3/yr 
(Royds Garden, 1990; Lusseau, 1999b; Otago Regional Council, 2001); but the long-
term average maintenance dredging volume is 173,000 m3/yr (1934-2008 in 
Appendix D.2). Dredge spoil is relocated outside the harbour at three sites: Heyward 
Point, Aramoana Spit and Shelly Beach. 
To date, 8% (370 ha) of the surface area of Otago Harbour has been reclaimed, 
including areas at Logan Park, Bayfield Park, Portsmouth Drive, Dunedin and Port 
Chalmers docks. Consequently, there has been an estimated 30 cm increase in tidal 
range and a considerable loss in tidal prism volume (Bennet, 1995). Although biological 
effects of harbour maintenance are not well documented for Otago Harbour, changes in 
the distribution of eelgrass beds (Zostera novazealandica) may be associated with 
dredging and reclamation (Israel et al., 1996). 
Additional development of the port has been proposed by Port Otago Limited 
(previously known as Otago Harbour Board) to enable larger ships to navigate through 
the harbour. This development will include the deepening, widening and repositioning 
of the channel, turning basins and berths, and will require extensive capital dredging 
(-7 million m3 ; Davis, 2008). The effects of this development on Otago Harbour's 
sedimentary system are unknown and further alteration of an already highly modified 
harbour could have unexpected consequences. Such a proposal highlights the 
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importance of developing a comprehensive sediment budget for Otago Harbour, such as 
the one proposed in this thesis, which will improve understanding of the system and 
inform its management. 
1.4 Developing a Sediment Budget for Otago Harbour 
Sediment budgets are conceptual frameworks that allow a complex system to be 
simplified into sediment inputs, outputs and storage (Slaymaker, 2003; Rosati, 2005). 
These sediment budget parameters are tabulated for specific geomorphological cells, a 
process which in itself can be useful for coastal management (Lee & Brunsden, 2001). 
A balanced budget shows that the total sediment input to a system is equal to the total 
output plus the change in stored sediment (U.S. Army Coips of Engineers, 2002). 
Specific components of a sediment budget model can be modified to provide predictions 
of how the sedimentary system would vary under different environmental or 
management regimes. For example, if dredging output is to be increased for port 
development, the model's response may show a decrease in storage of sediment in the 
harbour. Sediment budget models can potentially contribute to management of a range 
of harbour issues including natural hazard assessment, climate change and land-use 
change (Slaymaker, 2003). 
The aim of this thesis was to develop a sediment budget for Otago Harbour that 
summarises the sedimentary system in order to assist future management, particularly 
management of dredging practices. Sediment budgets have been published for the 
Canterbury coast (Gibb & Adams, 1982) and Otago coast (Carter, 1986; Smith, 2007) 
but not specifically for Otago Harbour. A considerable amount of previous research has 
been completed on various aspects of the sedimentology of Otago Harbour. Although 
very little of this research has been published in peer-reviewed journals, a large number 
of student theses and professional reports can be assessed. In general, the various input 
and output components required to develop this sediment budget are reasonably well 
studied. However, the present volume of stored sediment (and its rate of change) in 
Otago Harbour remains largely unknown. Given the potentially large volume of 
sediments stored in the harbour, knowledge of this parameter is essential to the 
development of a reliable sediment budget. Consequently, the field component of this 
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research is specifically aimed to fill this knowledge gap and determine the total volume 
of sediment stored in Otago Harbour. 
Sediment budgets, like their monetary equivalents, are a way to balance input (income) 
and output (expenditures), with the remaining sediment stored (savings). Like storage in 
a monetary budget, the details are not really as important as understanding the processes 
that happen within the system. Understanding sediment storage in Otago Harbour is 
important for many reasons. Sediment thickness in itself is useful information for 
coastal developments. In the budget, the storage estimate is used as a balancing 
constraint on the rest of the parameters. More generally, the research provides a better 
understanding of the glacial-scale land-forms and how these landforms have evolved. 
Investigating storage in Otago Harbour elucidates the interactions between the harbour 
and adjacent shelf and it provides an insight into the stability of the harbour's margins, 
including the South Dunedin tombolo. By improving our understanding of the harbour's 
sedimentolo gy, informed planning for dredging and other port developments can take 
place. The research also provides evidence of ancient sedimentation rates that can be 
compared to modern, human-influenced sedimentation rates. Otago Harbour is currently 
infilling; Kirk (1980) estimated a storage rate of 800,000 t/y and Stevenson (2000) 
suggested a sedimentation rate of -3 mm/y in Upper Harbour Basin. The 'natural', 
ancient rate of sedimentation estimated in this thesis will elucidate the effect of humans 
on the system. 
1.5 Thesis Approach and Structure 
The key component m estimating sediment storage is determining depth to the 
consolidated bedrock surface (basement). The approach of most depth-to-basement 
studies is to integrate geophysical investigations, using several techniques to provide 
complementary information across various environments (e.g., Brabham & McDonald, 
1992; Missiaen et al., 1996; Degen et al., 1997; Langdale & Stern, 1998; Wise et al., 
2003; Lenham et al., 2005; Gunn et al., 2006; Hill, 2006). Seismic reflection surveys, in 
particular, are commonly used to obtain critical information on depth to bedrock and the 
thickness, geometry and volume of sedimentary units (Hicks & Kibblewhite, 1976; 
Kang & Chough, 1982; Davies et al., 1992), most of which are combined with some 
form of ground control such as bore lo gs, drilling or core samples. 
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This environmental science study was designed to thoroughly investigate sediment 
thickness in Otago Harbour, within financial and logistical limits, using suitable non-
destructive methods. Where available, bore records were used for ground-truthing. The 
investigation makes use of three complementary research methods that combine to give 
an estimate of sediment storage in Otago Harbour. These are: a conceptual geometric 
model of the consolidated rock basement using topography and all available bore 
records (Chapter 2), a land-based gravity survey to refine information on depth-to-
basement of the harbour's sedimentary margins (Chapter 3), and a high-frequency 
marine seismic reflection survey to characterise depth-to-basement within the harbour 
(Chapter 4). 
Chapter 5 develops a sediment budget for Otago Harbour by incorporating all available 
sedimentary information, including the storage results from the field research, into a 
simple model of a sediment budget (Hardisty et al., 1993). Various parameters in the 
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CHAPTER TWO - GEOMETRIC BEDROCK MODEL 
2.1 Introduction 
Ground-truthed geometric modelling of valley profiles provides a valuable conceptual 
approach to estimating storage of valley fill deposits (Schrott et al., 2003). This 
geomorphometric approach uses mathematical equations to match the surface bedrock 
topography of the valley sides and known sub-surface bedrock depths in order to 
calculate cross-valley bedrock profiles. These models are typically developed for 
estimating bedrock geometry of the uniform trough or "U"-shape of glacial valleys, 
which are fitted to parabolic or polynomial functions (e.g., Wheeler, 1984; James, 1996; 
Schrott et al., 2003; Hill, 2006). River-incised "V"-shaped valleys can also be modelled 
in a similar way, but using linear equations instead. Taylor & Kite (2006), for example, 
provided estimates of storage volumes for three "V"-shaped valleys in Virginia, USA, 
using GIS- based geomorphic polygon analyses. For one of the rivers that did not have 
an exposed bedrock channel they used drilling data to obtain the bedrock depth at the 
river mouth, which was interpolated upstream until the first exposure of bedrock. 
Otago Harbour is likely to be a river or fault-cut "V'-shaped valley, based on its lack of 
glacial landforms and geographic location on the unglaciated southeast coast of the 
South Island. Taylor and Kite (2006), however, warned that wide, lower-gradient rivers 
with gentle surrounding slopes may not actually form the typical "V'-shaped valley 
profile formed by bedrock-incising rivers. Summerfield (1991) proposed three river 
channel types: bedrock channels, semi-controlled channels and alluvial channels. 
Generally, bedrock channels, which create typical "V'-shaped valleys, cut into bedrock 
in the upper reaches where there is a steeper gradient and coarser sediment load but 
become semi-controlled and alluvial channels in the flatter lower reaches. Evidence of 
the rivers that incised the two Otago Harbour valleys are currently submerged beneath 
the harbour and their gradient and morphology are unknown, but the steep valley walls 
to the north (25° ± 18°) and south (17° ± 8°) suggest at least initial bedrock-incising 
rivers. For the pm.pose of obtaining a suitable estimate of the maximum volume of 
sediment fill in Otago Harbour, which will be put in context by ground-truthing, I 
assume here a bedrock-channel "V"-shaped river-incised valley. 
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The aim of this chapter is to use current understanding of the geology of Otago Harbour 
and all available information on bedrock depth to create a geometric bedrock model of 
Otago Harbour's valley floor to estimate the maximum storage of sediments. This 
estimate will guide and be refined by geophysical studies that follow, determining the 
actual sediment storage volume in Otago Harbour. A geometric model of Otago 
Harbour's sediment fill will be constructed by ext ending the terrestrial bedrock slop es to 
the deepest point of the "V', calibrating with standardised bore records to form 
triangular cross-sectional areas of the harbour, which were aggregated to determine the 
total sediment storage in Otago Harbour. 
2.2 Method 
2.2.1 Geometric Modelling 
The geometric model of sediment fill in Otago Harbour was developed by projecting the 
northern and southern slopes of 20 harbour cross-sections beneath the current sea level 
until they intersected. The slope angles for each cross-section were determined from 
elevation change on 1 :50,000 scale topographic maps. Slopes were assumed to be 
linear, consistent with the "V'-shaped valley mode, although variations in erosion rate 
of bedrock could have altered the cross-sectional shape of the valley walls. Each cross-
section was chosen perpendicular to the coastline, avoiding gullies and rivers and 
considering the position of infrastructure, reclaimed land, development, ports and other 
areas that may have geological information available for ground control. The cross-
sections covered the length of Otago Harbour and were spaced 1-2 km apart from 
Andersons Bay in the Upper Harbour Basin to Taiaroa Head at the entrance (Fig. 2.1). 
A series of mathematical steps were used to construct the model (Figure 2.2). A detailed 
description and justification of this procedure is given in Appendix A.1. A standardised 
and simplified collation of bore records was conducted (section 2.2.2). The bedrock 
depths in bores close to cross-sections were used to refine the linear slope calculation in 
those cross-sections and the refined gradients were then used in the model calculations. 
An area of sediment fill was established for each cross section and these were converted 
into volumes by multiplying by the average length to the neighbouring cross-section. 
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Figure 2.1: Location of the cross-sections used to construct a conceptual geometric model of 
sediment fill in Otago Harbour. For more detailed location information see the location map and 
chart (Land Information New Zealand, 2002) in the back pocket of this thesis. 
The seafloor (average 4.5 m deep) was used as the top of the sediment fill package, 
which was initially shaped as a triangle in a V-shaped valley (Fig. 2.3) . However, in 
some cross-sections, the surrounding topography was too steep and linear slopes would 
have projected bedrock to impossible depths, therefore, a maximum bedrock depth had 
to be imposed. 
At the last glacial maximum the harbour had two rivers running out across extensive 
coastal plains to the ocean, more than 10 km further than today's coastline (Cournane, 
1992). It can be assumed that a fluvial sy stem will carve through the bedrock of a valley 
no deeper than its base level (Christopherson, 2002; Summerfield, 1991); in this case 
the base level would be the sea level of the last glacial maximum - 110 to 120 m below 
present sea level (Carter et al., 1985). Once at sea level, a river may rework the small 
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Step One: Deternine Cross-sections 
20 cross-sections over the entire Otago Hatbour 
Step Two: Measure Parameters for each Cross-section 
The height and distance of each northern and southern 
hillside 
Step Three: Create Linear Equations for both Hillsides 
Y= Mx +c 
Slope (M) and Y-intercept (c) were required 
Bedrock depths in bores were used to calculate M 
Step Four: Sinnltaneous Equation One 
To detennine the depth at which the equations intersect, 
the deepest point 
Step Five: Simultaneous Equation Two and Three 
Each hillside's horizontal intersection with the 
seafloor (y = - 4.5 m) 
Step Six: Simultaneous Equation Four and Five 
Each hillside's horizontal intersection with the past 
seafloor(- 120 m) = 2nd base length for trapeziums 
I 
Step Seven: Calculate the Area of Sediment Fill 
Height= deepest point (or 120 m) - seafloor 
Base= Distance between the positions where the hillsides 
intersect the seafloor (or average of base lengths) 
Step Eight: Calculate the Volume of Sediment Fill 
for each Cross-section 
V = Ax L, where each area was multiplied by the 
average length to the next cross-section 
Step Nine: Total Volume of Sediment Fill 
Sum of all sediment fill volumes in the separate 
cross-sections 
Figure 2.2: Flow diagram summarising the mathematical method used to model total sediment fill 
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Fig 2.3: Schematic diagram of an Otago Harbour cross-section showing the linear slope projection 
for modelling the sediment fill area. 
amount of surface sediments as a braided or meandering river in a dynamic equilibrium 
but will not carve the bedrock any deeper (Christopherson, 2002; Summerfield, 1991) . 
Therefore, assuming tectonic stability since the last glaciation (like at Blueskin Bay; 
Gibb, 1986), 120 m was the maximum depth of bedrock used in the model to truncate 
the triangular cross-sectional areas into trapezoidal cross-sectional areas. 
2.2.2 Sub-surface Information 
All available information on bedrock depth was compiled to maximise the validity and 
accuracy of the geometric model. Information on the basin geometry and sediment 
thickness of Otago Harbour and the wider area is primarily limited to several bore lo gs 
and a few unpublished reports (Evans, 1990; Cournane, 1992; McCahon et al., 1993; 
Pearson, 1993). These bore records and reports were conducted for the purposes of port 
development, University of Otago geological research, water bore investigations, 
seismic hazard analysis and foundation investigations . The bores vazy in quality, 
presentation, interpretation, sampling method and reliability in datum and position 
references . The few good quality bore logs, and those that reached bedrock, were 
mainly distributed onshore or nearshore in two clusters: central Dunedin and Port 
Chalmers. Additional information was obtained from a resistivity survey (with unknown 
reliability) of Dunedin (Pearson, 1993) and a collation of the cities foundation records 
(McCahon et al., 1993). 
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Port Otago Limited provided access to microfiche records, dating back to the mid 1800s 
when harbour modification began. These records and Port Otago's more recent plans 
and unpublished reports have provided the bulk of the geological information on Otago 
Harbour. Where possible this sparsely distributed information was used to validate the 
bedrock projections in the model. Copies of the original bore data were most]y sourced 
from microfiche records and plans held at Port Otago Limited. 
As many bore records as possible were obtained in an attempt to better constrain the 
geometric bedrock model. Useful bore logs were within 2 km of a cross-section and 
reached bedrock or had >20 m of sediment. 
Bore logs were given position coordinates referenced to the WGS 84 datum and then 
rated for position reliability from O (no position information) to 5 (coordinates and 
datum provided). Bore logs were discarded when the reliability rating was O - 2 unless 
the general bore site was in an area of even terrain and within a few hundred meters of a 
cross-section. In order to check the ve1tical accuracy of the bore records, the datum for 
each bore was used to standardise the depths to MSL (standardisation is described in 
detail in 2.3.3). A rating was also placed on the reliability of the depths provided by 
each bore log from O (no vertical reference) to 5 (referenced to MSL or accurately 
convertible to MSL). In some cases when a vertical datum was absent yet horizontal 
position was adequate, onshore site height was used to adjust the bore logs to MSL. 
Some bore logs with poor horizontal and vertical positioning were still used, but with 
caution, when located on low relief, low variability terrain and within a few hundred 
meters of an unconstrained cross-section. 
The reliability ratings provided a means of selecting bore records to be used and those 
to be discarded. The sparse bore records were mostly completed for or by the Otago 
Harbour Board and many were too shallow for the purpose of this research and/or have 
an indistinguishable geographical position and/or vertical datum. Suitable bore logs 
were re-interpreted, simplified and standardised to MSL and used to ground truth and 
limit the projections of the geometric bedrock model. 
Bore records were simplified for the pu:rpose of this geometric research to display 
consolidated and unconsolidated material. Unconsolidated sediment is the material that 
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is relevant to the sediment budget of Otago Harbour. The consolidated sediment, 
probably basement of volcanic rock or older sedimentary rock (McCahon et al., 1993; 
Pearson, 1993), is not relevant to the modern Otago Harbour sedimentary system; it is 
the interface between these two units that is being modelled. 
Simplification of the bore logs to make the logs comparable was necessary because of 
the variations in sampling method and interpretation. The commentary and 
interpretation on each log was often ambiguous, illegible and potentially incorrect. An 
example of simplifying a bore record is displayed in Figure 2.4, which shows the re-
interpretation required to use the bore logs. 
When attempting to summarise the bore logs, the interface between the unconsolidated 
sediment units and consolidated bedrock was often unclear (for example, Railway 
engine sheds bore; Fig. 2.4). The interface was ambiguous because layers of what was 
described as cobbles and volcanic boulders were encountered shallower than the 
consolidated volcanic material. McCahon et al. (1993) and Pearson (1993) agreed that 
the interpretation of these recorded layers was uncertain and could be interpreted as 
either alluvium or highly weathered in situ basement. Unlike Pearson (1993) who 
identified basement as the first reference to volcanic boulders, this study has determined 
basement to be the first reference to consolidated material. This decision was based on 
the possibility that the layers of volcanic boulders, often underlain by more marine 
sediments, arose from landslides or other surface processes from the surrounding land, 
therefore still contributing to the unconsolidated material included as storage in Otago 
Harbour's sediment budget. Pearson (1993) noted that the resistivity research in South 
Dunedin identified the surface of volcanic rock to be highly weathered and bore lo gs 
often described it as volcanic boulders or cobbles in a clay matrix, as is shown just 
above the consolidated material in Figure 2.4. The geometric model's estimate of 
storage was intended as a conceptual maximum estimate; therefore, it was appropriate 
to include these potentially non-marine layers. 
Standardisation of depths to minimise discrepancies and datum inconsistencies among 
records was necessary as the bore logs varied in their pmpose and definition of datum 
and the age of the record. Cournane (1992) provided a useful summary and conversions · 
of the numerous definitions of datum used in Otago Harbour since the mid 1800s. All 
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Figure 2.4: Bore log of Railway 
artesian well at the engine sheds 
of Dunedin Port, March 1905 . 
Redrawn and recalculated from 
original bore log provided by 
Port Otago Limited (Source: 
POL microfiche no. 3532). The 
dashed line at 30 m below MSL 
represents the boundary 
between unconsolidated and 
consolidated material. 
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bore logs in this study were standardised toMSL, as MSL is typically used today and is 
considered a good stable reference surface (pers. comm. Dr John Hannah). 
Standardisation of sea-level records in Otago from as far back as 1918 (Hannah, 2004) 
have made use of similar adjustments. The remaining datum references were associated 
with a staff gauge that has been positioned at the harbour's entrance for over 100 years. 
Advice from Hannah and records from the Department of Lands and Surveying allowed 
for detailed corrections as great as ±3 m. 
Cournane (1992) concluded that the effort required to correct for all variations in depth 
(considering surveying errors, sea-level change, land subsidence and degrading tide 
gauges) far outweighs the error involved. Bore logs with indistinguishable datum 
reference have been kept in the summary for comparison of sediment thickness, which 
is a relative measure and does not require standardisation. 
2.3 Results 
2.3.1 Bore Logs 
A total of 87 bore logs were obtained, 46 of which encountered bedrock (Tab. 2.1). 
Unfortunately, most were clustered around the wharves in Port Chalmers with the 
remaining located nearshore at Sawyers Bay, Rocky Point and Acheron Head and 
onshore at Ravensbourne, Logan Park and the Dunedin Port (Fig. 2.5). The bore logs 
that reached bedrock were located near cross-sections 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 15 and 
were used to improve their slope values. Many bores did not reach consolidated bedrock 
(near cross-sections 5, 6, 7, 8, 18, 19 and 20); therefore, the bores depths were recorded 
as minimum sediment thickness and were used to confirm nearby cross-sections. 
2.3.2 Ground-Truthing 
Most cross-sections were unable to be constrained by proximal bore logs; however, the 
bore records encountering bedrock at Port Chalmers and the Dunedin Port provided 
some constraints on the nearby cross-sections 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 15 (Tab. 2.2, 
Fig. 2.6). The bedrock depths displayed in these bore logs were different than the 
model's estimated depth at the same location. In most cases, the difference suggested a 
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Table 21: Summary of bore logs located within and around Otago Harbour. Position and datum reliability are rated from O (none) to 5 (good information). 
Bore Name Location Longitude Latitude Date Source Bedrock Bore Position Datum 
depth depth reliability reliability 
(m) (m) (0 to 5) (0 to 5) 
TI -1 Aramoana 708314 (Northings) 331199 (Eastings) 1981 POL no. 7034 >20.5 20.5 4 5 
TI - 2 Aramoana 708297 (Northings) 331504 (Eastings) 1981 POL no. 7034 >23.2 23.2 5 5 
MOW-1 Aramoana 707822 (Northings) 330992 (Eastings) 1981 POL no. 7034 >24.4 24.4 5 5 
MOW-2 Aramoana 707882 (Northings) 331138 (Eastings) 1981 POL no. 7034 >28.8 28.8 5 5 
MOW-3 Aramoana 707895 (Northings) 331265 (Eastings) 1981 POL no. 7034 >19.0 19.0 5 5 
MOW-4 Aramoana 707968 (Northings) 330969 (Eastings) 1981 POL no. 7034 >22.3 22.3 5 5 
MOW-5 Aramoana 707564 (Northings) 330920 (Eastings) 1981 POL no. 7034 >20.8 20.8 5 5 
MOW-6 Aramoana 707550 (Northings) 331331 (Eastings) 1981 POL no. 7034 >24.4 24.4 5 5 
Brickell Aramoana flats -45. 783390 170.691000 1958 Coumane, 1992 >31.0 31.0 3 1 
McNeill Aramoana Spit -45.783420 170.716340 1991 Coumane, 1992 >54.0 54.0 4 3 
Opus - B3 Rocky Point -45.804700 170.630300 Apr-08 Greene, 2008 9.1 16.5 5 5 
Opus - B4 Acheron Head -45.798067 170.645500 Apr-08 Greene, 2008 5.6 16.1 5 5 
George - 1 Port Chalmers container terminal -45.812270 170.625900 Sep-70 POL no. 5762 33.9 58.9 4 4 
George - 2 Port Chalmers container terminal -45.811990 170.625400 Sep-70 POL no. 5762 30.9 37.6 4 4 
George - 3 Port Chalmers container terminal -45.812780 170.624720 Sep-70 POL no. 5762 26.9 28.1 4 4 
George - 4 Port Chalmers container terminal -45.813400 170.623800 Sep-70 POL no. 5762 18.4 33.9 4 4 
P0-1 Port Chalmers container terminal -45.811640 170.625930 Dec-89 Walsh & McMinn 1989 26.9 36.6 3 3 
P0-2 Port Chalmers container terminal· -45.810390 170.626490 Dec-89 Walsh & McMinn 1989 23.7 38.6 3 3 
OHB -1 Port Chalmers Dock -45.812510 170.624470 Sep-45 POL no. 4428 11.0 14.6 3 4 
OHB -2 Port Chalmers Dock -45.812160 170.624750 Sep-45 POL no. 4428 12.1 18.3 3 4 
OHB -3 Port Chalmers Dock -45.811810 170.625400 Sep-45 POL no. 4428 11.4 20.0 3 4 
OHB -4 Port Chalmers Dock -45.811460 170.626190 Sep-45 POL no. 4428 11.4 18.2 3 4 
OHB -5 Port Chalmers Dock -45.812850 170.623690 Sep-45 POL no. 4428 10.0 14.6 3 4 
OHB -6 Port Chalmers Dock -45.812870 170.624460 Sep-45 POL no. 4428 11.0 18.5 3 4 
OHB -7 Port Chalmers Dock -45.812700 170.625110 Sep-45 POL no. 4428 11.1 22.7 3 4 
OHB -8 Port Chalmers Dock -45.812000 170.626040 Sep-45 POL no. 4428 14.0 22.0 3 4 
OHB -9 Port Chalmers Dock -45.811830 170.626560 Sep-45 POL no. 4428 13.7 22.0 3 4 
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Bore Name Location Longitude Latitude Date Source Bedrock Bore Position Datum 
OHB -10 Port Chalmers Dock -45.812320 170.623970 Sep-45 POL no. 4428 10.7 14.0 3 4 
OHB - 11 Port Chalmers Dock -45.811710 170.624890 Sep-45 POL no. 4428 7.4 22.0 3 4 
OHB - 12 Port Chalmers Dock -45.811640 170.626050 Sep-45 POL no. 4428 10.9 17.4 3 4 
OHB - 13 Port Chalmers Dock -45.812370 170.626540 Sep-45 POL no. 4428 12.5 23.9 3 4 
OHB - 14 Port Chalmers Dock -45.812890 170.625490 Sep-45 POL no. 4428 14.6 25.3 3 4 
Exp - 1 Port Chalmers Export wharf -45.814220 170.629040 Apr-62 POL no. 5275 15.0 15.9 3 2 
Exp - 2 Port Chalmers Export wharf -45.814040 170.629050 Apr-62 POL no. 5275 13.8 16.2 3 2 
Exp - 3 Port Chalmers Export wharf -45.813670 170.628670 Apr-62 POL no. 5275 >16.2 16.2 3 2 
Exp -4 Port Chalmers Export wharf -45.813930 170.627760 Apr-62 POL no. 5275 15.0 16.2 3 2 
Exp - 5 Port Chalmers Export wharf -45.813830 170.627250 Apr-62 POL no. 5275 15.6 16.2 3 2 
Exp - 6 Port Chalmers Export wharf -45.814010 170.627500 Apr-62 POL no. 5275 >16.2 16.2 3 2 
Exp-7 Port Chalmers Export wharf -45.814000 170.626860 Apr-62 POL no. 5275 >16.2 16.2 3 2 
Exp - 8 Port Chalmers Export wharf -45.814080 170.626470 Apr-62 POL no. 5275 >16.2 16.2 3 2 
Exp - 9 Port Chalmers Export wharf -45.814350 170.626720 Apr-62 POL no. 5275 >12.0 12.0 3 2 
Exp - 10 Port Chalmers Export wharf -45.814410 170.625170 Apr-62 POL no. 5275 >16.2 16.2 3 2 
Exp - 11 Port Chalmers Export wharf -45.814130 170.624410 Apr-62 POL no. 5275 >16.2 16.2 3 2 
Exp - 12 Port Chalmers Export wharf -45.814500 170.625040 Apr-62 POL no. 5275 16.2 17.4 3 2 
Exp - 13 Port Chalmers Export wharf -45.814210 170.624150 Apr-62 POL no. 5275 >16.5 16.5 3 2 
Exp - 14 Port Chalmers Export wharf -45.814390 170.626880 Apr-62 POL no. 5275 >16.2 18.1 3 2 
Chip - 1 Chip mill wharf, Port Chalmers -45.816390 170.629720 Mar-73 POL no. 5924 12.6 12.6 3 1 
Chip - 2 Chip mill wharr, Port Chalmers -45.816570 170.629460 Mar-73 POL no. 5925 11. 7 11.7 3 1 
Chip - 3 Chip mill wharr, Port Chalmers -45.816750 170.629710 Mar-73 POL no. 5926 12.0 15.0 3 1 
Chip - 4 Chip mill wharr, Port Chalmers -45.817110 170.629690 Mar-73 POL no. 5927 12.0 12.0 3 1 
Chip - 5 Chip mill wharr, Port Chalmers -45.817300 170.629940 Mar-73 POL no. 5928 10.2 10.2 3 1 
Chip - 6 Chip mill wharf, Port Chalmers -45.816750 170.629450 Mar-73 POL no. 5929 >18.6 18.6 3 1 
Chip - 7 Chip mill wharf, Port Chalmers -45.816850 170.629960 Mar-73 POL no. 5930 13.5 15.0 3 1 
Chip - 8 Chip mill wharr, Port Chalmers -45.817480 170.629940 Mar-73 POL no. 5931 19.3 19.3 3 1 
Salmon Sawyers Bay -45.819300 170.603990 Feb-03 ORC no. 144/0935 > 8.4 14.0 3 2 
Sawyers A Sawyers Bay, Upper Harbour -45.827970 170.609940 Jul-56 POL no. 4947 20.2 19.5 4 3 
Sawyers B Sawyers Bay, Upper Harbour -45.828080 170.606340 Jul-56 POL no. 4948 >13.5 12.5 4 3 
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Bore Name Location Longitude Latitude Date Source Bedrock Bore Position Datum 
Sawyers C Sawyers Bay, Upper Harbour -45.827680 170.613180 Jul-56 POL no. 4949 15.0 14.3 4 3 
1864 - F Ravensboume -45.870850 170.549580 Feb-05 POL no. 394 & 395 >8.8 8.8 3 0 
1864 - G Ravensboume -45.867880 170.558200 Feb-05 POL no. 394 & 395 >8.2 8.2 3 0 
1864 - H Ravensboume -45.861770 170.571340 Feb-05 POL no. 394 & 395 >9.1 9.1 3 0 
1864 - I Ravensboume -45.856080 170.575440 Feb-05 POL no. 394 & 395 >9.1 9.1 3 0 
1864 - K Ravensboume -45.844920 170.584270 Feb-05 POL no. 394 & 395 >9.1 9.1 3 0 
Rav - 1 Ravensboume Railway land - between blocks 12 & 19 ? POL no. 2689 3.7 6.7 2 2 
Rav - 2 Ravensboume Railway land - between blocks 12 & 20 ? POL no. 2689 4.3 5.5 2 2 
Rav - 3 Ravensboume Railway land - between blocks 12 & 21 ? POL no. 2689 4.3 6.7 2 2 
Rav -4 Ravensboume Railway land - between blocks 12 & 22 ? POL no. 2689 6.4 6.4 2 2 
Rav - 5 Ravensboume Railway land - between blocks 12 & 23 ? POL no. 2689 7.5 7.3 2 2 
Rav - 6 Ravensboume Railway land - between blocks 12 & 24 ? POL no. 2689 7.9 7.9 2 2 
Rav-7 Ravensboume - -45.869410 - 170.540490 ? POL no. 2689 8.2 8.2 2 2 
Rav - 8 Ravensboume Railway land - between blocks 12 & 26 ? POL no. 2689 9.1 9.1 2 2 
1864 - C Black Jacks Point -45.873780 170.534120 Feb-05 POL no. 394 & 395 >7.6 7.6 3 0 
1864 - D Black Jacks Point -45.871760 170.536910 Feb-05 POL no. 394 & 395 >9.8 9.8 3 0 
1864 - D4 Black Jacks Point -45.871730 170.539620 Feb-05 POL no. 394 & 395 >10.7 10.7 3 0 
1864 - E Black Jacks Point -45.871870 170.542190 Feb-05 POL no. 394 & 395 >9.6 9.6 3 0 
LP - 1 Logan Park -45.864480 170.524330 Sep-98 ORC no. I44/0843 19.4 21.0 3 2 
LP - 2 Logan Park -45.864480 170.524330 Nov-98 ORC no. I44/0843 >21.3 21.3 3 2 
Coop. Dairy Coop. Dairy, Parry St, Dunedin -45.870470 170.518030 Aug-46 POL no. 4997 31.0 76.8 4 4 
Cement Silo Golden Bay Cement Co. Ltd, 
Frvatt St, Dunedin Port 
-45.877250 170.514900 Jun-82 POL no. 8535 & 
8536 & 8467 
>20.0 22.0 3 4 
Vic wharf-I NE cnr ofT shed, Dunedin -45.878310 170.513830 Dec-83 POL no. 8665 >26.4 26.4 4 3 
Railway well Dunedin Port Railway engine sheds -45.880030 170.505760 Mar-05 POL no. 3532 29.6 111.3 1 2 
PHY-2 Physiotherapy Department, 
Great King St, Dunedin 
-45.868130 170.509360 Feb-96 ORC no.? >16.5 16.5 3 1 
1864 - Al Upper Harbour Basin -45.877200 170.521220 Feb-05 POL no. 394 & 395 >7.6 7.6 3 0 
1864 - A2 Upper Harbour Basin -45.876720 170.519690 Feb-05 POL no. 394 & 395 >9.1 9.1 3 0 
1864 - Bl Upper Harbour Basin -45.872320 170.524780 Feb-05 POL no. 394 & 395 >7.6 7.6 3 0 
1864 - B2 Upper Harbour Basin -45.873070 170.525900 Feb-05 POL no. 394 & 395 >8.5 8.5 3 0 
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Figure 2.5: Location and details d' simplified bore logs in Otago Harbour. The locations of bores that reached bedrock are shown as green circles. Locations of 
bore logs that did not reach bedrock are displayed as yellow circles. The bore logs show MSL to the sediment surface as blue, sediment thickness as yellow and 
the consolidated bedrock as grey. 
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gentler actual slope than the projected slopes of the model (Tab. 2.2). The bedrock 
depths encountered in bores (Railway bore, Coop bore, Saw-C bore, Opus-3 bore and 
Opus-4 bore) along cross-sections 2, 3, 10, 13 and 15 suggest the northern modelled 
slope profiles were too steep and overestimated bedrock depth by an average of -68 m. 
On the contrary, the bedrock depths encountered in bores (Rav 7 bore, Chip 8 bore and 
POl) along cross-sections 4, 11 and 12, however, suggest the northern slope profiles 
were too gentle and underestimated bedrock depth by an average of -12 m. 
The remaining seven bores that did not reach bedrock were used to check the nearby 
cross-sections. They did not underestimate bedrock depth and suggested that the 
northern projections of the cross-sections 5, 6, 7, 8, 18, 19 and the southern projection 
of cross-section 20 were all within the predicted sediment fill area. 
Table 2.2 Summary of bore records associated with cross-sections for Otago Harbour (emphasising 
depth to basement). 
Cross-section Hillside A. Modelled B. Bore's bedrock Difference (m) Conclusion 
depth (m) depth (m) B-A 
2 North 39 29 -10 Shallower 
3 North 174 31 -143 Shallower 
4 North 1 7 6 Deeper 
5 North 28 >8 -19 Appropriate 
6 North 153 >9 -144 Appropriate 
7 North 92 >9 -83 Appropriate 
8 North 27 >9 -18 Appropriate 
10 North 157 15 -142 Shallower 
11 North 11 19 8 Deeper 
12 North 2 27 25 Deeper 
13 North 18 9 -9 Shallower 
15 North 24 6 -18 Shallower 
18 North 218 > 29 -189 Appropriate 
19 North 90 > 31 -59 Appropriate 
20 South 195 > 54 -141 Appropriate 
No bores were deep enough to ground-truth the deeper areas the model projected into 
the centre of the harbour. If not for limiting the valleys to 120 m deep, the greatest 
projected bedrock depth would have been 485 m in the Lower Harbour (cross-section 
14), but there were no bores in the area to test the slope angle. The northern margins of 
cross-sections 13 and 15 were ground-truthed to find bedrock 9 m and 18 m, 
respectively, shallower than expected. Therefore we can assume cross-section 14 was 
also shallower than the model estimates. 
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Figure 2.6: Bore record refined geometric bedrock model projections in Otago Harbour. The pink cross-sections are unchanged due to the absence of appropriate 
bore records. Green filled circles are bore logs that successfully reached bedrock but yellow bore logs did not, they instead gave a minimum sediment thickness. 
Green cross-sections have incorporated a nearby bore that reaches bedrock and yellow cross-sections were confirmed by nearby bores that did not reach bedrock. 
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2.3.3 Geometric Bedrock Model 
The geometric model revealed much variation in sediment fill over Otago Harbour. 
Bedrock slope, distance between hillsides, length between cross-sections and 
inconsistencies between the northern and southern sides of each cross-section all 
influenced the individual prism volumes of sediment estimated by the model. 16 out of 
20 of the cross-sectional areas were truncated at 120 m below sea-level, changing the 
Otago Harbour basin model to a mostly trapezoidal geometry. The remaining four 
triangular areas were formed from cross-sections at Dunedin Port (cross-section 2), 
Curles Point (8), Sawyers Bay (10) and Port Chalmers Peninsula (11). 
The greatest sediment fill areas tended to be those with the widest distance between 
hillsides associated with steep slopes. The long and wide prism formed between cross-
sections 13 and 14, from Rocky Point and Lower Portobello Bay to Deborah Bay and 
the other end of Portobello Bay, had the largest sediment volume of 0.4 km3 (Tab. 2.3). 
The other large prisms of sediment were also in the Lower Harbour and were associated 
with cross-sections 14, 17 and 18. The smallest prism of sediment fill in the model was 
south of cross-section 1 (0.09 km3) towards Andersons Bay. The geometric bedrock 
model estimates a total volume of sediment fill in Otago Harbour of 4.7 km3• The 
Lower Otago Harbour (2.7 km\ despite its shorter extent, has a larger volume of stored 
sediment than the Upper Otago Harbour (2.0 km3; Tab. 2.4) 
Table 24: Results <f the ground-trothed, geometric bedrock model of Otago Harbour. 
Volume (km3) 
Sediment fill without a maximum bedrock depth 8.1 
Amount maximum depth refined the volume(%) 58 % 
Sediment fill without bore limits 4.9 
Amount bores refined the volume (%) 3% 
Total volume in Otago Harbour 4.7 
Volume in Upper Harbour 2.0 
Volume in Lower Harbour 2.7 
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Table 23: Calculations and results cl the refined geometric model of surface bedrock in Otago Harbour. 
Cross- Hillside Location Bore log Distance Base Base Depth Area Prism Volume Valley 
section to bore length 1 length 2 (km) (km2) length (km3) geometry 
(km) (km) (km) (km) 
Extra N South ofKensington NIA 1.689 0.056 0.117 0.599 0.085 Trapezoid 
Extra s South of Andersons Bay 
1 N Kensington 2.472 0.716 0.116 0.184 1.069 0.135 Trapezoid 
1 s Andersons Bay 
2 N Dunedin Port Railway 0.670 1.597 NIA 0.087 0.069 1.173 0.141 Triangle 
2 s Bums Point 
3 N North Dunedin Coop. 1.035 2.335 0.636 0.116 0.172 1.531 0.199 Trapezoid 
3 s Past Bums Point 
4 N Black Jacks Point Rav-7 0.085 1.061 0.472 0.116 0.089 1.754 0.188 Trapezoid 
4 s The Cove 
5 N Ravensboume 1864-G 0.270 1.593 0.594 0.116 0.126 1.500 0.259 Trapezoid 
5 s Challis 
6 N Burkes 1864-H 0.495 2.219 1.564 0.116 0.218 1.116 0.201 Trapezoid 
6 s Colinswood 
7 N St Leonards 1864-I 0.320 1.838 0.614 0.116 0.142 1.754 0.137 Trapezoid 
7 s Company Bay 
8 N Curles Point 1864-K 0.365 0.751 NIA 0.038 0.014 1.486 0.237 Triangle 
8 s Grassy Point 
9 N Blanket Bay 3.214 2.071 0.116 0.305 1.103 0.258 Trapezoid 
9 s Yellow Head 
10 N Sawyers Bay Saw-C 1.557 2.919 NIA 0.112 0.163 1.535 0.164 Triangle 
10 s Edwards Bay 
11 N Port Chalmers Peninsula Chip-8 0.350 1.229 NIA 0.083 0.051 0.508 0.111 Triangle 
11 s Quarantine Point 
12 N Port Chalmers PO-I 0.198 3.906 2.780 0.116 0.386 0.789 0.315 Trapezoid 
12 s Lamiash Bay 
13 N Rocky Point Opus-3 0.880 4.267 2.892 0.116 0.413 0.926 0.403 Trapezoid 
13 s Lower Portobello Bay 
14 N Deborah Bay 4.491 3.412 0.116 0.456 0.875 0.355 Trapezoid 
14 s Portobello Bay 
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Cross- Hillside Location Bore log Distance Base Base Depth Area Prism Volume Valley 
section to bore length 1 length 2 (km) (km2) length (km3) geometry 
(km) (km) (km) (km) 
15 N Acheron Head Opus-4 0.798 3.596 2.539 0.116 0.354 0.781 0.284 Trapezoid 
15 s Kokomuka Point 
16 N Hamilton Bay 3.952 2.491 0.116 0.372 0.794 0.275 Trapezoid 
16 s Harwood 
17 N Dowling Bay 3.464 2.070 0.116 0.320 1.205 0.359 Trapezoid 
17 s Akapatiki Flat 
18 N Otafulo Point MOW-2 0.730 2.820 1.957 0.116 0.276 1.448 0.354 Trapezoid 
18 s Ohinotu Point 
19 N Aramoan a mudflats Brickell 0.443 2.529 1.158 0.116 0.213 1.268 0.253 Trapezoid 
19 s W ellers Rock 
20 N Aramoana 2.163 1.069 0.116 0.187 Trapezoid 
20 s Harington Point McNeill 0.596 
r T y y 
.( 
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2.4 Discussion 
2.4.1 Sediment Fill Volume 
The geometric model developed in this chapter estimated that the Otago Harbour stores 
almost 5 km3 of sediment. The volume of sediment varies considerably over the 
harbour, as illustrated in Figure 2.7, and potentially suggests different processes 
working on Otago Harbour over its evolution. Most of the sediment is stored in the 
Lower Harbour, where the geometry may be closer to the -120 m base-level allocated to 
this model than the shallower Upper Otago Harbour. Bore records were particularly 
valuable in refining the model by constraining the northern slopes of most of the cross-
sections (Fig. 2.6). Bore incorporation and ground-truthingwas a valuable improvement 
to the estimate of bedrock depth at the margins of Otago Harbour. While the model 
provides a useful preliminary estimate of sediment storage, not all of the valley cross-
sections were constrained by bore records and more information is required about the 
basement surface within the harbour in order to more accurately model basement 
geometry. 
The cross-sectional valley shape was modelled as a river-incised valley based on 
previous knowledge of two river systems and the absence of evidence of glacial 
processes that would otherwise form a U-shaped valley. However, the V-shaped valley 
assumption projected slopes down to a depth of 485 m (cross-section 14), much greater 
than the maximum depth that could be likely (120 m). Like in many river-incised 
valleys (Taylor & Kite, 2006), this suggests a river with mixed alluvial-bedrock reaches, 
producing a "V''-shaped valley in the upper reaches and a truncated "V"-shaped valley 
in the lower reaches. Otherwise processes more complex than incision alone have 
carved out the valley. 
2.4.2 Critique of Assumptions 
The simple geometric model of linear slopes and irregular pnsms carries broad 
assumptions that the slope of valley walls can be adequately modelled as linear and that 
the controls on valley shape (such as lithology, structure and denudation processes) are 
constant over the length of the harbour and prisms can be interpolated between cross-
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sections. These assumptions were necessary to model an idealised bedrock surface, but 
they are unlikely to be true in all cases. The use of linear equations did, however, 
adequately simulate the exposed hillsides in most of the profiles. For example, there 
were no significant deviations from a linear slope on the southern hillside of cross-
section 1 (Fig. 2.7). However, most of the profiles were truncated suggesting the linear 
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Figure 2. 7: The profile of the southern hillside <i cross-section one with a linear regression equation 
and trend line fitted to the points. 
A further simplification was used in the modelling method that may have reduced the 
accuracy of the estimate; a linear equation was used for the present seafloor and was set 
at the average depth of 4.5 m. The range in seafloor depths is from 0.2 m on the mud 
flats to over 30 m between Quarantine and Goat Islands. The cross-sectional area could 
be strongly influenced by this averaging of seafloor depth. The worst case would be 
cross-section 11 near the islands, which estimated the maximum sediment depth at 
87 m. It is therefore likely that the sediment area would have been much smaller if 
actual seafloor profiles were used for each of the cross sections. 
The model's base-level limit of 120 m was assumed as a maximum possible bedrock 
depth. Deeper areas were not validated by any bore records. McCahon (1993) and 
Pearson (1993) provided some information on the Upper Otago Harbour Basin 
geometry but not for the Lower Otago Harbour. Therefore it is only from the model that 
I deduce the Lower Otago Harbour has a greater sediment volume and a deeper extent 
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than the Upper Otago Harbour. Contrary to this, Scott & Landis (1975) estimated that 
due to their equidistance from Port Chalmers, the southern river channel in South 
Dunedin would have a similar depth as the northern river channel below Aramoana, 
which was estimated at 30 m. However, a more recent bore record in Aramoana 
disproves this depth (McNeill bore to 54 m deep), but still did not reach consolidated 
basement. M cCahon et al. (1993) and Pearson (1993) portrayed the path of the channel 
through South Dunedin from 56 m deep at the 1850 shoreline to at least 72 m deep at St 
Clair. From this we could assume that maximum bedrock depth in both the northern and 
southern channel areas could be between 56 m to at least 72 m. 
2.4.3 Source of Error 
These assumptions induce various sources of error - both methodological and 
conceptual. The degree of error from the different sources and for the final storage 
estimate is difficult to quantify. The linear regression in Figure 2.7 suggests little error 
is induced by the simple estimates of slope and use of linear equations for the surface 
bedrock. However, likely variations in erosion rates within the harbour were neglected 
and the degree of this resulting error is unknown, although it should be similar among 
cross-sections. Error between profiles was generated when calculating the prisms 
between the cross-profiles but this error was reduced by conducting as many cross-
profiles as possible to reduce the distance between profiles. 
Simplifying the bore logs, too, might have induced error. As mentioned earlier, 
summarising the bores into unconsolidated and consolidated sediment may have 
inaccurately included weathered volcanic rock with the unconsolidated sediment. The 
weathered volcanic boulders may not represent the beginning of the volcanic sequence 
but could have been later contributed to the sequence by slope erosion processes. 
Nonetheless, the weathered material, regardless of its source, could contribute to the 
sediment budget. 
2.4.4 Reliability of the Conceptual Approach 
This chapter provides a useful compilation of the available information on the sediment 
fill and bedrock of Otago Harbour and uses this information in a geometric model to 
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provide a preliminary estimate of the harbour's basin geometry. The available 
information on Otago Harbour's sediment that is referred to in this chapter is mostly 
considered grey literature, as it lacks peer review, and the data were collected for other 
pm.poses. Analysis of the existing bore records, collected by various operators for 
engineering purposes, has low reliability because methods and interpretation were often 
unclear or inaccurate or not compatible with the investigation at hand. The information 
present in this chapter, while incomplete and not always well-constrained, provides a 
useful beginning and guide to the primary research to be described in the next few 
chapters. 
2.5 Conclusion 
Existing knowledge of Otago Harbour was used to develop a preliminary approximation 
of the incised valley's geometry and resultant sediment fill. The simplified maximum 
storage estimate of 4.7 km3 provides an appropriate maximum limit to the volume of 
sediment fill in Otago Harbour. However, this estimate needs further refinement to be 
used in the sediment budget of Otago Harbour. Geophysical exploration in Chapters 3 
and 4 will provide a more extensive and accurate approximation of sediment volume 
and basin geometry. Finer resolution details are required on the depth and geometry of 
bedrock, remaining volcanic features and the evolution of the harbour. The projected 
cross sections developed in this chapter will also be useful for providing geometric 
limits when interpreting bedrock in the following gravity and seismic reflection surveys. 
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CHAPTER THREE-GRAVITY SURVEY 
3.1 Introduction 
While the geometric model provided a maximum estimate of sediment thickness, 
gravity profiling allowed us to further discern the sediment-fill profile of Otago 
Harbour. Gravity varies with changes in the density of sub-surface materials, and 
therefore, gravimetric surveys are especially useful for assessing bulk changes in sub-
surface lithology. Gravity profiling is an excellent method for investigating the interface 
between basement rock and unconsolidated sediment because of the strong density 
contrast between the two materials. 
The aim of this chapter is to investigate basement and sediment-fill geometry around 
Otago Harbour by completing three cross-sectional gravimetric surveys at Aramoana, 
Upper Harbour Basin, and St Kilda/St Clair Beach. All three surveys lie on areas of 
reclamation or Late Quaternary sediment deposition. The analysis of the 
sediment/basement interface at these three marginal regions will contribute to a wider 
estimate of Otago Harbour's basement geometry and the associated volume of stored 
sediment for the sediment budget of Otago Harbour (Chapter 5). 
3.1.1 Theory of Gravity Profiling 
Gravimetric surveying is an effective and non-destructive geophysical method used to 
deduce characteristics of Earth's sub-surface. Gravity is the force of attraction between 
masses (Sheriff, 2002); therefore, local scale differences in density near the Earth's 
surface can alter the local gravity field. Gravimeters are used to investigate sub-surface 
structures and bodies that differ in density from surrounding rock. For example, small 
scale gravity research, like this study, can investigate and model the lateral density 
variations (shown by gravity anomalies) over a basin that has infilled with material of a 
lower density (McClymont, 2000; Wise et al., 2003). The basement rock of Otago 
Harbour, eroded away at times of lower relative sea level, is infilled with lower density 
Quaternary sediment. Therefore a gravity survey is a suitable method for modelling the 
harbour's sub-surface geometry. 
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The field of gravity on the Earth's surface varies at a fine resolution (in milligals , 
10-5 mJs2) that is sensitive to slight lateral density variation in the near sub-surface 
sediment and bedrock. Gravity surveys require extremely sensitive equipment to detect 
these tiny differences in gravity's downward pull (Mus sett & Khan, 2000). Spring 
balanced gravimeters, like the Worden Gravimeter used in this research, are 
predominantly used for small-scale field-based gravity surveys (Fig. 3.1). They use a 
simple spring balance to measure the extension of the spring and thus the pull of gravity 
(Mus sett & Khan, 2000). The extension of the spring can be, however, affected by other 
spatial and temporal factors, such as latitude, elevation, nearby mass and semidiurnal 
drift and density variations (Fowler, 1990). The variation in Earth's gravitational field 
that influences these spatial and temporal factors can be attributed to the orbital pattern 
of the Earth and Moon (causing semi-diurnal temporal changes) and the distance from 
Earth's centre of mass (locally, elevation differences in gravity can be observed and at a 
much larger scale, the non-spherical shape of the Earth causes latitude differences). The 
Bouguer Anomaly data reduction process is used to correct the raw field gravity 
observations for these varying theoretical factors. 
A. 
Figure 3.1: (A) Schematic diagram of a spring in a gravimeter. On the right, the spring is being 
extended due to the higher gravity in the area caused by the higher density mass in the subsmface 
(Mussett & Khan, 2000, p. 114). (B) H10tograph c-f the Worden Gravimeter (Model 115) used in the 
gravimetric survey of the margins of Otago Harbour, Dunedin. 
3.1.2 Regional Gravitational Setting 
The vo}s:;anic nature of the wider Otago Harbour causes a regional scale positive 
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Anomaly Map of New Zealand 1: 250 000 series (Fig. 3.2) results from a large scale 
survey with coarse sampling resolution. In that context, gravity anomalies around Otago 
Harbour are too low in resolution to alone determine the required sediment-fill 
geometry. The map is dominated at this scale by a >55 mGal high caused by a dense 
core of intrusive volcanic rocks with a volume of 600 km3 (Reilly, 1972b). The tombolo 
of Quaternary sediments in South Dunedin and marine Late Cretaceous sedimentary 
formations do, however, show up as a reduced Bouguer Anomaly of - -15 mGal. 
3.2 Survey Method 
3.2.1 Experimental Design 
The local gravity field was surveyed along three land-based gravity transects around 
Otago Harbour between April 2007 and February 2008 (Fig. 3.3). Each transect was 
placed to emphasise different characteristics of Otago Harbour's margins. A local base 
station was also set up in Aramoana (A base) and in South Dunedin (S base) for 
required field calibrations. 
The Aramoana transect was placed through the township of Aramoana, running -1.8 km 
from NW to SE, from the base of the northern cliffs in Aramoana to the southern end of 
Aramoana Spit (Fig. 3.3). The cross-sectional orientation was chosen to assess lateral 
sediment/basement changes going into the harbour. The Aramoana transect was made 
up of23 survey stations, most of which were spaced 200 m apart. Spacing was reduced 
to 100 m where the differences in gravity readings were extreme between stations. This 
improved the lateral resolution of sub-surface density changes. 
The Upper Harbour Basin transect was placed around the head of the harbour, running 
-4.5 km N to S, from Logan Park to Sunbury Street in Andersons Bay. The transect was 
made up of 12 survey stations that were mostly spaced 500 m apart, except at the 
margins of the transect where spacing was reduced to 200 m. All of the survey area, 
except the transect margins, is reclaimed land, and therefore, surveys the gravity of the 
original 19th century head of Otago Harbour. 
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Figure 3.2: Map of the Boo.goer Anomaly for the Dunedin Region with the location <f this survey's 
transects at Aramoana, Upper Harbrur Basin and St KildaJSt Clair (1: 250 000 map with a 1 mGal 
isograv interval; adapted from Reilly, 1972a). 
The St Kilda/St Clair transect ran - 3.5 km from St Kilda in the east to St Clair in the 
west. The transect rises in elevation at both margins and consists of 11 survey stations 
mostly spaced 500 m apart, except for the margins that were surveyed 200 m apart. The 
St Kilda/St Clair transect spans the extent of the tombola and its orientation was chosen 
to investigate a likely previous entrance to the Upper Harbour from the southern coast. 
3.2.2 Field acquisition 
A Worden gravimeter, model 115, was used to make relative observed gravity readings. 
The Worden gravimeter uses a mass-spring system that consists of a quartz glass spring 
insulated in a NOS-filled vacuum flask. This gravimeter is, therefore, relatively 
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Figure 3.3: Map of Otago Harbour Entrance and Dunedin. Yellow circles represent the three 
gravimetric base stations, including the Dunedin pendulum base station in the Geology Department 
at the University of Otago (G). The smaller green circles represent the gravity observation stations 
along each transect. For more detailed location information see the location map and chart (Land 
Information New Zealand, 2002) in the back pocket of this thesis. 
challenging field sites and potentially causing semidiurnal machine drift. The gravity 
measurements are obtained by manually adjusting the gravimeter's graduated dial, 
which changes the tension on the spring to compensate for the local gravity field. 
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For each measurement, the gravimeter was placed on a solid concave-dish tripod and 
the legs adjusted to ensure the gravimeter was sitting level. The observed gravity value 
for each station was the average of at least four consecutive readings. Up to six repeated 
readings were taken when there was variation among the initial readings because of 
wind or unstable ground. The time of each reading was recorded and the 16 m radius 
surrounding each station was observed for topography variations (using zone B of the 
Hammer Graticle (Hammer, 1939)) for post-processing. 
A handheld Garmin 12 Geographical Positioning System (GPS) unit was used for 
horizontal and vertical positioning in the field in the WGS 84 datum. The GPS provided 
relative ellipsoid elevation data for each station that was later compared and 
standardised to sites of known elevation (MSL) obtained from LINZ (Land Information 
New Zealand) and the School of Surveying, University of Otago, and to a 10 m Digital 
Elevation Model (DEM) created by the School of Surveying. To improve the accuracy 
of elevation information along the shoreline of the Aramoana transect, a Trimble 
differential GPS linked to the Surveying School's GPS station was used. 
The New Zealand Gravity Network pendulum station for Dunedin (P13, Geology 
Department, Otago University; Robertson & Reilly, 1960), with a known absolute 
gravity of 980742.7 mGal, was measured at the beginning and end of each sampling 
day. Two field base stations were measured periodically (roughly every 2 hours) 
throughout the day; one in Aramoana (at LINZ benchmark code BGUW) and the other 
at Culling Park in South Dunedin. In order to measure instrument and diurnal drift and 
obtain a gravity reading relative to the known gravity at the Geology Base Station, 
gravity readings were taken alternatively between the field base station and Geology 
Base Station at -1 hour intervals over a 12 hour period. 
3.2.3 Data Reduction to Bouguer Anomalies 
The observed gravity must be corrected for temporal and spatial factors in order to be 
comparable within and between surveys and to be representative of the absolute 
gravitational field at each station. The data reduction process produces a residual 
anomaly that should represent the gravitational affect of the local subsurface under 
investigation (Fig. 3.4). 
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Step One: Observed Gravity 
Calculate the average observed gravity for each station 
Step Two: Correct for Temporal Drift 
Change in observed gravity at the base stations over one day 
(assuming a linear change) 
Step Three: Meter Calibration 
Convert Worden units to mGals by multiplying by the 
manufacturers constant 
Step Four: Calculate Absolute Gravity 
Use the relative difference between the field base stations and 
known gravity base station 
Step Five: Latitude Correction 
Requires the station's relative latitudinal distance to the field base 
station to determine the latitude effect 
Step Six: Free Air Correction 
Requires the station's elevation relative to MSL to determine the 
effect of station topography 
Step Seven: Bouguer (slab) Correction 
Assumes a constant slab with the standard density of 
2.67 Mg/m
3 
to the height of the station's elevation relative to MSL 
Step Eight: Terrain Correction 
The sum of the gravitational effects of each Hammer zone 
(Hammer, 1939) of a station out to a radius of 21.9 km 
Step Nine: Resolving the Residual Anomaly 
by removing the Regional Anomaly 
Regional gradients were determined from published 
large-scale Bouguer Anomaly gravity maps (Reilly, 1969) 
Figure 3.4: Flow diagram summarising fue post-processing steps of reduction to Bouguer corrected 
Residual Anomalies. 
The difference between the field and Geology Base stations was used to determine the 
drift in observed gravity readings at the field base station throughout a single day and to 
eventually obtain the absolute gravity reading for the field base station and the relative 
gravity of subsequent stations. The semi-diurnal variation that was observed at both 
field base stations can be attributed to temporal variation in the mechanics of the 
Worden gravimeter or movements of the Earth and Moon and oscillating Earth tides. 
For the pu:tpose of correcting for temporal drift in a local survey, a linear change in 
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gravity between base station readings was assumed, as conducted by other fine scale 
relative gravimetric surveys (e.g., Kilner, 2005; Blakemore, 2006; Hill, 2006). 
The constant correction between Geology Base and Aramoana Base was calculated by 
first obtaining linear trend equations for both stations over the surveying period. Using 
the linear equations, the times (t) of the beginning (10:24, 28/03/07) and end 
(20:16, 28/03/07) field readings were inserted into the appropriate equation to deduce a 
start and end gravity reading when assuming a linear relationship. The average of the 
beginning and end readings was calculated for each base station and the difference 
between the base's average provided the constant correction value between bases. The 
same procedure was used to determine the average difference between the South Base 
Station and Geology Base Station. 
Once the constant correction was determined, the Geology Relative Base Reading 
(GRBR) was set as the reference station at zero and the Aramoana Relative Base 
Reading (ARBR) was set at the constant difference between these stations 
(3.266 instrument units) and the South Relative Base Reading (SRBR) at its constant 
difference from the Geology Base Station (36.987 instrument units). The new 
Aramoana Relative Base Station reading was used to correct for drift variation on 
gravity stations recorded along the Aramoana transect, using Equation 3.1. This method 
uses a linear assumption to remove drift from observed data, the amount determined by 
the elapsed time from the base station reading and the observation station reading. 
. (SM-EM) t 











the start measurement of the survey session at the base station 
the end measurement of the survey session at the base station 
the elapsed time since SM 
the elapsed time between SM and EM (the total time for the session) 
Finally, the estimated constant difference between bases and temporal drift between 
stations was used to convert the observed readings to actual (absolute) gravity readings. 
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The observed gravity recorded in instrument units on the Worden Gravimeter was 
converted to mGal using the machine conversion factor (0.0850). The average 
difference between the known Geology base station and the field station, once 
converted from instrument units to mGal, was summed with the Geology Base Station's 
actual gravity (980,742.7 mGal; Robertson & Reilly, 1960) to obtain the absolute 
gravity at the field base station. All gravity stations were corrected for drift and then 
calculated to absolute gravity using the constant correction. 
Observed gravity measurements for small scale research are typically reduced to 
Bouguer Anomaly values. Data reduction to the Bouguer Anomaly is used to eliminate 
the varying effects of latitude, elevation and nearby mass to provide comparable 
theoretical gravity values (Fowler, 1990). The Bouguer Anomaly (BA) was calculated 
using Equation 3 .2 and the corrections are resolved in standard equations described in 
Fowler (1990). 
Where: OG = Observed Gravity 
LC = Latitude Correction 
FAC = Free Air Correction 
BC = Bouguer Correction 
TC = Terrain Correction 
Standard procedures were used for the above corrections, apart from the Terrain 
Correction. Details of all the corrections are given in Appendix B.1. The Terrain 
Correction was determined for each station according to the standard method of 
Hammer (1939) but the technique for obtaining mean height in each Hammer 
compartment was instead completed using a Digital Elevation Model (including 
bathymetiy) in ArcGIS and a python script written by M. Hill (Hill, 2006). The 
gravitational effect of the surrounding submarine terrain was incorporated by 
conducting the same terrain correction but using bathymetiy and a reduced density for 
the submarine terrain as it is covered by water (1.67 M gjm\ 
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3.2.4 Removal of Regional Anomaly 
Regional perturbations in the gravity field caused by a variation in crustal thickness, 
terrain and geology have a considerable effect on local gravity readings and can 
influence final modelling and interpretation. To ensure final gravity anomalies are 
influenced by only the target feature under investigation, in this case the 
sediment/bedrock interface, a correction must be made that removes the regional 
gravitational effect and leaves only the effect of the target - the residual anomaly. 
Generally, the gravitational pull increases offshore as the continental crust thins (Reilly, 
1972a). In the region of interest, this general trend is modified by the Dunedin Volcano 
with its high-density crustal root (Reilly, 1972b). It is the local variation in the gravity 
field caused by the density contrast of unconsolidated sediments overlying the volcanic 
material sedimentary formations that is the target feature of interest and is represented 
by the residual anomaly. 
The residual anomaly is resolved by the removal of the regional effect. Determining the 
regional anomaly is commonly done by either determining a gradient from a published 
Bouguer Anomaly map or by fitting a linear or polynomial trend to gravity 
measurements taken from geologically and gravitationally similar sites at the surveys 
margins. The precision of this method is at least an order of magnitude lower (i.e. one 
decimal place in mGal) than that used for the field measurements (i.e. two decimal 
places). The regional anomaly could not be determined by fitting a linear or polynomial 
trend to similar stations because the three transects were generally low elevation with an 
unknown depth of alluvial cover and possibly varying bedrock type at the transect 
margins, particularly beneath the St Kilda/St Clair transect. However, a 1 :250,000 
Bouguer Anomaly map (Reilly, 1972a) was adequate for determining a larger scale 
gravitational gradient for the study area (Fig. 3.2). Some uncertainty results from this 
process because Reilly's (1972a) Bouguer Anomaly reduction methods are slightly 
different from those used in this study (i.e., Latitude, Free Air and Bouguer corrections). 
A linear gradient was assumed from the isograv pattern for the Aramoana and St 
Kilda/St Clair transects. Over the Upper Harbour Basin, however, the isograv pattern is 
not linear and curves over the length of the transect. The Aramoana and St Kilda/St 
Clair gravity stations were assigned a regional anomaly by linear interpolation between 
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the anomalies at the transect margins. Whereas the regional anomaly for each Upper 
Harbour Basin station was directly estimated from Reilly's (1972a) gravity map. 
3.2.5 Numerical Modelling 
The Gravcad modelling environment (Sheriff, 1997) was used to produce two-
dimensional models of the subsurface at Aramoana, Upper Harbour Basin and St 
Kilda/St Clair using all available bedrock depth and density information to constrain the 
interpretations. Gravcad calculates the gravitational contribution of the user-defined 
po]y gons with user-defined density contrasts that represent the potential geological 
bodies to be tested. Through trial and error, a series of geological interpretations of the 
subsurface can be tested until an optimal model is found that produces a gravitational 
signal matching the observed residual anomaly. The quality of this fit is assessed 
visually and, generally, several possible models can be produced for each transect. In 
modelling the Ota go Harbour subsurface, a reasonable resolution is likely since there is 
a strong density contrast at the interface between unconsolidated sediments and 
consolidated volcanic basement. 
Small-scale fluctuations in the gravity profiles may be influenced by short-wavelength 
variations caused by subtle density changes in the subsurface; they also may be caused 
by short-wavelength error in data reduction. As a result, the small-scale variations in the 
modelled sediment-fill profile are less robust and so, small-scale deviations of 
< 0.9 mGal (maximum data reduction error) were smoothed to resemble the general 
shape rather than specifically matching the polygon to every small change. 
3.3 Results 
First]y, the gravity stations were corrected for semi-diurnal drift, the results of which are 
shown in Figure 3.5. From this, the absolute gravity at the field base stations was 
calculated to be 980,743.02 mGal at Aramoana base station and 980,745.89 mGal at the 
South Dunedin base station. 
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Figure 3.5: Semi-diurnal drift <i observed gravity (mGal) at the reference base station in the 
University of Otago's Geology Department (Dunedin Pendulum Station), indicated by filled circles, 
and (A) at the Aramoana Base Station (LINZ benchmark, code BGUW) collected on the 28th March 
2007, indicated by open circles (Geology Base, y = 47.94t + 507.55, r2 = 0.95 and Aramoana Base, 
y = 48.64t + 510.37, f' = 0.95) and (B) at Culling Park, South Dunedin, collected on the 51h May 
2007, also indicated by open circles (Geology Base, y = 35.54t + 579.55, r2 = 0. 71 and South Base, 
y = 41.57t + 613.05, r2 = 0.91). Measurements are in arbitrary instrument units. All points show 
error bars of one standard deviation. · 
3.3.1 Bouguer Anomalies 
The drift and Bouguer corrected absolute gravity anomaly results for each gravity 
station are provided below and details are given in Appendix B.2. All transects show a 
range in Bouguer-corrected absolute gravity of over 4 mGal and the Upper Harbour 
Basin transect has the greatest variation of 5.22 mGal (Tab. 3.1). The Aramoana 
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transect varies from 980743.63 to 980747.72 mGal and shows a decline in gravity from 
the Aramoana cliffs to the beginning of the Aramoana Spit -1 km along the transect, at 
which point the decline flattens out and appears to rise at the end of the spit (Fig. 3.6). 
The Upper Harbour Basin transect reveals an almost "V''-shaped Bouguer Anomaly 
profile (Fig. 3.7). The Bouguer Anomaly is lowest (980745.46 mGal) in the middle of 
the basin, near Strath Street. The St Kilda/St Clair transect varies within 4.56 mGal and 
reveals a decline in the Bouguer Anomaly from St Kilda to St Clair with the lowest 
point (980744.96 mGal) at the end of St Clair (Fig. 3.8). 
In the Aramoana and St Kilda/St Clair transects, the Free Air Correction (FAC) had the 
greatest effect on the Bouguer Anomalies followed by the Terrain Correction (TC) for 
all three transects, which indicates an important effect of elevation at the station and the 
surrounding terrain (Tab. 3.1, Fig. 3.9 & Fig. 3.11). Unlike the other transects, the 
Upper Harbour Basin transect has a high variation in the Latitude Correction (LC) due 
to its greater distance from the field base station (Tab. 3.1 & Fig. 3.10). 
Table 3.1: The effect of separate Bouguer corrections and the range of Bruguer-corrected absolute 
gravity values for the Aramoana, Upper Harbour Basin and St Kilda/St Clair transects. 
Suivey LC FAC BC TC 
Minimum Maximum Variation Transect variation variation variation variation 
Aramoana 0.40 1.51 0.39 1.22 980743.63 980747.72 4.10 
Upper 
Harbour 1.53 0.62 0.16 0.66 980745.46 980750.69 5.22 
Basn 
St Kilda/St 
0.57 6.39 1.65 0.85 980744.96 980749.51 4.56 Clair 
Potential sources of error and estimated ranges of error for the data reduction to this 
point are presented in Table 3.2. Due to small sample sizes in this survey, the potential 
errors have been calculated as half of the observed range (unlike the conventional 
calculation of standard deviation or standard error, which provided a much smaller and 
potentially underestimated error). Appendix B.3 provides details on the estimation of 
error for each possible source. 
Total uncertainty was calculated as the square-root of the sum of the squares of each 
error type and resulted in a maximum total error of ±0.91 mGal (Tab. 3.2). The 
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Figure 3.6: Absolute Bouguer Anomaly profile of the Aramoana transect that runs 1.8 km east to 
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Figure 3.7: Absolute Bouguer Anomaly profile of the Upper Harbour Basin transect that runs 


























Figure 3.8: Absolute Bouguer Anomaly profile of the St Kilda/St Clair transect that runs 3.5 km 
west to east from Tahuna Rd in St Kilda to Norfdk Street in St Clair. 
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Figure 3.10: Variation in Bouguer corrections applied to observed gravity along the Upper 
Harbour Basin transect 
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Figure 3.11: Variation in Bouguer corrections applied to observed gravity along the St Kilda'St 
Clair transect 
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Table 3.2: Estimated sources and values of uncertainties and maximum potential error associated 
with different steps of Bouguer Anomaly data reduction. 
Sources of Uncertainty Uncertainty (mGal) Error 
Error Max Min Range.;-2 LC FAC BC TC OG (mGal) 
Repeatability 
±2.85 ±0.240 ±0.240 
units 
Instrument 0.1 units ±0.009 ±0.009 
Elevation 4.31 m 0.01 m ±2.15 m ±0.664 ±0.171 ±0.031 ±0.866 
Latitude ±3.09m ±0.001 ±0.001 
Terrain 
25% of effect ±0.117 ±0.117 Correction 
Total ±0.906 
Uncertainty 
magnitude of this maximum potential error is relatively small when compared to the 
variation in Bouguer Anomalies in each survey (all over 4 mGal; Tab. 3.1). At first 
glance the magnitude of this uncertainty poses concern that the final residual anomalies 
may result from this reduction uncertainty rather than the geological target under 
investigation. However, the uncertainties discussed here are calculated for individual 
stations and do not consider relative error between stations recorded in a systematic 
fashion. The smoothly varying anomalies (Fig. 3.6-3.8) suggest that relative error 
between neighbouring stations is at least an order of magnitude less than the 
±0.906 mGal seen in Table 3.2. For this reason, the precision of the gravity readings is 
shown to two decimal places. 
3.3.2 Removal of Regional Effect 
The gravitational expression of the Dunedin Volcano has produced a -15 mGal 
anomaly that weakly influences all three transects (Fig. 3.2). The survey areas are all on 
the edge of the positive anomaly and have a narrow variation in gravity over each field 
area. The regional anomaly over the Aramoana transect varied by only 0.5 mGal as it 
runs almost parallel to the isogravs. The regional anomaly increased the variation in 
Residual Anomaly at Aramoana to 4.53 mGal (Tab. 3.3; Fig. 3.12). The Upper Harbour 
Basin transect had a higher variation in the regional anomaly of 2.1 mGal and reduced 
the variation of the residual to 3.12 mGal (Tab. 3.3; Fig. 3.13). The St Kilda/St Clair 
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transect had a much greater regional variation of 4.10 mGal and reduced the residual 
anomaly to 3.25 mGal (Fig. 3.14). Uncertainty in the regional anomaly at St Clair lead 
to the re-evaluation of the anomaly as described below. 
Table 3.3: Variation in gravity anomalies (mGal) observed at Aramoana, Upper Harbour Basin 
and St Kilda/St Clair transects. 
Transect Variation in Regional Variation inB ouguer Variation in Residual 
Aramoana 0.5 4.10 4.53 
Upper Harbour Basin 2.1 5.22 3.12 
St Kilda/St Clair 3.0 4.56 2.62 
The large variation and reduction in regional gravity towards St Clair raised some 
concern that this decline may also represent the more local effect of the tombolo of 
Quaternary sediments under investigation (evident in isostatic anomaly maps of the 
area) and would unrealistically raise the profile at St Clair when the regional anomaly is 
removed. In order to ensure the gravitational effect of the target subsurface is 
represented in the residual anomaly, the gradient from St Kilda to St Clair was reduced 
to a variation of 3.0 mGal and a subsequent reduction in the variation of the residual 
anomaly to 2.62 mGal (Tab. 3.3; Fig. 3.14). 
Resolving the residual anomaly by removing a Bouguer map-based estimated regional 
anomaly has inherent assumptions and potential error. For example, we assumed that 
these final reduced residual anomalies represent the gravitational expression of only the 
sediment fill. It was assumed that removing the map-based regional anomaly would 
remove the long wavelength effect of the deep volcanic core and leave just the effect of 
the sediment fill. The region al anomaly was also simplified further by assuming a planar 
trend. In reality, however, the sub surface is likely to be more complex than the regional 
anomaly demonstrates. Further discussion is provided in Appendix B.3. 
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Figure 3.12: The Aramoana gravity transect showing the regional anomaly, the Bouguer Anomaly 
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Figure 3.13: The Upper Harbour Basin gravity transect showing the regional anomaly, the Bouguer 
Anomaly and the resulting Residual Anomaly. All anomalies are given relative to the Geology 
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Figure 3.14: The St Kilda'St Clair gravity transect showing the original regional anomaly, the 
Bouguer Anomaly and the original resulting Residual Anomaly. The Regional Anomaly was 
reduced (solid grey line), which resulted in the final Residual Anomaly (solid black line). All 
anomalies are given relative to the Geology pendulum base station. 
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3.4 Interpretations 
Constraints on modelling were provided by bedrock depths from bore logs investigated 
in Chapter Two and density information in the literature. In Aramoana, none of the ten 
available bore logs reached bedrock, but they still provided a valuable minimum 
bedrock depth of 54 m beneath Aramoana Spit. McCahon et al. (1993) and Pearson 
(1993) found bedrock as deep as 56 m near Otari Street by the Upper Harbour Basin 
transect. Also bore logs presented in Chapter Two reached volcanic bedrock at 19 mat 
the northern end of the Upper Harbour Basin transect and 29 m and 31 m in the middle. 
McCahon et al. (1993) and Pearson (1993) estimated 62 m as the greatest depth of 
bedrock beneath St Clair. While the same maximum bedrock depth as Chapter Two can 
be used here (-120 m), the geometric valley profiles were not accurate enough to further 
constrain the gravity models. 
Density contrast is a critical modelling parameter, but it was difficult to determine in 
this study due to the absence of primary core sampling. For this pmpose, despite the 
complex and relatively unknown subsurface, the subsurface has been simplified to 
unconsolidated Quaternary sediments underlain by consolidated Miocene volcanic rock 
in this survey. A mean density of 2.81 M g/m3 for the Dunedin volcanics (n=28) was 
determined by Hatherton and Leopard (1964). However, it may be slightly lower than 
this because many of the bore logs summarised in Chapter Two described a lower-
density weathered volcanic material at the sediment interface (M cCahon et al., 1993; 
Pearson, 1993). The density of cover sediments is highly variable between and within 
sites. A density range of 1.7 to 2.1 Mg/m3 for Holocene sediments was collated from 
foundation investigations undertaken by McCahon et al. (1993) and is supported in 
Schon (2004). The density contrast used for modelling was, therefore, a minimum of 
0.71 Mg/m3 and a maximum of 1.11 Mg/m3. 
3.4.1 Aramoana Gravity Profile 
The sub-surface profile of Aramoana has been modelled by a maximum (-1.11 M g/m3) 
and minimum (-0.95 Mg/m3) density contrast within a maximum plausible sediment 
thickness of 120 m. For the modelling, the Aramoana Cliffs at the end of the profile 
(85 m from station Al 16) was used as an exposed basement control point. Both density 
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contrasts produced sub-surface profiles that show a gradual thickening of the 
unconsolidated sediment from the Aramoana Cliffs to the beginning of the Aramoana 
Spit (-1.5 km along the profile) where the maximum thickness was found (Fig. 3.15). 
The maximum density contrast modelled this maximum depth at 101 m below MSL, 
whereas the minimum density contrast modelled maximum depth at 119 m. A potential 
thinning of the sediment fill can be observed at the end of the spit but this could also be 
explained by the polygon edge effect. There is little deviation of the observed gravity 
from the modelled anomaly, -0.1 mGal (Tab. 3.4). The deviation values are added to 
provide a measure of how well the data fit the models and the amount of likely error. 
Also note that all profiles have a vertical exaggeration factor of five. 
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Figure 3.15: The relative residual gravity anomalies (open circles) and the modelled sediment fill 
(yellow polygon) and basement (grey polygon) beneath the Aramoana transect The -1.11 Mg/m3 
density contrast between sediment and basement produced a maximum basement depth of 101 m 
below MSL (dashed line), whereas, the -0.95 Mg/m3 density contrast produced a maximum 
basement depth cf 119 m below MSL (solid line). 
Table 3.4: Summary of results from modelling sedimentfill at Aramoana. 
Density Basement Sediment Maximum Transect No. of Average No. of 
Contrast Density Density Sediment length stations deviation Stations 
Thickness deviating 
(Ml!lm3) (Ml!lm3) (Ml!lm3) (m) (m) (mGal) >0.9mGal 
-1.11 2.81 1.70 101 1 790 23 0.11 0 
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3.4.2 Upper Harbour Basin Gravity Model 
In both maximum and minimum density contrast models, the Upper Harbour Basin 
gravity profile showed a steep increase in sediment thickness from Andersons Bay to 
the deepest point (69 to 111 m), close to the middle of the basin, near station S114 on 
Strath St (Fig. 3.16). The sediment thickness gradually thinned to less than 20 mat the 
Logan Park station in North Dunedin (S120). Very little deviation between the gravity 
data and the modelled anomaly was observed in both models, apart from a deviation of 
0.28 mGal at station Sl 19 near the Leith canal (Tab. 3.5). 
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Figure 3.16: The relative residual gravity anomalies (open circles) and the modelled sediment fill 
(yellow poly;on) and basement (grey polygon) beneath the Upper Harbour Basin transect. The 
-1.11 Mg/m density contrast between sediment and basement produced a maximum basement 
depth of 69 m below MSL (dashed line), whereas, the -0. 71 Mg/m3 density contrast produced a 
maximum basement depth cf_ 111 m below MSL (solid line). 
Table 3.5: Summary of results from modelling the sediment fill at Upper Harbour Basin 
Density Basement Sediment Maximum Transect No. of Average No. of 
Contrast Density Density Sediment length stations deviation Stations 
Thickness deviating 
(Mg/m3) (Mg/m3) (Mg/m3) (m) (m) (mGal) >0.9 
mGal 
-1.11 2.81 1.70 69 4 510 12 0.07 0 
-0.71 2.81 2.10 111 4 510 12 0.08 0 
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3.4.3 St Kilda and St Clair Profile 
The greatest sediment thickness along the St Kilda/St Clair transect can be observed 
-1.1 km along the profile (near B5 in St Kilda) with a potential maximum depth of 60 to 
96 m (Fig. 3.17). The general residual gravity profile from St Kilda to St Clair is a 
gradual thickening of the sediment package which is flat through the middle of the 
profile before a steep thinning of the package at the St Clair cliffs. The model's 
gravitational signal showed a close resemblance to the observation data producing very 
little deviation in both models (0.04 and 0.05 mGal; Tab. 3.6). 
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Figure 3.17: The relative residual gravity anomalies {open circles) and the modelled sediment fill 
(yellow polygon) and basement (grey polygon) beneath the St Kilda/St Clair transect. The -1.11 
Mg/m3 density contrast between sediment and basement produced a maximum basement depth of 
60 m below MSL (dashed line), whereas, the -0. 71 Mg/m3 density contrast produced a maximum 
basement depth cl 96 m below MSL (solid line). 
Table 3.6: Results from modelling the sedimentfill at St Kilda and St Clair. 
Density Basement Sediment Maximum Transect No. of Average No. of 
Contrast Density Density Sediment length stations deviation Stations 
Thickness deviating 
(Mg/m3) (Mg/m3) (Mg/m3) (m) (m) (mGal) >0.9 
mGal 
-1.11 2.81 1.70 60 3 495 11 0.04 0 
-0.71 2.81 2.10 96 3 495 11 0.05 0 
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3.4.4 Interpretation Reliability 
The non-unique nature of gravity modelling produces unlimited potential outcomes to 
represent the subsurface and, therefore, delivers a wide range sediment thickness and 
maximum depths. Uncertainty in the modelling process was reduced by limiting the 
ranges of the controlling parameters - density contrast of the polygons and polygon 
geometry. Even so, the use of only two constant densities to represent sediment and 
bedrock induces uncertainty because it simplifies a potentially complex subsurface. The 
model assumes there is no variation within each material, despite likely compaction of 
sediments with depth, possible spatial changes in porosity, likely spatial variation in 
volcanic bedrock, extent of weathered volcanic material and possible lower-density 
sedimentary formations at the sediment/bedrock interface. This uncertainty is why a 
range of densities was used. The range could only be narrowed by conducting expensive 
deep coring at the study sites. Nonetheless, the range of densities used in the modelling, 
despite inherent assumptions, was realistic. 
It is possible that in some parts of the surveys the density contrast was outside the range 
of -0.71 to -1.11 Mg/m3• The density contrast could only be outside the range if a 
higher-density volcanic basement (>2.81 Mg/m3) was present beneath the lowest 
density of sediment (1. 7 M glm\ This lower density contrast is much less plausible at 
Aramoana and Upper Harbour Basin as a lower density contrast would model an 
unrealistically deep sediment depth. However, in the St Kilda/St Clair survey, the 
maximum depth was only 96 mat the minimum density contrast of -0.71 Mg/m3 and it 
is possible that lower density sedimentary formations are beneath the sediment fill, 
therefore creating an even smaller density contrast and modelling even deeper bedrock. 
The Gravcad modelling method simplified the subsurface by assuming no variation in 
the third dimension and modelling only two dimensions. The sediment package in the 
Harbour is predicted to be relatively consistent peipendicular to the Aramoana and St 
Kilda/St Clair transects, although the St Kilda/St Clair transect may have some variation 
as it has the present shoreline on one side and land on the other. The Upper Harbour 
Basin transect is not positioned peipendicular to the main axis of the basin. However, 
the three-dimensional nature of the terrain correction will have improved the reliability 
of the models in the third dimension. 
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The gravity profiles appear smoothed due to the narrow station intervals (-80 m average 
at Aramoana, -410 m average at Upper Harbour Basin, -350 m at St Kilda/St Clair). 
Wavelengths in the gravity field in the order of the observed station interval or smaller 
may be smoothed. Therefore subtle changes in the gravitational field, or in this case the 
effect of the sediment-fill geometry, may be suppressed. The station interval and 
simplifications mentioned above make it difficult to accurately model small-scale 
fluctuations in the residual curve. 
Data reduction and modelling limitations make it difficult to accurately model small-
scale or short-wavelength fluctuations, but the use of conceptual and geological limits to 
control the modelling parameters in this survey improved the model's reliability. By 
understanding these limitations, gravity modelling produced geologically reasonable 
interpretations of the general sediment-fill thickness at Aramoana, Upper Harbour 
Basin, St Kilda and St Clair. 
3.5 Discussion 
3.5.1. Aramoana Sediment Fill 
The sediment-fill profile modelled from Bouguer-corrected residual anomalies at 
Aramoana (Fig. 3.15) shows an expected increase in sediment thickness from the 
northern margin at the Aramoana cliffs to the middle of the paleovalley at the end of 
Aramoana Spit. The profile appears realistic with a wide flat, reasonably consistent 
depth, extending across the majority of the transect. However, the profile begins to 
increase at the end of the spit, which could be caused by the edge of the modelling 
polygon. Otherwise it shows a gradual thinning of the sediment across to the southern 
side of the harbour at Harington Point. The possible thinning suggests the Aramoana 
Spit may not have been present at the last glaciation. Instead, the deepest part of the 
paleo-river could have run through its present location. As sea level transgressed, the 
river channel may have moved east to its current position as an inlet mouth. 
Aramoana's valley floor resembles the truncated "V"-shape proposed in Chapter Two. 
The steep deepening from the Aramoana Cliffs out about 500 m that flattens out over 
the rest of the transect could be explained by a lower gradient alluvial or semi-
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controlled river channel. Potentially, the valley could have initially been carved into 
bedrock (which would explain the steeper sub-surface bedrock near Aramoana Cliffs), 
but not as far as base level to form a "V"-shaped valley. The northern paleo-channel in 
the Lower Otago Harbour could have evolved into an alluvial channel towards the 
continental margin due to a change in sediment load, discharge or channel gradient, 
which could explain Aramoana's truncated "V''-shaped valley (Summerfield, 1991). 
The maximum depth of sediment reached in the two models of 101 m and 119 m was 
deeper than predicted but not inconsistent with any bore records or the geomorphic 
model in Chapter Two. The sediment thickness at Aramoana was estimated close to the 
72 m found at St Clair by Pearson (1993). The sparsely distributed bore logs in 
Aramoana did not reach bedrock but their sediment thickness supported the gravity 
profile (e.g., McNeill bore 1991; Tab. 2.1). Further research on basement depth and in 
situ substrate densities is required to be confident in the maximum depth range of 101 m 
to 119 m. Given the further -10 km or so the p aleo river would have flowed before it 
met the -120 paleo shoreline, the shallower of the two profiles is more likely. 
The steep basement profile at the northern margin resembled the steep surface 
topography that was modelled in Chapter Two. The gravity model's sub-surface 
gradient beneath the Aramoana Cliffs was 10° to 28°, which is much gentler than the 
90° gradient from the linear projection of bedrock at the Aramoana Cliffs but is similar 
to the southern slope (11 °). The Aramoana gravity profile suggests that the geometric 
bedrock model provides only a maximum sediment-fill volume. 
3.5.2 Upper Harbour Basin Sediment Fill 
The Upper Harbour Basin sediment-fill profile (Fig. 3.16) shows an increase in 
sediment thickness in the middle of the predicted southern paleo-valley as expected. 
The profile appears realistic with a consistent curve across the majority of the transect. 
Although the Upper Harbour Basin transect is not a straight cross-section of the 
harbour, it still supports the truncated "V"-shape proposed in Chapter Two. The profile 
displays a steep deepening from Andersons Bay (-16°) along about 1,100 m to a 
greatest sediment thickness of 69 to 111 m that gradually thins over the rest of the 
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transect to Logan Park (-4° slope). The Upper Harbour Basin profile suggests that the 
almost "V"-shaped southern paleo-valley may have been a bedrock-incising or semi-
controlled river channel through South Dunedin. 
The maximum thicknesses of sediment reached in the two models of 69 and 111 m were 
similar to what was predicted. The following geological information in Table 3.7 
suggests the shallower of the two sediment thickness models (density contrast of 
-1.11 Mglm3) is more likely. Basement contours from McCahon et al. (1993) and 
Pearson (1993) show a much shallower basement profile for the Upper Harbour Basin, 
ranging in depth from 5 m to 49 m (Tab. 3.7). It should be noted that sources of bedrock 
information were only located near the gravity stations and there were no appropriately 
located deep bores to test the sediment thickness beneath the middle of the transect. 
Table 3.7: Summary of the gravity-modelled bedrock depths at stations along the Upper Harbour 
Basin transect and nearby bedrock depths provided from various sources. 
Gra\ity Source Nearby Modelled Comments 
station bedrock bedrock 
depth (m) depth (m) 
Sl10 Pears:>n, 1993 -9 3-4 Modelled shallower 
Slll Pears:>n, 1993 -5 5-7 Within range 
S113 Pears:>n, 1993 -49 69-109 Modelled deeper 
Sl14 
McCahon etal., 1993 
>34 69-111 
Modelled appropriately 
Pears:>n, 1993 deeper 
S116 Railway well bore, 1905 30 56-89 Modelled much deeper 
Sl18 Coop. dairy bore, 1946 31 30-60 Within range 
S120 Logan Palk 1 bore, 1998 19 15-20 Within range 
Modelled deeper. The 
S120 Pears:>n, 1993 -7 15-20 difference puts doubt on 
Pears:>n' s resistivity survey. 
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In Chapter Two, cross-sections one, two and three all cross the Upper Harbour Basin 
gravity survey line. Method comparisons at the approximate locations at which these 
cross-sections and the gravity survey line meet, show that the geometric model's 
projections have overestimated bedrock depths in this area, apart from in cross-sections 
two and three, where bore records were incorporated. But stations Sl 13 and Sl 14 are 
modelled to have the greatest sediment thickness and are also located at the deepest 
point of cross-section one. 
The steep basement profile at the southern margin and gradual gradient at the northern 
margin was thought to potentially resemble the surface topography as assumed in 
Chapter Two. The gradient modelled by the gravity survey at the Andersons Bay margin 
(16°) was slightly steeper than the predicted sub-surface gradient of 10° on the southern 
slope of cross-section one. Whereas, the northern margin of the Upper Harbour Basin 
transect modelled basement at a gradient of only 4°, which was much gentler than that 
projected in the northern slope of cross-section three (17°). Therefore, it can be 
acknowledged that the projection of surface slopes beneath the sea's surface in Chapter 
Two is not necessarily an accurate depiction of valley shape. 
3.5.3 St Kilda and St Clair Sediment Fill 
The sediment-fill profile modelled along the St Kilda/St Clair transect (Fig. 3.17) shows 
an increase in sediment thickness from the margins to the flat middle of the presumed 
southern paleo-valley. The profile does appear realistic with little deviation in the model 
from the measured data. 
The St Kilda/St Clair valley profile displays a gradual thickening of sediment from 4 or 
5 mat station B 1 in St Kilda along 1 km and remains flat at a depth of -55 m or -85 m 
(Fig. 3 .17) until near station B 11 where a steep thinning of the sediment fill was 
observed at the St Clair cliffs. Reasonably consistent linear slopes were modelled at 
both the St Kilda margin of the transect (5-7°) and the St Clair margin (22-34°). 
Although the thickening of sediment fill at the St Kilda margin was modelled as a 
slightly convex slope angle, the valley has reasonably linear sides with a flat valley 
bottom suggesting a truncated "V''-shaped valley. Although similar to the previous 
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study areas, the St Kilda/St Clair profile suggests that the southern paleo-valley was 
more of a low gradient alluvial river channel through St Kilda. 
The maximum thickness of sediment reached in the two models was 60 m and 96 m, 
which was similar to the estimates made by McCahon et al. (1993) and Pearson (1993). 
It appears that the shallower of the two sediment-fill models (density contrast of 
-1.11 Mg/m3) is more likely. The shallower model is supported by McCahon et al. 
(1993) and Pearson (1993), which show a similar basement profile from St Kilda to St 
Clair, from Oto 72 m deep; however, they predicted this greatest basement depth would 
be at St Clair close to station B8, rather than near B5 in St Kilda as modelled in this 
survey. This casts doubt on the placement of the southern paleo-river channel at St Clair 
(McCahon et al., 1993; Pearson, 1993). 
An absence of bore records reaching bedrock in the vicinity of the St Kilda/St Clair 
survey has limited the geological controls on basement depth. Furthermore, the survey 
area was not covered in the geometric estimates of basement depth in Chapter Two. 
Nonetheless, a bore log mapped by McCahon et al. (1993), near gravity station B3, has 
a sediment thickness of at least 22 m. This minimum sediment thickness fits within the 
modelled sediment-fill profile at the station of 18 to 27 m thick. The gravity model 
shows bedrock is slightly deeper in St Kilda but remains a similar thickness for just over 
2 km. However, Pearson (1993) did not show this thicker sediment until St Clair where 
the southern paleo river channel was proposed. Ahhough a similar steep thinning of 
sediment at the end of St Clair was shown in the gravity model and Pearson's (1993) 
resistivity survey. A maximum sediment thickness of 60 m to 96 m seems appropriate 
given the lack of challenging geological evidence. From this transect and the Upper 
Harbour Basin transect we can conclude that the southern paleo river had mixed 
bedrock-alluvial reaches and flowed through the Upper Harbour Basin at a depth of 
over 69 m and through St Kilda at a depth of over 70 m but no more than 96 m. 
3.5.4 Sediment Storage in Otago Harbour 
Modelling of the drift and Bouguer corrected residual gravity anomalies on the 
sedimentary margins of Otago Harbour has provided valuable information on depth-to-
basement, to be used in the sediment budget of Otago Harbour (Fig. 3.18). The gravity 
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survey has constrained sediment thickness at both ends of the harbour but it alone 
cannot determine the stored sediment volume required for the sediment budget. 
Integration of these gravity results with the seismic reflection survey of sediment 
thickness within the harbour will be combined in Chapter Four to provide extensive 
information on the basement surface and overlying sediment volume. 
Although this small-scale land-based gravimetric survey was not used for its usual 
purpose of investigating deformation and stratigraphy (Melhuish et al., 1997; Evans, 
1990; McClymont, 2000;Markley & Tikoff, 2003), the survey was successfully applied 
to investigating Late Quaternary sediment-fill geometry as well as uncovering buried 
paleo-river valleys. Sediment-fill geometry and buried feature investigations are a 
useful application of small-scale land-based gravimetric surveys. 
3.6 Summary & Conclusion 
Despite various shortcomings, valuable Bouguer Anomaly results were obtained by the 
Aramoana, Upper Harbour Basin and St Kilda/St Clair gravity surveys. Generally, the 
shallower sediment/basement interface profiles, modelled using a maximum density 
contrast, were found to better match the geological evidence of basement depths. Over a 
variation of 4.53 mGal across the Aramoana transect, the basement profile rapidly 
deepens from the Aramoana Cliffs to the beginning of Aramoana Spit where it reaches a 
maximum depth around 101 m below MSL. The northern paleo river appears to have 
been an alluvial or semi-controlled channel as it flowed through the middle of the 
Aramoana Spit, most likely at a depth of -100 m below MSL. 
The Upper Harbour Basin transect shows a variation of 3.12 mGal across the extent of 
its almost "V"-shaped valley. From the southern margin, the basement profile has a 
steep deepening over -1 km to a depth of over 69 m not far north of Andersons Bay 
Inlet. The St Kilda/St Clair basement profile had a smaller variation of 2.50 mGal. From 
the St Kilda margin, the basement profile shows a gentle deepening of the 
sediment/basement interface to a depth of 60 to 96 m. Basement rose slightly but 
remained flat at around -55 m until a steep rise near the St Clair Cliffs. The southern 
paleo river was probably a bedrock-incising or semi-controlled channel through 
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Figure 3.18: Summary map d the results <i the gravity survey in Otago Harbour. The gravity survey transects are presented with their associated sub-smface 
models. Gravity stations are represented by circles of different colours each representing a range of basement depths below MSL (all derived from a maximum 
density contrast of -1.11 Mg/m3) : red is 0-19 m, orange is 20-39 m, yellow is 40-59, green is 60-79, blue is 80-99 m and purple is 100-119 m. 
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Dunedin but evolved into a wide alluvial river channel as it flowed through St Kilda at a 
depth of greater than probably 75 m below M SL. 
The gravity survey 's basement profiles confirmed that the geometric model's sediment-
fill volume was indeed a maximum volume and the cross-valley profiles were 
considerably refined by the gravity survey. It also appears that the cross-valley shape at 
both ends of the harbour is a truncated "V'' shape as proposed in Chapter Two. 
The reliability of the gravimetric survey could be improved by conducting field research 
on basement depth and in situ substrate densities in order to assure the maximum 
bedrock depth range. Nonetheless, land-based gravimetric modelling was an appropriate 
method to determine sediment fill on the harbour margins. In Chapter 4 the gravity 
modelling results will be integrated with sub-bottom profiling results to estimate the 
total sediment that is currently stored in Otago Harbour. 
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CHAPTER FOUR-SEISMIC REFLECTION SURVEY 
4.1 Introduction 
Seismic reflection surveying is a non-invasive method for detecting geological structure 
beneath the Earth's surface. Marine seismic reflection uses sound pulsed into the water 
and the returning "echoes" from seafloor and sub-surface interfaces to produce a cross-
sectional image similar in appearance to a geological cross section (Mus sett & Khan, 
2000). Background on seismic reflection theory can be found in Appendix C.l. 
The seismic reflection method is used in the oil and gas industry to reveal lateral 
changes in sedimentary lithology that conceal oil and gas (Lillie, 1999). On a large 
scale, seismic reflection surveys are often used to evaluate regional sedimentary, 
stratigraphic or tectonic variations. And locally, they can be used to determine depth-to-
bedrock and the geometry of sedimentary units (e.g., Hicks & Kibblewhite, 1976; 
Davies et al, 1992, Lenham et al., 2005). Answers to many geological, environmental 
and anthropological questions lie beneath the seafloor; reflection seismology provides a 
means to unlock some of this information. 
Seismic reflection profiling has obvious utility in determining sediment storage in 
Otago Harbour. Cournane (1992), Evans (1990), several unpublished Port Otago 
projects and the complementary gravity survey in Chapter 3, started the exploration into 
what lies beneath the seafloor of Otago Harbour, yet much more is still to be revealed. 
The surprisingly sparse knowledge of the subsurface beneath Otago Harbour provides 
an opportunity to collect significant new information on its basin sedimentology and 
sub-surface features. 
Using a high-resolution, single-channel, sub-bottom profiling, seismic reflection system, 
we aim to characterise the three-dimensional basement geometry of Otago Harbour to 
deduce the volume of sediment stored within the harbour. This chapter will focus on the 
observation of bedrock reflections in the seismic data and will draw simple conclusions 
concerning bedrock geometry throughout the harbour. Later in the discussion, the 
interpreted bedrock profiles will be combined with bore data (Chapter Two) and the 
gravity results (Chapter Three) to constrain the depth-to-basement in Otago Harbour. 
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The resultant 3-D geometry of the basement will be used to determine sediment 
thickness and the total volume of sediment storage for the sediment budget in Chapter 
Five. Along the way, the interpretation of sub-surface facies and geomorphic features 
may reveal information on the geological history of sea-level change and the harbour's 
evolution, in addition to the effects of recent erosion and human use. 
4.2 Method 
4.2.1 Experimental Overview 
Twenty-two seismic reflection tracks, 78 km long in total, were completed in Otago 
Harbour between November 2006 and March 2007 (Fig. 4.1). The Lower and Victoria 
Channels were surveyed with eight axial lines, separated across the channel (Polaris 
lines 1 to 8). The other 14 tracks were completed in a zigzag of the harbour (fab. 4.1). 
The survey aimed to cover as much of the harbour as possible and cover a 
representative sampling of the harbour areas. 
Various factors, including geomorphology and water depth, as well as financial and 
time constraints, influenced the extent and location of seismic tracks. A number of 
survey tracks were conducted to and from soft and hard shores. Exposed basement at 
the track margins provided a constraint on bedrock identification and interpretation. 
Table 4.1: Name and location ci each cross-line sub-bottom prciiling survey in Otago Harbrur. 
Cross-line Name From: To: 
Nauplius 1 Portobello Bay Port Chalmers 
Nauplius 2 Deborah Bay Kokomuka Point 
Nauplius 3 Kokomuka Point Dowling Bay 
Nauplius 4 Dowling Bay Ohinotu Point 
Nauplius 5 Ohinotu Point Aramoana 
Nauplius 6 Aramoana Te Rauone Beach 
Nauplius 7 Andersons Bay Dunedin Port 
Nauplius 8 Dunedin Port Bums Point 
Nauplius 9 Bums Point Leith Canal entrance 
Nauplius 10 Leith Canal entrance The Cove 
Nauplius 11 The Cove Ravensboume 
Nauplius 12 Ravensboume Eastern Channel 
Nauplius 13 Eastern Channel MacAndrew Bay 
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Figure 4.1: Seismic reflection survey tracks in Otago Harbour were completed between November 
2006 and March 2007. The black cross-lines were conducted from the RV Nauplius. The coloured 
long-axial lines were conducted from the RV Polaris in the deeper water of the Victoria and Lower 
channels: Pl is pink, P2 is purple, P3 is blue, P4 is pale blue, PS is green, P6 is yellow, P7 is orage 
and PS is red. For more detailed location information see the location map and chart (Land 
Information New 7£aland, 2002) in the back pocket of this thesis. 
The shallow waters of Otago Harbour presented several logistical challenges for 
conducting a seismic reflection survey. Otago University ' s 21-m research vessel, 
RV Polaris II, is the local vessel of choice for conducting seismic reflection surveys; 
however, the draught of the vessel is too large to allow surveying outside the dredged 
channel. Instead, the Marine Science Department's smaller research boat, RV Nauplius , 
was used with structural extensions to survey the remaining areas of the harbour. 
4.2.2 Seismic Acquisition 
The seismic survey was conducted using the single channel Ferranti ORE Geopulse 
Sub-Bottom Profiling Sy stem (SBPS) (Fig. 4.2 & 4.3). The configuration of the SBPS 
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equipment is detailed in Figure 4.2, where the initiation (trigger) of each shot and 
eventual return of each shot is to the plotter. A detailed explanation of the SBPS 
configuration is provided in Appendix C. The acoustic source and hydrophone were 
towed -20 m behind the boat and -5 m apart, with the remaining equipment on board 
(Fig. 4.3). A Digital Audio Tape deck (DAT) was used to keep a digital record of the 
unfiltered analogue signal for later processing. RV Polaris II had sufficient electrical 
power to run the SBPS, but a 5 KVA generator was required to run the equipment on 
RV Nauplius. 
Geographical positioning was manually recorded onboard using the WGS 84 map 
datum; RV Polaris II used a Furuno GP 32 positioning unit and RV Nauplius used a 
N avman Trackfish 6500 unit. Positions were recorded at the beginning and end of 
seismic lines and at 5 minute intervals on the RV Polaris II and 2 minute intervals on 
the RV Nauplius. The RV Nauplius tracks required more frequent positioning as the 
tracks were shorter and the vessel deviated more from a straight path, as its smaller size 
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the equipment configuration of a Ferranti ORE Geopulse Sub-
Bottom Profiling System used for acquisition <i seismic reflection data in Otago Harbour 
(November 2006 to March 2007). Figure after Osterberg (2001) and Hill (2006). The single-channel 
Ferranti ORE Geopulse Sub-Bottom Profiling System (SBPS) is made up <i five main components: 
Model 4800 EPC graphic plotter, Model 5210A Geopulse receiver, Model 5420A Geopulse 
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Figure 4.3: Photograph of the onboard components of the Ferranti ORE Geopulse Sub-Bottom 
Profiling System aboard the RV Polaris II. The ooboard SBPS is made up of: (a) DAT, (b) receiver, 
and (c) plotter. 
Speed on the RV Polaris II was 4.4 ±0.9 knots, and less on the RV Nauplius 
(3.5 ±0.6 knots). Boat speed was taken into account later for the geographical 
positioning of the seismic profiles, as well as the distance between the seismic source 
and GPS receiver, which was -35 m ahead of the seismic source and hydrophone on the 
RV Polaris II and -20 m ahead on the RV Nauplius. The accuracy of positioning is 
expected to be within ±10 m due to the equipment used and merging the positioning 
data with seismic data. 
4.2.3 Seismic Processing 
The DAT recorded a finely sampled waveform, which was converted with coordinate 
information and the above merging factors into the industry standard SEG-Y format 
(Barry et al. , 1975). Details of the SEG-Y conversion are provided in Hill (2006 and 
2008) and are summarised in Appendix C.2.2. The SEG-Y data were viewed and 
digitally processed using Linux-based software, GLOBE Claritas (Ravens, 2004 ). 
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Digital processing of the SEG- Y data was used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and 
prepare the data for inteipretation (Fig. 4.4). Various processing techniques were 
applied to the SEG-Y data after a period of trial and error tests designed to determine 
suitable parameters for filtering and attenuating multiples and noise (details in 
Appendix C.2.2). The following GLOBE Claritas processing techniques were utilised: 
(1) BALANCE (horizontal balancing to enhance lateral continuity), (2) BUTTERFILT 
(bandpass filter to attenuate undesirable frequencies), (3) AGC (gain correction to 
compensate for signal attenuation over time) and (4) FXDECON (deconvolution to 
enhance coherent signals) (Ravens, 2004). 
4.2.4 Seismic Interpretation 
Once the seismic lines were processed, the identification, grouping and characterisation 
of reflections could take place. The direct arrival, energy that travels in a straight ray 
path from source to receiver, is easily distinguished due to its shorter path and high 
amplitude (Sheriff, 2002). In shallow seismic reflection data, the direct arrival can 
sometimes interfere with the seafloor reflections. Generally, the strongest primary 
reflection in marine seismic data comes from the seafloor. Other primary reflections 
may appear at interfaces between sedimentary units in the subsurface. The deepest and 
most continuous reflections with similar reflection configurations, orientation, 
continuity and with an absence of deeper reflections, were interpreted as basement 
(Fig. 4.5, modified from Badley, 1985). However, in areas of good seismic penetration 
and a shallow basement, deeper interfaces within the consolidated rock could potentially 
be imaged, e.g., planar reflections dipping seaward within the Tertiary sedimentary 
sequence. 
Internal reflections occur with changes in density and/or sound velocity in the sediment 
(Brabham & McDonald, 1992). A strong primary reflection likely to be found in Otago 
Harbour that could confuse basement identification, is a sharp continuous boundary 
representing a dredged horizon that has subsequently infilled. Similar features have 
been profiled in dredged waterways in the Netherlands (Degen et al., 1997). These 
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Figure 4.4: (a) The raw plot of the seismic reflection Nauplius line 1 from Port Chalmers to 
Portobello Peninsula (showing record numbers 280 to 800 and time O to 52 ms TWT) and (b) the 
job list used to process the line in GLOBE Claritas. The data shown in (a) after: (c) balance, 
(d) band pass filter, (e) AGC, (f) deconvolution, (g) all cf the processing techniques applied and 
(h) the same as (g) but with a colour scale amplitude plot. 
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Figure 4.5: Examples of diagnostic characteristics of reflection configurations (modified from 
Badley, 1975, Figure 4.15, p. 81). 
Multiple reflections between the seafloor and underlying reflectors can cause difficulty 
during interpretations. The location of the seafloor multiple was easily isolated using 
Equation 4.1, where tP is the primary reflection in TWT, tw is the seafloor reflector in 
TWT and n is the multiple number (Hill, 2006). We had to be wary not to misinterpret 
deep seafloor multiples as primary reflections because their amplitudes will not have 
attenuated much because of the time-varying gain (AGC) applied to the data. 
Equation 4.1: Seafloor multiple (TWT) = t P + nt w 
Depth conversion is an essential part of intei:preting seismic data. The procedure for 
converting two-way time (TWT) to depth in a single-channel survey requires the 
estimation of ocean and substrate velocities. Water has a nominal seismic velocity of 
1500 mis but varies with water properties. In this case, the velocity of shallow 
unconsolidated saturated sediment is estimated to be 1500-1700 mis (Schon, 2004) and 
volcanic basement is significantly greater (e.g., >2500 mis). In order to give an 
indication of the sediment/basement interface depth, all conversions in this chapter have 
been carried out with a velocity of 1500 mis. Two way time (t), on the vertical axis of 
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the seismic profiles, was converted to depth (d) using this average velocity above the 
interface (Vp) in Equation 4.2 (Lillie, 1999). 
Equation4.2: d= .:xvP 
2 
The interpretation of sub-bottom profiles is greatly enhanced by knowledge of local 
geology and the ability to ground truth reflections by tying them to outcrops or bore 
holes. True ground control on the basement reflections in Otago Harbour was difficult 
with so few bore logs to the depth required and the large distance to the control points. 
Nonetheless the correlation between the bore logs and the seismic reflections is an 
important constraint on inte1pretation and is presented in section 4.3.8. 
4.2.5 Seismic & Gravity Data Integration 
Once all available ground control was completed, only convincing basement reflections 
were combined with the shallowest gravity-derived basement models and basement 
depths obtained from bore logs, to develop the basement surface in ArcGIS. The 
shallowest basement gravity models (using the maximum density contrast) were used to 
integrate with seismic reflections because they correlated best with the bore records and 
Pearson's (1993) resistivity research. Basement contours were created from all of the 
combined data. 
Unfortunately, the seismic interpretation software used here was not directly compatible 
with ArcGIS (used for the models in Chapters 2 and 3), in terms of geographical 
referencing and the different formats of the gravity, seismic and bore log data and the 
continuous two-dimensional nature of seismic data. Interpreted contour lines, based on 
the integrated basement data, were constructed manually in ArcGIS as there was no 
other reasonable method of constructing contours. One benefit of creating the contours 
by hand was the ability to include a priori knowledge of geomorphological processes 
that produced the basement surface. 
The contour lines were triangulated to interpolate the basement information into a TIN 
(Triangulated Irregular Network). The TIN was converted to a final raster grid to enable 
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a direct comparison with the bathymet:ry and to calculate sediment thickness. Sediment 
thickness was determined in ArcGIS by simply removing the seafloor surface 
(bathymet:ry grid of Otago Harbour provided by Andrew Ternes, Surveying School, 
University of Otago) from the basement grid. A 25 by 25 m cell isop ach grid map of the 
sediment thickness in Otago Harbour was produced. The total volume of stored 
sediment was calculated by summing all cell depths in the isopach grid and multiplying 
by the cell area (625 m\ The procedure used was similar to that used by Hill (2006) to 
estimate the volume of sediment stored in Lake Rotoiti. 
4.3 Results 
All 22 seismic lines collected across the harbour display interpretable and variable sub-
bottom strata and often the basement reflection. Most of the harbour is well represented 
by this data set with the exception of the area just south of the middle islands where 
equipment difficulties precluded data acquisition. 
4.3.1 General Observations 
The quality of the seismic sections varied with sea state, the acquisition vessel and 
water depth. As found by Hicks and Kibblewhite (1976) in Waitemata Harbour, water 
depth was the most influential factor, as better vertical penetration and fewer 
reverberations occurred in deeper water. In shallow water (i.e., most of the harbour), the 
energy is more attenuated by complicated travel paths and reverberations. Consequently 
the seismic results for the lines in the deeper water of the channel were most useful for 
determining the basement reflection. 
Processed and interpreted large-scale plots of all the seismic lines can be viewed in 
Appendix C.3 and will be referred to throughout the rest of this chapter. Primary 
reflections were encountered to a maximum depth of -76 m (0.101 s TWT, Nauplius 6); 
therefore, the vertical axes of the plots are all O to 0.11 s TWT (0 to -82.5 m below 
MSL). It is important to appreciate that the vertical axes of the profiles are in TWT and 
profiles are vertically exaggerated; calculated depths are only estimates. Horizontal 
distances may also vary slightly along each profile and among profiles due to manual 
positioning and inconsistent vessel speeds whilst surveying. 
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Identification of deep primary reflections was inhibited in shallow areas by reduced 
vertical penetration but also in deeper water because of deeper seafloor multiples where 
basement reflections were expected. Seafloor multiples reduced the relative amplitude 
of the deeper primary reflections. Abundant multiples and the lack of outcrop 
information at the Otago Harbour Entrance and between the middle islands, which were 
expected to be the easiest locations to inteipret basement reflections due to their deeper 
water, were the major cause of uncertainty in interpreting basement reflections. 
Strong seafloor and sediment reflections with strong multiples, were not always 
interpreted as basement outcrops. Instead, they were sometimes attributed to boulders, 
stormwater gravels or anthropogenic material, which can be common in industrial 
harbours (McGee, 1990; Coumane, 1992). The seafloor was usually highly reflective. 
However, in shallow profiles, the direct arrival (0.007 s assuming a constant velocity of 
1500 mis) sometimes interferes with the seafloor signal, hindering its identification. 
This is due to the geometry of the data acquisition system (especially the separation of 
the source and receivers) and the dominant period (or frequency) of the boomer pulse. 
In shallower water, the seafloor was displayed at no less than 0.007 s, as this is a 
minimum receiving time. It was also noted that the reflections in many surveys 
displayed an interesting seismic signature; each reflection was closely followed by a 
second peak 0.002 s (TWT) beneath the reflection. 
Electrical interference occurred when surveying from the RV Nauplius in the Otago 
Harbour Basin and Upper Otago Harbour, probably because the SBP S equipment was 
not earthed properly to the vessel. This occasionally introduced random electrical noise 
and sections of inverted polarity and reduced signal, which appeared seismically 
incoherent and inhibited seismic reflections from being observed. Another challenge to 
basement interpretation in Otago Harbour Basin and Lower Otago Harbour was caused 
by acoustic opacity or "wipeout", which could be due to either this electrical 
interference or gas content (Hicks & Kibblewhite, 1976; Missiaen et al., 1996; Degan et 
al., 1997), surface sediment type (e.g. organic clay; Coumane, 1992), or general 
profiling clarity. The acoustic opacity is unlikely to be due to weathered basement, 
buried channels or a different basement type (as suggested by Coumane (1992) and 
Evans (1990)). 
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4.3.2 Identification of Basement Reflections 
To organise observations and interpretations of basement depth, the harbour was split 
into five areas (Tab. 4.2): Otago Harbour Basin (B), Upper Otago Harbour (U), Central 
Otago Harbour (C), Lower Otago Harbour (L) and Otago Harbour Entrance (E). The 
five areas reflect both geographical location and probable differences in sedimentology 
and geological history. 
Table 4.2: Summary of the five areas d' Otago Harbour and the seismic survey lines within each 
area. 
Location Ab bre via ti on Seismic Survey Lines 
Otago Harbour Basin B Nauplius 7, 8, 9, 10 and Polaris 4, 5(a) 
Upper Otago Harbour u 
Nauplius 11, 12, 13 and 3 (c), 5(b), 
6, 7, 8(a), 8(b) 
Central Otago Harbour C Nauplius 1, 14 and Polaris 3(b), 3(c), 5(c) 
Lower Otago Harbour L Nauplius 2, 3, 4, Polaris l(a), 2(c), 3(a) 
Otago Harbour Entrance E Nauplius 5, 6, Polaris l(b), 2(a), 2(b) 
Many continuous, high amplitude, primary reflections recurred throughout the Otago 
Harbour profiles, all of which are highlighted and annotated in the plots in Appendix C 
(Fig. C. l-C.30). As the basement horizon is the only reflection pertinent to determining 
the sediment storage volume, it will be the focus of interpretation and discussion in later 
sections. Continuous basement reflections (extending over >50 m) were identified in 
each area and were named with the area's letter (Tab. 4.2), and given a consecutive 
number for the area's interpreted basement reflections. Not all horizons were 
continuous; therefore, the disrupted horizons were joined with a dashed line where 
appropriate in the plots. Many discontinuous planar reflections that occurred frequently 
were interpreted as changes in unconsolidated sediments and were ignored. The 
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4.3.3 Otago Harbour Basin 
All but Nauplius line 7 displayed basement reflections in Otago Harbour Basin 
(Tab. 4.3). In the southern part of the basin, very few reflections were observed, only a 
short reflection at Burns Point (Nauplius 8 & 9); therefore sediment thickness in this 
area is not well constrained. Basement was, however, interpreted further north near the 
Cove, near Leith Canal and in Victoria Channel, ranging from 14 to 71 m. N aup lius line 
10 was surprisingly successful, despite the shallow water, as basement was confidently 
interpreted over 46% of its extent (740 m) and encountered the deepest primary 
reflection at 71 m near the Cove (B base 2 reflection, Fig. 4.6) . Basement was 
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Figure 4.6: The processed and interpreted basement profile observed from the Lei th Canal to the 
Cove in Nauplius line 10, in the Otago Harbour Basin. Two-way time (s) and an estimated depth 
(m), assuming a velocity of 1500 m s-1, are used to show the relative depths of sedimentary and 
ambiguous seismic reflections (red) and the consolidated basement reflection (green). The 
reflections are dashed when a horizons continuity is inferred. The seafloor (yellow) and multiples 
(dashed orange) are shown to aid interpretation. Circles represent the depth of basement 
reflections on intersecting lines. A full si:ie version of this plot is in Appendix C, Fi~re C.10. 
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Table 4.3: Summary of the basement reflections observed in the Otago Harbour Basin. 
Hori:ron Depth TWT Lines Location Extent Total Coverage Details 
Name (m) (s) distance 
B Base 1 is a low amplitude, discontinuous reflection with 
B base 1 23 0.038 
N8& 
Bums Point 
90 m inN8 
2010m 5% faint chaotic internal reflections. B Base 1 was fuund near 
N9 and 20 m N9 Bums Point and appears to extend 20 m in N9 and 
notentiallv joins with B Ba<;e 2. 
Varies in The B Base 3 reflection can be traced as a gentle incline 
B base 2 
14 to 0.019-
NlO The Cove strength over 1600 m 46% 
from the harbour's edge at the Cove into the harbour over 
71 0.094 
740m 740 m. The basement reflection has high reflectivity but has 
some weak areas. 
In Victoria Channel Weak and 
29 to 0.038- from Leith Canal, past discontinuous 
B Base 4 is a weak, discontinuous, unclear reflection with 
B base 3 
47 0.062 
P4 Black Jacks Point to and varies in 2890m 34% no primary reflections beneath but several sedimentary 
the :lerterliser wharf strength over 
layers above. 
980m 
In Victoria Channel Low B Base 5 is a weak, discontinuous and hummocky 
B base 4 
22 to 0.029-
P5(a) from the ferterliser reflectivity and 4690m 36% reflection with a clear basement profile to a peak at 22 m 
55 0.073 whart past discontinuous near Ravensboume (near the intersection with N12). 
Ravensboume to Maia over 1680 m 
<: -r '>-
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Nauplius lines 8 and 9 because of the effect of shallow water and electrical interference, 
which appeared sporadically as an altered signal below 0.02 s TWT. 
A strong and continuous but very shallow (10 m) reflection was observed over 520 m 
near Andersons Bay in Nauplius line 7, which could be basement according to Pearson 
(1993) and McCahon et al. (1993). However, electrical interference reduced coherence 
deeper in the profile, so I could not confidently inteipret this reflection as basement. 
Steep, faint and deep potential basement reflections were observed beneath Victoria 
Channel near Dunedin Port in both Polaris lines 4 and 5 (a) but were also not 
confidently identified. 
4.3.4 Upper Otago Harbour 
The Upper Otago Harbour (U) survey obtained particularly clear basement profiles in 
cross-lines Nauplius 11, 12 and 13, and axial-lines Polaris 5 (b), 7 and 8 (a), near the 
Cove, M acAndrew Bay and several continuous basement reflections in Victoria 
Channel from Ravensbourne right through to Kilgours Point (Tab. 4.4). But in general 
there were fewer, weaker and discontinuous seismic reflections beyond the near surface 
area (0 - 0.02 s TWT) and the cross-lines were affected by electrical interference. 
Despite the shortcomings, basement was confidently interpreted throughout most of 
Victoria Channel. The basement depths ranged from 7 m at the harbour edge in 
Ravensbourne to 73 mat St Leonards (Nauplius 12 and Polaris 3 (c), respectively). A 
possible outcrop was observed at 12 m deep near Curles Point in Polaris line 5 (b), 
where the basement profile is traced to the near surface and only multiple reflections 
were observed beneath the seafloor (Fig. 4.7). The most continuous basement profile 
occurred over 1.46 km along the extent of Ravensbourne (Polaris 7, Fig. 4.8). 
4.3.5 Central Otago Harbour 
Central Otago Harbour (C) was successfully surveyed with reflections observed over 
the entire extent of the profiles; however, many were ambiguous reflections or 
multiples. The deeper water of the two tidal colks between Quarantine Island and Goat 
Island (as deep as 32 m, Benson & Raeside, 1963) induced fewer reverberations and 
later multiples, which allowed the steep seafloor to be well imaged (Fig. 4.9). These 
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Table 4.4: Summary of basement reflections observed in Upper Otago Harbour. 
Hori20n Depth TWT Lines Location Extent Total Coverage Details 
Name (m) (s) distance 
A basement profile was observed from the Ravensboume 
margin oflines Nl 1 and Nl2. It is a steep and very 
discontinuous reflection that runs 640 m across most of 
Ravensboume to Inferred over 
Nl 1 extent from 0.012 s (9 m) down to 0.071 s (53 m) and 
Nll the Cove (Nl 1) even more than 
back up to 0.03 s (23 m) at the Cove. The basement profile 
U base 1 7 to 53 
0.009- & and towards 640 m (Nll) 2510 m 66% 
encounters a bad signal beneath Victoria Channel 
0.071 hindering the reflections continuity. A low amplitude and Nl2 MacAndrew Bay and 1020 m 
discontinuous basement profile with disruptive wavy 
(Nl2) (Nl2) 
internal reflections in Nl2 has an extent ofl020 m from 
potentially 0.009 s (7 m) at Ravensboume to at least 0.050 
s (38 m) in the middle of the harbour (but reflections are 
too weak to identify) and back up to 0.034 (26 m). 
A basement reflection was observed in Nl3. It was 
observed on the southern side of the harbour cross-sections 
and had a discontinuous reflection over 650 m from 0.04 s 
0.04-
Middle of the 
Discontinuous down to 0.052 s. This reflection has intermittent blank sub-
U base 2 30 to 39 
0.052 
N13 harbour, near 
over 650 m 
2190 m 29% surface areas (shallow penetration) possibly caused by 
MacAndrew Bay electrical interference or different absorbency of the 
seafloor, maybe high gas content. The reflection was 
characterised by high reflectivity and disruptive, wavy, 
sub-parallel internal reflections. 
A similar shaped basement profile was observed in 
Victoria Channel alongside Ravensboume in P7 and P8 (a). 
The basement horizon in beth lines came to a similar peak 
0.022- P7 & 
Continuous over near their intersections with Nl2, where the basement 
U base 3 17 to 59 
0.078 P8 (a) 
Ravensboume 1460 m (P7) and 5740m 42% profiles closely intersected N12 basement and P7 basement 
920 m (P8 a) also perfectly intersected Nl 1 basement. P7 showed 
basement over 1460 m from 0.027 (20 m) to 0.078 (59 m} 
P8 (a) showed a clear basement profile over 924 m from 
0.022 s (I 7 m) to 0.072 s (54 m). 
~ ,,... ... A r r 
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Horizon Depth TWT Lines Location Extent Total Coverage Details 
Name (m) (s) distance 
Two clear basement reflections at Burkes and St Leonards 
0.052- Burkes and St Intermittent over 
are separated by a complex series ofreflections where 
U base 4 39 to 56 0.075 P8 (b) Leonards 560m 
2290m 25% basement wasn't confidently identified. The basement 
reflection varies from 0.052 s (39 m) to 0.075 s (56 m) and 
discontinous over 560 m. 
P5 (b) was a very successful line with basement 
intermittently identified from Maia all the way to Kilgours 
0.016- Maia to Kilgours Intermittent over Point. The strength of the basement reflection varied along 
U base 5 12 to 50 0.067 P5 (b) Point 3430m 4690m 73% 
its 3.43 km extent. The basement depth ranged from 0.016 
s (12 m), a possible outcrop near Curles Pt, to at least 0.067 
s (50 m) near Burkes, where the reflection was too faint to 
identify any deeper. 
P 3 (c) and P6 display a basement reflection beneath 
Blanket Bay infilled with many sedimentary reflections, 
0.028- P3 (c) 2070 m in total which complicates identification. P3 (c) displays basement 
U base 6 21 to 47 0.062 &P6 Blanket Bay fur both lines 6630m 31% over 710 m from 0.038 s (29 m) to 0.056 s (42 m). P6 
shows basement from 0.028 s (21 m) to 0.062 s (47 m) 
over 940 m. Note the percentage identified as basement is 
fur the entire lines ofboth Pol 3 (c) and 6. 
Two short deep basement reflections were observed in P3 
(c) near St Leonards and Curles Point The reflection 
0.065- St Leonard and Two reflections nearer St Leonards is 0.089 s (67 m) to 0.097 s (73 m) over 
U base 7 49 to 73 0.097 P3 (c) Curles Point totalling 420 m 3340 m 34% 280 m. The second reflection is shorter (140 m), more 
jagged and shallower, from 0.065 s (49 m) to 0.073 s (55 
m). Note the percentage identified as basement is fur the 
whole P3 (c) line. 
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Figure 4.7: The processed and interpreted Polaris line 5 (b) from Maia to Kilgours Point in Upper Otago Harbour. The plot displays near-surface basement or a 
possible outcrop in Victoria Channel near Curles Point and Blanket Bay. Two-way time (s) and an estimated depth (m), assuming a velocity cf 1500 m s-1, are used 
to show the relative depths cf sedimentary and ambiguous seismic reflections (red) and the consdidated basement reflection (green). The reflections are dashed 
when a horimns continuity is inferred. The seafloor (yellow) and multiples (dashed orange) are shown to aid interpretation. Circles represent the depth cf basement 
reflections on intersecting lines. A full si:ze version of this plot is in Appendix C', Figure C.25. 
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Figure 4.8: The processed and interpreted Polaris line 7, from Black Jacks Point to Burkes in Upper Otago Harbour, displaJS a clear basement profile in Victoria 
Channel near Ravensboume. The basement profile successfully intersects basement in both NaupliU:s lines 11 and 12 Two-way time (s) and an estimated depth (m), 
assuming a velocity d 1500 m s-1, are used to show the relative depths d sedimentary and ambiguous seismic reflections (red) and the consolidated basement 
reflection (green). The reflections are dashed when a horizms continuity is inferred. The seafloor (yellow) and multiples (dashed orange) are shown to aid 
interpretation. Circles represent the depth of basement reflections on intersecting lines. A full si:.1£ version of this plot is in Appendix C, Figure C.28. 
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multiples hindered the identification of basement reflections; however, the seafloor 
could be exposed bedrock here. 
The greatest depth of confidently inteipreted basement was 56 m (0.075 s TWT) near 
Observation Point in axial-line Polaris 3 (b) (Fig. 4.9). Nauplius line 1 exhibited 
basement from 17 m at the Portobello Peninsula deepening to 44 m past Quarantine 
Island and back up to 30 m near Port Chalmers Peninsula (Tab. 4.5). Also, a convincing 
truncated "V"-shaped basement profile was observed in Nauplius line 14 to a maximum 
depth of 45 m (0.06 s TWf) from Kilgours Point to Grassy Point (Fig. 4.10). Little 
other continuous evidence of the basement horizon was observed in the axial lines, apart 
from four small areas that are described in Table 4.5. 
It is worth noting that side swipe is possible (particularly in Nauplius 1 near the rocky 
shoreline of the islands) and could be caused by the channel edges (Cournane, 1992) or 
more likely any hard coastline. There is a slight risk of misinterpreting a continuous side 
swipe reflection as basement. 
4.3.6 Lower Otago Harbour 
Sediment thickness was easily inteipolated in Lower Otago Harbour (L) because the 
basement horizon was confidently identified in several well-seperated areas (Tab 4.6). 
Basement depths down the middle of the Lower Otago Harbour were deeper than 60 m 
and as much as 72 m (0.096 s TWT; Polaris 1 (a)) in the Cross Channel (Fig. 4.11). The 
shallowest basement was observed at 15 m (0.02 s TWT) at Tayler Point (Nauplius 4; 
Fig. 4.12) and on the southern side of the channel near Acheron Head in Nauplius line 2 
and supported by a shallow reflection in Polaris line 3 (a) from Acheron Head to Pulling 
Point. 
Nauplius line 4 from Dowling Bay to Ohinotu Point displays the best basement cross-
profile of Lower Otago Harbour (Fig. 4.12) with an intermittent extent along half the 
profile to at least 62 m (0.082 s, near the intersection with Polaris 1 (a)). All lines 
display areas with numerous deep, highly reflective sedimentary layers (e.g. Fig. 4.11). 
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Figure 4.9: The processed and interpreted Polaris line 3 (b) from Sawyers Bay to Observation Point in Central Otago Harbour. This plot shows the well imaged 
seafloor between Goat and Quarantine islands with strong multiples beneath. Basement is observed as deep as 56 min the Lower Channel near Observation Point 
Two-way time (s) and an estimated depth (m), assuming a velocity of 1500 m s-1, are used to show the relative depths of sedimentary and ambiguous seismic 
reflections (red) and the consolidated basement reflection (green). The reflections are dashed when a hori21lns continuity is inferred. The seafloor (yellow) and 
multiples (dashed orange) are shown to aid interpretation. Circles represent the depth of basement reflections on intersecting lines. A full si:1£ version of this plot is 
in Appendix C, Figure C.21 
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Table 4.5: Summary of the basement reflections observed in Central Otago Harbour. 
Horbon Depth TWT What Location Extent Total Coverage Details 
Name range (s) lines? distance % 
0.023- Portobello to Port A clear basement profile was observed in Nl from 17 m at the 
C Base 1 17 to 44 0.059 Nl Chalmers 950m 2840m 
33% Portobello Peninsula deepening to 44 m past Quarantine Island 
Peninsulas and back uo to 30 m near Port Chalmers Peninsula. 
0.024- Kilgours Point to 
A convincing truncated "V"-shaped basement profile was 
C Base 2 19 to 45 0.06 N14 Grassy Point 2130m 2310m 
92% observed in N14 to a maximum depth of38 m (0.05 s TWT) 
from Kilgours Point to Grassy Point 
0.019- Kilgours Point to An 1.68 km continuous basement reflection was identified from 
C Base 3 14 to 29 0.038 P5 (c) the southern (flood) 1680 m 5230m 
32% Kilgours Point to just before the southern flood tidal colk at a 
tidal colk depth of14-29 m (P5 (c)) 
North of the ebb From the northern tidal colk (ebb) 290 m north, basement was 
C Base 4 42m 0.056 P5 (c) tidal colk 290m 5230 m 
6% observed at around 42 m, which intersects perfectly with the 
basement profile ofNl 
C Base 5 37 to 56 0.049- P3 (b) Observation Point 270m 3410 m 8% A possible basement reflection at 37-56 m with a short extent of 
0.075 0.27 km near Observation Point (P3 (b )) 
Possible outcrop at Rocky Point. A convincing basement was 
0.013- Careys Bay to interpreted just below the seafloor at a depth ofl0-18 m, which 




640m 3340m 34% extended 640 m from Careys Bay past Rocky Point to Deborah 
Bay (P3 (a)). Note the percentage coverage has included all 
basement reflections on this line 
' r 
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Table 4.6: Summary of the basement reflections observed in Lower Otago Harbour. 
Hori:ion Depth TWT Lines Location Extent Total Coverage Details 
Name range (s) distance % 
Short, low continuity, weak basement reflections. Deep 
L base 1 15 to 68 
0.02-
N2 
Deborah Bay to 
1360m 2470 55% 
sedimentary layers near Kokomuku Pt. Strange highly reflective 
0.091 Kokomuku Point seafloor, inhibiting sub-surface reflections towards Kokomuku Pt 
There maybe deeper reflections near Kokomuku Pt, past 0.11 s. 
L base 2 20 to 64 
0.026-
N3 
Dowling Bay to 
1140m 2780 41% 
Reflective seafloor in the south and confusing channel fill 
0.085 Kokomuku Point reflections. 
N4 :from Dowling Bay to Ohinotu Point displays an intermittent 
0.02- Dowling Bay to 1830 m, basement cross-profile ofLower Otago Harbour with the deepest 
L base 3 15 to 62 
0.082 
N4 
Ohinotu Point intermittent 
3570 51% basement-interpreted reflection at 62 m (0.082 s TWT} Strange 
highly reflective seafloor, inhibiting sub-surface reflections 
towards Ohinotu Pt 
Intermittent weak reflections with considerable sedimentary 
0.044- Pulling Point to 1850 m reflections above at Tayler Bend. A 710 m wide area of shallow 




3900 47% vertical penetration was observed at Tayler bend. The seafloor and 
first multiple is imaged normally, maybe with a few more 
reverberations and a little weaker. No evidence of gas 
L base 5 29 to 47 0.039- P2 (c) Tayler Point Implied 2750 20% Discontinuous faint reflection but it has a clear smooth peak and it 
0.063 over 540 m could represent the sub-surface expression ofTayler Pt. 
490 m, but 
L base 6 20 to 22 
0.026-
P3(a) 
Acheron Head to whole line 
3340 34% 
Note the percentage coverage has included all basement 
0.029 Pulling Point identified reflections on this line 
1130 m 
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Figure 4.10: The processed and interpreted Nauplius line 14 from near Kilgours Pci.nt and Sawyers 
Bay to Grassy Point in Central Otago Harbour shows the well imaged truncated "V"-shaped 
basement profile infilled wi1h several sedimentary hori:inns. Basement is observed as deep as 45 m. 
Two-way time (s) and an estimated depth (m), assuming a velocity of 1500 m s-1, are used to show 
the relative depths of sedimentary and ambigurus seismic reflections (red) and the consolidated 
basement reflection (green). The reflections are dashed when a hori:inns continuity is inferred. The 
seafloor (yellow) and multiples (dashed orange) are shown to aid interpretation. Circles represent 
the depth of basement reflections on intersecting lines. A full si:ie version of 1his plot is in Appendix 
C, Figure C.14. 
4.3. 7 Otago Harbour Entrance 
The deeper water of the artificially-constricted entrance to the harbour enables greater 
seismic penetration, fewer reverberations and later (deeper) multiples. Consequently, 
basement was observed as deep as 76 m (0.101 s TWT, Nauplius 6). Evidence of a 
flood tidal bar can be seen in all axial lines of Harington Bend, below which only a 
short reflection was seen in Polaris line 2 (b) at -44 m. Generally, numerous strong 
reflections were produced but most of these were not easily separable or individually 
identified, suggesting a series of thin interbedded sedimentary layers. 
The basement horizon was most obvious in the cross lines (Tab. 4.7). Nauplius line 6 
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Figure 4.11: Processed and interpreted plots of Polaris line 1 (a) from Pulling Point to the Cross-channel in Lower Otago Harbour. This plot is a good example of 
the numerous sedimentary hori:ams at Tayler Bend. Two-way time (s) and an estimated depth (m), assuming a velocity of 1500 m s-1, are used to show the relative 
depths of sedimentary and ambigurus seismic reflections (red) and the consolidated basement reflection (green). The reflections are dashed when a hori:n:ms 
continuity is inferred. The seafloor (yellow) and multiples (dashed orange) are shown to aid interpretation. Circles represent the depth of basement reflections on 
intersecting lines. A full she version of this plot is in Appendix C, Figure C.15. 
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Figure 4.12: The processed and interpreted Nauplius line 4, which runs 3.6 km from Dowling Bay to Ohinotu Point in Lower Otago Harbour. Two-way time (s) and 
an estimated depth (m), assuming a velocity of 1500 m s-1, are used to show the relative depths of sedimentary and ambiguous seismic reflections (red) and the 
consolidated ba.ement reflection (green). The reflections are dashed ooen a hori:lons continuity is inferred. The seaflocr (yellow) and multiples (dashed orange) are 
shown to aid interpretation. Circles represent the depth d' basement reflections on intersecting lines. A full si:le version of this plot is in Appendix C, Figure C.4 . 
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Table 4. 7: Summary of the basement reflections observed at the Otago Harbrur Entrance. 
Horizon Depth TWT Lines Location Extent (m) Total Coverage Details 
Name range (s) distance % 
Many primary and multiple reflections, which suggests several 
sedimentary layers have been imaged. Basement was 
confidently identified over 430 m sloping from Ohinotu Pt to a 
depth ofat least 71 m (0.094 s) in the channel but the reflection 
E Base I 30 to 71 
0.04-
N5 
Ohinotu Pt to Faint over 
1060m 41% is very fu.int and disappears beneath this depth so the basement 0.094 channel 430m could be deeper. Basement may reappear on this line as a steep 
spike near Aramoana but this was not confidently interpreted. 
It appears in both cross-lines N5 and N6 that the basement 
profile extends deeper than the vertical range of the plot - 0.11 
s TWT (83 m). 
Intermittently continuous reflection with very few reflections 
beneath it. The horizons shape is not smooth, it has peaks and a 
0.043- Te Rauone Sporadic steep slope. N6 displayed an easily interpreted basement 
E Base 2 32 to>76 
0.101 
N6 Beach to but clear 850m 41% pro file across 41 % its extent, from a depth of 32 m at Te 
channel over 350 m Rauone Beach to at least 76 min the middle of the channel. It 
appears in both N5 and N6 that the basement profile extends 
deeper than the vertical range of the plot - 0.11 sTWT (83 m). 
0.026- Harington Pt Undulating Ref! ections at varying depths and slope angles. Peak at Taiaroa 
E Base 3 20 to 50 
0.066 
Pl (b) to Taiaroa over 1120 3870m 29% Head. Faint, intermittent and discontinuous reflection. 
Head m 
E Base 4 31 to 44 0.041-
0.059 




2760m 12% Faint reflections that were inferred between. Discontinuous and 
parallel internal reflections 
0.03- Cross-channel 1130m Weak discontinuous reflections that were very intermittent and 
E Base 5 23 to 59 0.078 P2 (b) to Harington intermittent 2820m 40% inferred in between some reflections 
Bend 
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Figure 4.13: The processed and interpreted Nauplius line 6,from Aramoana mudflats to Te Rau.one 
Beach, displaying a clear cross profile near the Otago Harbour Entrance. The basement reflection 
was identified across 350 m from 32 m below MSL at Te Rauone Beach to possibly deeper than 76 
min the Lower Channel. Two-way time (s) and an estimated depth (m), assuming a velocity of 1500 
m s-1, are used to show the relative depths of sedimentary and ambiguous seismic reflections (red) 
and the consolidated basement reflection (green). The reflections are dashed when a hori:ions 
continuity is inferred. The seafloor (yellow) and multiples (dashed orange) are shown to aid 
interpretation. Circles represent the depth of basement reflections on intersecting lines. A full si2e 
version of this plot is in Appendix C, Figure C.6. 
least 76 m in the middle of the channel (Fig. 4.13). Nauplius line 5 also displayed a 
clear but faint profile to at least 71 m beneath the channel. Neither line flattened off at 
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before any indication of the valley bottom, as would be expected if the valley depth was 
within theplot's vertical extent (-83 m). Sediment fill layers (and multiples) are strong 
throughout Nauplius line 5; therefore, basement depth at the harbour entrance could be 
greater than 83 m. 
A couple of reflections were interpreted as basement in the axial-lines Polaris 1 (b), 
2 (a) and 2 (b) (Tab. 4.7). Interestingly, the basement horizon in Polaris line 1 (b) was 
observed over 1.1 km getting shallower from Harington Point to Taiaroa Head (50 m to 
20 m). The slope is opposite to what would be expected at a harbour entrance. The 
shallow basement here could be explained as a sub-surface volcanic expression of 
TaiaroaHead that was not eroded by thepaleo river (Fig. 4.14). 
A faint sedimentary reflection can be observed along the Lower Channel to the entrance 
in all of the axial lines and potentially in the cross lines (e.g., 15-30 m below MSL in 
Polaris 1 (a); Fig. 4.11). Its unusual continuity makes it a horizon of interest. The 
horizon is compatible with Cournane's (1992) continuous R2 reflection, which he 
interpreted from bore records as the bottom of a mud wedge that gets thicker towards 
Port Chalmers. Cournane (1992) suggested the mud wedge could have been formed by 
rapid deposition during temporary closure of the entrance or in estuarine conditions. 
4.3.8 Ground Truthing of Basement Reflections 
Bore logs summarised in Chapter Two enabled some ground truthing of basement 
reflections in the Upper, Central and Lower Otago Harbour areas. But most bore records 
were on the harbour margins that were not surveyed or if they were appropriately placed 
bores, sometimes the nearby seismic line did not have identifiable basement reflections 
to ground control (e.g., Saw bore A and C at Sawyers Bay). Nonetheless, the depths of 
the basement reflections that were close enough to be controlled by bore logs appeared 
reasonable when correlated to the bore log depths (Tab. 4.8). 
The best located bore was at Rocky Point (Opus 3 bore) located on the edge of the 
Lower Channel, right where Polaris line 3 (a) ran. The close proximity provided 
valuable ground control by showing an almost exact match in basement depth 
(Tab. 4.8). The correlation provides confidence in the basement-interpretation of the rest 
99 
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Figure 4.14: The processed and interpreted Polaris line 1 (b), from Ohinotu Point to Taiaroa Head at Otago Harbour Entrance, shows a confidently interpreted 
basement reflection over 1.1 km through the entrance. The basement reflection is interpreted to shallow from 50 m deep at Harington Point (at the entrance) to 
20 m at Taiaroa Head (outside the harbour). Two-way time (s) and an estimated depth (m), assuming a velocity of 1500 m s-1, are used to show the relative depths 
of sedimentary and ambigurus seismic reflections (red) and the consolidated basement reflection (green). The reflections are dashed when a hori20ns continuity is 
inferred. The seafloor (yellow) and multiples (dashed orange) are shown to aid interpretation. Circles represent the depth of basement reflections on intersecting 
lines. A full si:le version of this plot is in Appendix C, Figure C.16. 
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Table 4.8: Correlation of seismic-interpreted basement depths and basement depths from nearby 
bore logs (metres below MSL). 
Location Seismic Bore Seismic Bore Comments 
line Name Depth Depth 
(m) (m) 
Far apart. Bores were located at the base 
P7 & 
Rav -40m 





continue beneath the seafloor. The 
1-8 channel seismic reflection can remain confidently 
identified as basement. 
Port Nearest 
Far apart. The seismic lines were located 
Chalmers line Several >40m 
As deep further into the harbour, even still the 
headland P3(b) 
as 20 m deeper basement ref! ections were 
supported. 
Rocky Point P3(a) 
Opus -9 m 9.1 m Close location overlap. Bore provides 
bore 3 outcrop volcanic confidence in the basement interpretation 
The nearest confident reflection was 
19 m located close to Pulling Point at 19 m 
Acheron Nearest Opus nearby 
deep. The subsurfuce near Acheron Head 
Head line bore 4 in 
5.6 m appears to be a sediment-filled channel to 
P3 (a) 
channel 
19 m with an outcrop east of Acheron 
Head at 11 m. But the bore was not close 
enough to ground truth the reflections. 
of the seismic survey. However, this control point was too shallow to confirm the 
velocity model. In the rest of the correlations, the bore records were too far from the 
seismic lines to confirm or falsify the basement-interpreted reflections or velocity 
model. Otherwise, the lack of correlation may suggest a variable profiling quality or low 
horizontal resolution, which would also explain the occasional absent or incompatible 
depths of basement reflections between intersecting lines. Horizontal resolution was 
influenced by the frequency geographical positioning and the consistency of vessel 
speed (Appendix C.4). 
4.4 Discussion 
The seismic survey conducted in Otago Harbour had variable quality and seismic 
penetration but was successful enough to identify confidently the interface between 
unconsolidated and consolidated material in most areas. Several cross-lines of the 
harbour clearly displayed the basement profiles deepening into the middle of the 
harbour with vazying inclines. The deepest basement reflection was found to be at least 
76 m below MSL beneath Harington Bend, near Aramoana. Basement may have 
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actually been deeper, but the vertical penetration of the survey limited identification of 
any deeper reflections. Basement reflections could only be identified deeper than 5.3 m 
because the geometric set-up of the SBPS resulted in a minimum receiving time of 
0.007 s TWT, or 5.3 m. Therefore, the shallowest basement reflections were interpreted 
at Ravensbourne (8 m below MSL), Curles Point (12 m), Rocky Point (9 m) and Tayler 
Point (15 m). In general, the profiles in the Lower Harbour consistently displayed up to 
60 m of vertical penetration, but in the Upper Harbour we achieved less than 30 m. The 
wide spread of lines and inability to identify basement in some areas resulted in a 
patchy distribution of known basement from which to interpolate the basement surface 
later in the discussion. Limitations of the survey are discussed in Appendix C.4. 
4.4.1 Basement Reflections 
Generally, the basement reflections are shallowest in the Central Otago Harbour area 
and get deeper towards both paleo-river mouths, which is similar to basement geometry 
in other paleo valleys (Kang & Cough, 1982; Park et al., 1991). The basement geometry 
supports the theory that Goat and Quarantine Islands were once a ridge that separated 
two catchments. As expected, the seismic survey showed basement to be shallowest 
along the coast, in particular near present-day rocky points, which is consistent with 
Cournane's (1992) research in the Lower Harbour. Regardless of quality and survey 
coverage, this seismic survey was sufficient to conclude that the Lower Harbour has a 
much deeper basement surface than the Upper Harbour. As the present day morphology 
predicts, the valley basement trends northeast in the Lower Harbour and southwest in 
the Upp er Harbour. 
Relatively linear basement slopes were observed in several cross-lines at the harbour 
margin getting deeper towards the middle (Nauplius 4, 5, 6, 10, 11 and 14). In most 
lines, the basement reflection disappeared with depth but in Nauplius line 14 from 
Grassey Point to Victoria Channel near Sawyers Bay a wide truncated "V"-shaped 
cross-valley profile filled with sediment to 45 m was observed (Fig. 4.10). The bedrock-
incising "V''-shaped valley is, therefore, not the case for the upper half of Otago 
Harbour. The valley shape of the Lower Harbour still remains uncertain. The 
geomorphic agents working on the Lower Harbour may also be different. 
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The basement surface in the upper half of Otago Harbour has a gentle longitudinal 
profile sloping from Goat and Quarantine islands to the Otago Harbour Basin. There 
were fewer deep basement reflections observed in the upper half of the harbour: 71 m 
below MSL north of the Cove, 49 m at the fertiliser wharf and 29 m near the Leith 
Canal, thus putting heavy reliance on the gravity survey. The shallowest basement 
reflections were observed at Goat and Quarantine islands (24 m) and along the harbour 
margins at the Cove (14 m), Grassy Point (19 m), Ravensboume (7 m) and along 
Victoria Channel near Ravensbourne (17 m), Maia (20 m) and Curles Point (12 m). 
The lower half of the harbour, on the other hand, evidently has a steeper longitudinal 
basement profile: from <17 m below MSLnear Quarantine Island and 9 mat the Rocky 
Point margin, to at least 76 m at Harington Bend near the Harbour Entrance. Port 
Chalmers, in particular, has a wide extent of shallow basement offshore that was 
described as a volcanic reef by Coumane (1992). The shallowest basement reflections 
were observed at Goat and Quarantine islands (17 m), along the harbour margins near 
Rocky Point (9 m), Dowling Bay (15 m), Ohinotu Point (31 m), Tayler Point (15 m), 
Te Rauone Beach (32 m) and along the Lower Channel near Acheron Head (20 m), 
Tayler Point (29 m) and Taiaroa Head (20 m). Most reflections were much deeper. 
This survey found basement no deeper than 59 m below MSL near Port Chalmers and 
76 m near the Cross Channel. Coumane' s (1992) survey inteipreted basement closer to 
80 m deep at both locations, but his inteipretation was made from only a few 
discontinuous reflections that were only visible over a short extent. We can be confident 
that basement near Port Chalmers is closer to -60 m and -80 m at the Cross Channel. 
A few areas in the harbour were not well represented by the seismic survey, particularly 
just south of the islands, due to equipment difficulties, but also in the southern area of 
the Lower Harbour. Several cross lines surveyed the area but I could not confidently 
identify basement in the shallow water. Coumane (1992), however, identified basement 
in one area this survey did not - west of the turning basin at Port Chalmers. A 
subsurface expression of Port Chalmers Breccia and Careys Bay Basalt were interpreted 
at 18 m and 16 m below MSL respectively. The Port Chalmers Breccia was described as 
channelised topography with layers of modern sediment within the channels (Cournane, 
1992), which was also observed in this survey's long axial-lines throughout the Lower 
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Channel (e.g., Polaris 3 (a)). Cournane's depths seem too shallow given the basement 
horizons observed in this survey, but it does provide evidence of undulating basement 
depths, which could reflect estuary channels or upper river tributaries or remanant 
volcanic ridges. 
This survey has expanded on the results of the previous SBPS surveys of Lower Otago 
Harbour by Evans (1990) and Cournane (1992) to find no evidence of the Waipuna Bay 
Sedimentary Formation but confirmed their observation of some form of shallow 
basement near Pulling Point (Polaris 3 (a)). Although the type of basement material is 
not of interest in this survey, the sub-surface expression of Pulling Point is likely to be 
Port Chalmers Breccia, presumably overlying denser basalt (Cournane, 1992). As 
observed by Cournane (1992) and Evans (1990), no sub-surface evidence was found to 
support the fault at Dowling Bay proposed by Sikumbang (1978). The identification of 
basement in Dowling Bay was difficult as the seafloor was highly reflective suggesting 
basement but there were a few deeper reflections; they could potentially be density 
changes within basement or original river topography perhaps offset by a fault 
(Nauplius 3 & 4). 
4.4.2 Integrated Basement Data 
The basement reflections derived from the seismic survey were easily integrated with 
the gravity-derived basement profiles and bore records, with no significant 
contradictory depths. However, the surveys were not close enough to contest the 
basement findings from either method. The integrated borehole, gravity and seismic 
results (Fig. 4.15) show a deeper basement surface in the Lower Harbour than in the 
Upper Harbour, with the deepest area at the present harbour entrance. A summary of the 
integrated basement depths into contours is made in Figure 4.16. 
The bathymetric and basement surfaces were successfully constructed and the 
difference between them shows the resulting sediment thickness in Otago Harbour (Fig. 
4.17). The geometry of the sediment package was interpolated as two almost-separate 
volumes connected at the islands by a thin layer of sediment less than 20 m thick. As 
expected, sediment thickness is very similar to the basement surface but the main 
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Figure 4.15: Map of Otago 
Harbour displaying all credible 
consolidated basement data 
collated from this res ear ch and 
bore records and used to make a 
basement surface required to 
calculate the volume of sediment 
stored in Otago Harbour. 
Different colours represent 
different depths to consolidated 
basement (Red= 0-19 m, Orange= 
20-39 m, Yellow= 40-59 m, 
Green= 60-79 m, Blue= 80-99 m 
and Purple= 100-119 m). 
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Figure 4.16: Contours of lhe consolidated basement surlace beneath the seafloor in Otago Harbour 
(depth below MSL (m)). The contours were used to make a basement surlace required to calculate 
the volume of sediment stored in Otago Harbour. The different coloured contours represents 
basements depth below MSL: 20 m deep (red), 40 m deep (yellow), 60 m deep (green), 80 m deep 
(blue) and 100 m deep (purple). 
difference to note is the thinner sediment along the northern margin of the harbour 
where the channel is artificially maintained by removing sediment. 
As expected, the sediment packages thicken towards the paleo-river entrances. Sediment 
thickness in the Lower Harbour has a steep increase over its -11 km extent, from -6 m 
thick at the islands (Nauplius 1) to -100 m deep beneath the Aramoana Spit at the 
Harbour Entrance. Sediment thickness in the Upper Harbour increases more gently over 
-13 km, from 11 m at the islands (Polaris 5(c)) to thicker than 70 m at St Kilda. 
Sediment thickness is likely to be thinnest between Goat and Quarantine Islands, but no 
definitive evidence was found there. Apart from the harbour margins, particularly thin 
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Figure 4.17: Sediment thickness in Otago Harbour. The thickness was calculated by sill1)ly 
subtracting the bathymetric surface raster from the basement surface raster. Red represents the 
thinnest layer <i sediment (0 m) and blue represents the thickest (101 m). 
(Polaris 5(a), 7, 8(a) & Nauplius 12), (2) a possible outcrop extending just north of 
Curles Point (Polaris 5(b)) and (3) another possible outcrop adjacent to Rocky Point 
(Polaris 3(a)). 
The lack of overlap between the gravity and seismic surveys emphasises the importance 
of ground control and other research for both methods. Fortunately , bore records 
support all the gravity basement profiles and did not contest any seismic findings. The 
closest approach between surveys was near Aramoana, where the basement reflections 
at Harington Bend (supported by Cournane (1992)) were compatible with the Aramoana 
gravity basement profile. Furthermore, the final basement depth contours drawn for the 
Otago Harbour Basin area were convincingly similar to the contours created from bore 
records and a resistivity survey by Pearson (1993) and M cCahon et al. , (1993). In 
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general due to survey locations, the seismic-derived basement reflections were 
shallower than the maximum depths in the gravity survey. 
The deepest basement reflection observed in the seismic survey was at Harington Bend, 
but this does not preclude deeper basement elsewhere in the harbour. The deepest 
basement reflections of at least 76 m and -85 m, which were observed near Aramoana 
in this survey and in Cournane (1992) respectively, suggest a much deeper basement 
beneath the Aramoana mudflats than the 30 m estimated by Scott and Landis (1975) but 
matches well with the maximum basement depth in the Aramoana gravity survey. 
It can be assumed, given development by either fluvial or faulting processes, that the 
deepest pmt of the harbour would be at the northern and southern paleo-entrances. The 
gravity-derived basement profiles suggest that basement is deepest (-100 m) in the 
middle of Aramoana Spit. This significant basement depth may seem unlikely at 
Aramoana due to the paleo-river's small catchment size (assuming catchment area is 
associated with valley depth) and the remaining -12 km to the p aleo-river mouth, over 
which the bedrock could have dropped at the most 20 m. However, it doesn't seem so 
far fetched when considering the clear seismic-derived basement profile that reaches at 
least 76 m only -1 km "upstream" of the present entrance; the channel gradient must 
have been very steep up to Aramoana then become a wide, low gradient, alluvial river 
channel. Variation in local lithologies (and strength within the volcano) could have 
focussed fluvial erosion in certain areas thus supporting the potential for these depths to 
be due to a river alone. Otherwise, small faults could have focused erosional processes 
in certain areas influencing the basement depth at Aramoana. The depth at the entrance 
may, therefore, support the faulting theory. 
4.4.3 Volume of Stored Sediment 
After months of fieldwork and data processing (and a steep learning curve) a single 
significant number was derived - a field-based, harbour-wide, sediment volume of 
1.62 km3• The volume represents the volume of sediment stored within today's harbour 
shoreline (at MSL) and between the seafloor and estimated bedrock surface. The 
credibility and magnitude of the estimate is supported by the maximum sediment 
storage estimate from the geometric bedrock model (Chapter Two). The final estimated 
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volume is less than half of the geometric model estimate. This disparity is intuitively 
appropriate given the overestimation of basement depth (120 m) in the model. 
Confidence is also given by the similar magnitude of sediment (0.40 km3) stored above 
a younger basal surface (9600 a) in the larger outer Blueskin Bay area (area -86 km2, 
compared to Otago Harbour's 46 km
2
; Carter, 1986). The time over which Otago 
Harbour's sediment volume accumulated will be discussed in the sediment budget 
(Chapter Five). 
4.4.4 Evolution Implications 
The difference in basement depths in the Upper and Lower Harbour could be explained 
by different geomorphic agents that shaped the bedrock. It is likely that both valleys 
were shaped by land and river erosion processes. But somehow the Lower Harbour even 
with its shorter catchment is deeper than the Upper Harbour at its entrance. Another 
geomorphic agent, such as faulting, may have focussed erosional processes. 
Even though the fault is not documented, Dunedin's geological map (Bishop & 
Turnbull, 1996) suggests that the Akatore Fault may run through the harbour and across 
Port Chalmers. Some seismic images give hints of faulting, but they were all 
ambiguous. It has been speculated that the fault played a significant role in the 
harbour's evolution, creating its present form (Old, 1998; Gray & Landis, 1991). Faults 
can have a structural influence on the strike of buried valleys, as was discovered at 
Barry Old Harbour in Wales (Brabham & McDonald, 1992). The alleged fault through 
Otago Harbour could support the river-incised valley theozy and could together explain 
the deep basement found in the Lower Harbour. 
The seismic survey also observed a continuous sedimentary reflection near the entrance 
in the Lower Harbour, like that observed by Cournane (1992). The continuity of the flat 
horizon suggests a relatively strong acoustic impedance at the interface between the 
sedimentary units, which could be explained by coarse layer and/or rapid deposition of 
finer sediment over the dominant sand. Cournane (1992) described the unit as the 
bottom of a mud wedge and attributed its deposition to a period of either estuarine 
conditions due to increased fluvial input or temporazy barrier closure. Cournane 
suggested deposition would have occurred some time after the sea entered the harbour 
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in the Flandrian transgression (and suggested prior to 10,000 a). Knowing the dynamic 
state of the entrance, the occurrence of barrier closure at other nearby inlets (e.g. 
Hoopers Inlet; Graham, 1993) and without detailed precipitation information, temporaiy 
closure of the entrance seems most likely. 
4.4.5 Reliability & Confidence 
Certainty and reliability in the seismic survey 's basement results depends on four main 
aspects: survey coverage, data quality, ease of identification and ground control. Data 
quality and identification ability can be broken down into many influential factors, most 
of which are standard SBPS practice and are covered in Appendix C.3. Overall, the 
profiles produced by the single-channel, Geopulse SPBS were of much better quality 
and more informative than expected. Survey coverage and confident identification of 
basement are the key factors pivotal to the success of the seismic research. 
Coverage was maximised by positioning the seismic lines as extensively as finances 
allowed with many representative cross-lines and numerous long-axial lines along the 
Victoria and Lower Channels. The total length of seismic surveying (78 km) within the 
harbour can be converted to an area of at least 780,000 m2 by assuming the inteipreted 
subsurface along each seismic line is representative of a conservative 10 m wide strip. 
The area corresponds to 2% of the total area of the harbour (-46 km\ which is similar, 
if not more, than coverage in alike surveys (Kang & Chough, 1982; Park et al., 1991). 
Furthermore, basement was confidently interpreted in -40% (-32 km) of the total 
seismic survey (f ab. 4.3-4.7). Considering the wide-spread basement results obtained 
for most of the harbour were combined with marginal gravity surveys, this coverage is 
adequate for calculating sediment volume in Otago Harbour. 
4.5 Conclusion 
The aim of the seismic research was to identify the interface between unconsolidated 
sediments and any type of consolidated basement in Otago Harbour. The shallow 
environment provided a challenge to identifying reflections correctly by introducing 
reverberations and seismic artefacts. The seismic survey was more informative and of 
better quality than had been expected. However, without substantial core data, the 
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identification of the basement interface in this survey was tentative and made with 
caution. Nonetheless, the extensive survey has provided useful basement information 
throughout the entire harbour. 
The seismic survey has allowed us to conclude that basement of the present Upper 
Harbour is shallower than the Lower Harbour. According to the seismic survey, 76 m 
may represent the maximum basement depth in Otago Harbour. But when incoiporated 
with the bore records and gravity survey from Chapters Two and Three respectively, the 
Lower Harbour has a maximum basement depth of -100 m at the entrance. Correlation 
of the seismic data, gravity data and bore records confirms the predicted geometry as 
two elongated buried valleys with the bedrock surface closest to the present seafloor at 
Goat and Quarantine islands and near the rocky harbour margins. 
A sediment volume of 1.62 km3 is estimated to be currently stored in Otago Harbour. 
The research methods have integrated well to provide this estimate and will be changed 
to a rate of storage when developing a sediment budget for Otago Harbour in the 
following chapter. The SBPS was an ideal technique for resolving basement geometry 
and sediment thickness in Otago Harbour and would be recommended for depth-to-
basement research in other shallow marine environments. 
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CHAPTER FIVE- SEDIMENT BUDGET FOR OTAGO HARBOUR 
5.1 Introduction 
The sediment budget approach to coastal management allows an inevitably variable and 
complex system to be simplified into sediment inputs, storage and outputs (Rosati, 
2005; Slaymaker, 2003). A sediment budget model describes the relationships among 
the components of a system. In simple terms, a sediment budget can be thought of as a 
box with defined boundaries or walls (Smith, 2007). Sediment inputs and outputs pass 
through the permeable walls by various means, amounts and rates. Some sediment may 
be stored in the box and the balance of these parameters determines the net balance in 
the system, thus determining the state of the coastal sedimentary system as infilling or 
eroding (Smith, 2007). 
There are, however, some problems associated with sediment budget modelling that can 
limit its applicability and reliability (Carter, 1986; Rosati, 2005; Smith 2007). The 
greatest difficulty lies in the low precision and accuracy of the data available - often 
based on a series of assumptions, generalisations, and averages which may or may not 
be close to reality. A model is only as robust as the data it is based on. 
Shortcomings aside, a dynamic systems model (Hardisty et al., 1993) is well suited to 
sediment budgets, and enables the significance of each parameter to be evaluated (Lee 
& Brunsden, 2001). The model can be varied to envisage different scenarios, including 
the near future (Brommer & Bochev-van der Burgh, 2009). Improving our 
understanding of sediment dynamics over various temporal scales and evolutionary 
states and applying this knowledge are fundamental for effective management and is 
possible through quantifying sediment budgets (Lee & Brunsden, 2001; Brommer & 
Bochev-van der Burgh, 2009). 
5.1.1 Aim of this Chapter 
Using the estimate of stored sediment in Otago Harbour, I will develop a sedimentary 
budget, considering inputs and outputs, in order to aid in the sensible management of 
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human activities (Fig. 5.1). Parameters will be altered to model two other snapshot 
budgets: (1) the pre-human equilibrium and (2) a possible future scenario. 
5.2 Budget Parameters 
5.2.1 System Boundaries 
The sediment budget's boundaries can easily be defined horizontally in Otago Harbour 
to be the shoreline at mean high water spring (MHWS). The exact eastern boundary is at 
the throat of Otago Harbour, between Aramoana Spit and Harington Point, which 
purposefully excludes the ebb-tidal delta, the Mole and Shelly Beach dredge spoil 
dumping location. The top limit is at the sediment-water interface and bottom is at the 
interface between unconsolidated sediment and the consolidated bedrock. 
Step One: Define boundaries 
Step Two: List inputs and outputs 
Step Three: Assign values 
Step Four: Rate estimates by reliability 
Step R ve: Rate estimates by importance 
Step Six: Balance ~d refine estimates 
Step Seven: Cons~der temporal scale 
Step Eight: Alter parameters for predictions 
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5.2.2 Sediment Type 
A review of surface sediment texture within and outside the harbour was conducted. 
Median grain size (d50) was documented in various areas (Tab. 5.1) but the 90th 
percentile grain sizes (d90) had to be calculated from published samples (Rainer, 1981; 
Purdie & Smith, 1994; Willis et al., 2008) using GRADISTAT, a grain-size statistics 
package (Blott, 2000). The overall d50 and d90 averages (0.20 and 0.59 mm, 
respectively; Fig. 5.3) were good representations of surface sediments around Otago 
Harbour and were used in section 5.3.1 to model entrance sediment flux. The relatively 
homogenous size range of well sorted fine to medium sand reflects a single main source 
of sediment (Clutha River) and consistent nearshore wave energy (Bunting et al., 
2003b). Yet the wide range of skewness within Otago Harbour (strongly finely skewed 
to strongly coarsely skewed) reflects localised inputs - river and stormwater input of 
finer sediment and in situ biogenic input of coarser sediment. Also due to rapid tidal 
currents constricted by the harbour's narrow entrance, the overall median grain size is 
consistently higher there than in other areas but no d90 results were available for the 
entrance (0.25 mm; Tab. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2). 
Table 5.1: Summary of grain si2e analyses from various sources around Otago Harbour. The 
average 101h percentile grain size (d10), median grain si2e (d50 ) and 90
1
h percentile grain si2e (d90 ) 
were provided when available for each location. Data was sourced from Kirk (1980), Rainer (1981), 
Purdie & Smith (1994), Bunting et al. (2003a), Patino (2005), Willis et al. (2008) and OHB records 
Al-7034 and Al-8535. 
Location d10 (mm) d5o (mm) d90 (mm) n 
Upper Harbour 0.06 0.20 0.55 24 
Lower Harbour 0.13 0.22 1.68 28 
Entrance 0.25 30 
Open Coast 0.05 0.17 0.23 68 
MEAN 0.07 0.20 0.59 150 
Carter, in his 1986 budget for the Otago Coast, considered both suspended load and 
bedload, while Smith (2007) considered only the sand fraction (0.063 - 2 mm), 
transported primarily as bedload. Gibb and Adams (1982) constructed a two-part 
sediment budget for the Canterbu:ry Coast, which balanced both the bedload and 
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suspended load separately and highlighted the interconnectedness of the flow regimes. 
In a sheltered inlet like Otago Harbour, suspended sediment (SS) would usually be 
swept out of the harbour on the ebb tide, but total flushing of the Upper Harbour takes 
up to 8 days (Smith & Croot, 1993a, 1993b, 1994), in which time SS may eventually be 
deposited on the seafloor. Given the textural composition of surface sediments (Tab. 
5.1), dredge spoil and bore records, the total quantity of SS ( <0.063 mm) is much 
smaller than bedload (>0.063 mm), making SS less important in this budget but still 
worth including for completeness. Using the approach of Smith (2007), a single budget 
will be constructed but total sediment volumes will be estimated where possible, despite 
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Figure 5.2: Grain size samples from various sources around Otago Harbour (Kirk, 1980; Rainer, 
1981; Purdie & Smith, 1994; Bunting et al., 2003a; Patino, 2005; Willis et al., 2008; OHB records 
Al-7034 & Al-8535). Larger yellow filled circles represent the median grain si2e (d50 ) of each 
sample and smaller solid black circles represent the 901h percentile grain size (d90 ) of each sample. 
The average d50 (x) and d90 ( +) is given for each location and for all samples combined. 
5.2.3 Sediment Budget Parameters 
Inputs of sediment to marine systems are usually of eight types: fluvial, glacial, coastal, 
volcanogenic, extraterrestrial, aeolian, biogenic and anthropogenic. And sediment 
outputs are: alongshore, onshore, offshore, early seafloor processes and anthropogenic 
removal. Only some of these parameters are likely to be important in Otago Harbour, as 
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on the Otago Coast (Smith, 2007; Tab. 5.2). The balance in Otago Harbour is sediment 
stored over time on the seafloor. 
Table 5.2: Input, output and storage parameters in the sediment budget ct' Otago Harbour. 
Input: Sources ofSediment Output: Removal of Sediment 
Otago Harbour - To Lower Channel Otago Harbour - Bedload to littoral 
Entrance - Settle on shallow Entrance system, inner 
flats & flood-tidal continental shelf & 
bar & onshore ebb tidal delta 
- Fine sediment may - Suspended load to 
remain suspended in continental shelf, 
the water column slope, canyons & 
further north 
Fluvial sources - Water of Leith Onshore - Deposition on land 
Mass movement - Landslide Early Seafloor -Attrition 
- Coastal erosion Processes - Dissolution 
- Bioerosion 
Anthropogenic - Stormwater Anthropogenic -Dredging 
sources - Beach construction removal - Land reclamation 
Biogenic -Carbonate Storage: Sediment Storage Cells 
production 
Aeolian sources - Dune sand & dust Seafloor 
5.2.4 Sediment Transport 
Longshore sediment transport past the harbour entrance is perhaps the most influential 
transfer mechanism to Otago Harbour's budget. The predominantly north-eastward 
sediment drift is due to a combination of the Southland Current, alongshore transport, 
waves, tides and storm-induced currents (Carter & Herzer, 1979), which is reversed into 
the counter-clockwise Blueskin Bay Eddy in the downstream lee of Otago Peninsula 
(Hodgson, 1966; Murdoch et al., 1990). Some of the sediment moving north is caught 
in the Blueskin Bay Eddy and is transported into Otago Harbour on the flood tide and 
under east to northeast meteorological forcing. 
5.2.5 Budget Development Approach 
The next section explains how each input, output and storage parameter is estimated and 
evaluates its reliability and importance. A reliability rating was assigned to each 
parameter: 1 (guess) to 5 (certain - parameter was measured and replicated and the 
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research was peer reviewed and published; after Smith, 2007). Also an importance 
rating was assigned to each parameter, depending on its contribution to the budget: 
1 (not important) to 3 (very important). When no data were available for a parameter, a 
best estimate was given from all available information, but if it coincided with an 
important parameter, the reliability of the model would ultimately suffer as a result. 
Section 5.4 considers these ratings to ensure a balanced budget. 
5.3 Budget Development 
5.3.1 Sediment Inputs 
Sediment in the Entrance 
Perhaps the most important source of sediment to Otago Harbour is sediment 
transported in the nearshore littoral system through the harbour entrance on the 
dominant flood tide, which is known to transport more and larger sediment than the ebb 
tide (Old, 1998; Oldman et al., 2008). Despite numerous studies on the entrance's 
hydrology, sediment pathways, sources and sinks (Kirk, 1980; Single & Kirk, 1994; 
Old, 1998; Old & Vennell, 2001; Bunting et al., 2003a & 2003b), volumes of sediment 
input and output are still unknown but a likely range can be deduced. Gross input was 
estimated by Kirk (1980) at 450,000 m3/y and was considered a minimum inner-shelf 
transport rate by Carter (1986). But Kirk's (1980) estimate is an overestimate because it 
was based on dredging volumes during a time of considerable capital dredging, so 
inevitably contained additional sediment from channel-side slumping. Kirk (1980) also 
provided evidence of volumetric fluctuations in the ebb-tidal delta over 33 years of 
annual surveys (averaging 63,500 m3/y). Between 1941 and 1945 an annual 
accumulation of 356,964 m3 /y can be calculated in just the ebb-tidal delta (including the 
dredged sediment; Lusseau, 1999a); the minimum gross output through the entrance is, 
therefore, 350,000 m3 /y because this is a net storage value and some of the output would 
bypass the ebb-tidal delta. 
The most sediment that could possibly pass into Otago Harbour is the total input to 
Otago Coast (3,029,000 m3/y; Carter, 1986) minus storage in the nearshore wedge 
between Nugget Point and Brighton (700,000 m3/y; Carter & Carter, 1986) and the 
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transport limit of 829,000 m3/y (half of which is SS; Carter, 1986) could be narrowed 
down even further because of the loss of SS that diverge seaward at the Otago Peninsula 
promontory (Carter & Herzer, 1979; Carter et al., 1985; Carter, 1986). It is unknown 
what proportion of SS diverges shoreward (it depends on meteorological conditions) 
and what proportion of that actually enters the harbour, not to mention what settles to 
contribute to the budget. It must be a considerable volume diverging seaward because of 
the paucity of fine sediment in the Lower Harbour. Perhaps a divergence of 20% is 
appropriate. The maximum input to the harbour is therefore 700,000 m3 /y. The likely 
range of total sediment volumes is 350,000 to 700,000 m3/y and the difference between 
input and output through Otago Harbour Entrance is likely to be approximately 
equivalent to 102,800 m3/y - average 1999-2008 maintenance dredging requirements. 
To determine the theoretical difference in flood and ebb sediment transport capacity, an 
MS Excel model on tidal current-induced sediment transport through the entrance throat 
was developed with the guidance of Dr Ross Vennell, a physical oceanographer from 
the Marine Science Department at the University of Otago, and using sediment transport 
formulae recommended by Soulsby (1997). Details are available in Appendix D.1. The 
modelled gross volumes were of an appropriate magnitude with an annual gross input 
volume of 574,000 m3 /y and an output volume of 516,000 m3/y, but the resulting net 
transport into the harbour, due to tidal currents alone, was only 58,000 m3/y, which is 
only half of the harbour's maintenance dredging requirements (102,800 m3/y). The 
remaining half is best explained by the additional entrainment of sediment by waves on 
the open coast. Generally, waves entrain sediment more readily than currents, but once 
entrained the sediment is then carried with the net current flow (Souls by, 1997). Uneven 
wave energy between the harbour and offshore could accentuate the overall tidal 
asymmetry in sediment transport. The critical entrainment velocity (Uc,.) that was used 
to model input was reduced to simulate aided entrainment by wave energy on the flood 
tide. Along with this and our confidence in the tidal-based output volume 
(516,000 m3/y) and maintenance dredging volume (103,000 m3/y), the gross input of 
sediment to Otago Harbour was estimated to be around 619,000 m3/y (Tab. 5.3). 
Biogenic Sediment 
Biogenic sediment production by biomineralising orgamsms (and their associated 
breakdown to biogenic sand and gravel) could be a significant source of sediment to 
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Table 5.3: Final summary of the modelled gross input, gross output and net volume of sediment 
transported into the Otago Harbour each year. Gross input is varied by the Ocr value at the top of 
the table in order to match the resulting net transport volume with the average maintenance 
dredging requirements. 
Ucr used to model input (mis) Specific Ucr -0.403 0.4 0.386 0.35 
Input (m3 /y) 573,632 581,925 619,252 722,895 
3 -Output (m /y) from Ucr = 0.403 516,007 516,007 516,007 516,007 
Net transport (m3/y) 57,626 65,918 103,245 206,888 
Average maintenance dredging 
requirements (m3/y) 
102,787 102,787 102,787 102,787 
Otago Harbour, particularly in the harbour's channel and deep areas. Less than 1 % of 
surface sediment on the Otago Shelf is silicate, but an average of 18% is carbonate 
(Carter, 1986). Smith et al. (in press) investigated the carbonate budget of Otago 
Harbour and in doing so identified potentially 118 carbonate-producing species in 
Otago Harbour. In particular, the commercially important and well-studied New 
Zealand cockle (Austrovenus stutchburyi) was found to be of great significance to in 
situ production in Otago Harbour. Smith et al. (in press) used data on cockle weight, 
lifespan and population density to calculate the individual species carbonate production 
rate of 2580 t CaC03/)r (56 g CaCOim
2/y), equivalent to 1560 m3/y (using a carbonate 
conversion rate of 1.65 tlm3; Smith et al., in press). The overall in situ carbonate 
production rate was estimated from a survey of carbonate content in surface sediments 
in different substrate types across Otago Harbour. Carbonate production was estimated 
to be between 100 and 1000 g CaC03/m
2 /y, 2 to 20 times the cockle production rate and 
less than the ambient production rate on the nearshore sand wedge, south of Otago 
Harbour (-1,100 g CaC03/m
2/y; Smith et al., in press). Smith et al. (in press) used the 
approximate areas of substrate type to estimate the harbour's in situ production rate at 
about 10,000 t CaC03/)r (6060 m
3/y ), including cockles. 
Fluvial Sediment 
The most obvious input of sediment to Otago Harbour is eroded terrestrial material 
transported to the harbour by rivers (Fig. 5.3). The Water of Leith is the only stream of 
size discharging into Otago Harbour. Sullivans Dam separates the lower catchment 
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Figure 5.3: Photograph from above the Leith canal at low tide discharging fine sediment into Upper 
Otago Harbour. Photograph provided by Lincoln Coe, Port Otago Limited. 
(Goldsmith et al., 2005; Brown & Peake, 2006). We here assume the trapping efficiency 
of the dam is close to 100%, thus effectively isolating sediment input produced in the 
upper reaches of the Leith catchment from entering the harbour. Unfortunately the 
sediment load of the Water of Leith can only be estimated because there is no relevant 
sediment gauging data at the river mouth. Estimates can be made from: (1) extrapolation 
of modelled suspended sediment yields in nearby rivers, (2) estimates of mass SS 
loading in Dunedin City Council reports, and (3) the SS and discharge gauge >2 km 
upstream of the mouth of the Water of Leith (with unknown reliability). There is no 
bedload information available; therefore, we can only surmise the textural composition 
of the sediment input to the harbour. Bedload in South Island rivers is generally 2 - 5% 
of the SS load (Adams, 1980; Griffiths & Glasby, 1985), therefore, 5% was added to all 
SS estimates to calculate total load entering the harbour. 
The nearest large river to the south, the Taieri River, has a total sediment load of 
264,600 m3/y (calculated from Hicks & Shankar (2003), using a conversion factor of 
1.27 t/m3 (Carter, 1986), as was done for all river and stormwater sediment load 
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Table 5.4: Basin area and suspended sediment (SS) yield of several South Island Rivers and an 
estimate of total sediment yield for Water of the Leith. A density conversion factor of 1.27 t/n.f was 
used to convert SS mass to volume (Carter, 1986). Bedload was calculated as 5 % of the SS load 
(Adams, 1980; Griffiths & Glasby, 1985). The Water of the Leith estimate was extrapolated from 
its catchment area and modelled SS yields in nearby rivers by Hicks & Shankar (2003). 
River name Basin Area (km~) Suspended sediment Estimated total 
(Griffiths & Glasby, yield (t/y) sediment yield (m3/y) 
1985) (Hicks & Shanker, (5% added as 
2003) bedload) 
Kakanui River 892 110,000 90,900 
Shag River 541 60,000 49,600 
Taieri River 5709 320,000 264,600 
Clutha River 21078 390,000 322,400 
Water of the Leith 45 700 - 4600 
estimates), and that to the north, the Shag River, has a load of 49,600 m3 /y (Tab. 5.4). 
Adjusting for catchment size and adding 5% for bedload, the Water of Leith could carry 
700 - 4,600 m3/y. Stewart & Ryder (2005), however, used the "Simple Method", based 
on rainfall, catchment area, SS concentration, catchment imperviousness and a runoff 
coefficient, to estimate a much lower annual Water of Leith sediment loading of 
190 m3/y. This estimate is very similar to that calculated from flow (1963-2008) and SS 
concentration data (1983-2008) collected by ORC from the Dundas Street Bridge. Mean 
flow (0.76 m3/s) and mean SS concentration (8.43 g/m3) were used to estimate the 
average annual input of sediment to be 167 m3/y (±634, standard deviation). 
The wide range of Water of Leith sediment load estimates (167 - 4,600 m3/y) shows 
how variable fluvial input can be year by year. Episodic flood events are neglected by 
averaging in the above estimate, but assuming the same average SS concentration, flood 
events could contribute as much as 75 m3 a day (calculated from the 45 year maximum 
flow of 124 m3/s, Goldsmith et al., 2005). The cumulative effect of episodic floods is 
variable and difficult to determine for Otago Harbour. Like the Fitzroy Estuaiy in 
Queensland (Bostock et al., 2007), Otago Harbour could may well receive most of its 
fluvial sediment during storms. In addition to the Water of Leith input, several small 
creeks that discharge into the harbour may add a minor input in the order of 5 m3/y 
each, similar to that observed by Dignan (2005) from Waitati Stream and Careys Creek 
discharging into Blueskin Bay. With all of this in mind, a suitable long-term average 
fluvial input to the whole harbour would be -400 m3/y and maybe as much as 700 m3/y 
as extrapolated from Hicks and Shankar's (2003) Clutha River sediment load. 
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Stormwater Sediment 
Dunedin's stormwater system drains an area of 21 km2 into the Upper Harbour Basin. 
The aforementioned "Simple Method" was used to predict the mass SS loading from 
each Dunedin stormwater catchment entering the Upper Harbour Basin (fable 5.5, 
Stewart & Ryder, 2005). Together, the annual stormwater sediment load is 241 m3/y, 
including 5% added as bedload. However, this estimate doesn't include the few small 
rural stormwater catchments that discharge elsewhere into the harbour, for example, the 
Port Chalmers George St and Watson Park stormwater catchments that have higher 
concentrations of SS (37-150 'lfm3; Stewart, 2008). The missing catchments may not 
greatly increase the previous sediment input estimate because they are generally small 
and rural. This was implied by Brown's (2002) research that estimated much greater SS 
loadings from the smaller urban part of the Leith Catchment (145 kg/ha/y) opposed to 
the total catchment which is 83% rural (25 kg/ha/y). To accommodate for the missing 
areas, the stormwater input estimate will be rounded up to 300 m3/y. 
Table 5.5: Theoretical annual suspended solid loadings entering Upper Harbour Basin via 
stonnwater (modified from Stewart & Ryder, 2005). Water of Leith mass loading was excluded 
from the stonnwater input estimate. 
Catchment Suspended Solids {kg/y) Suspended Solids (m3/y) 
Bauchop St 6,977 5 
Halsey St 36,179 28 
Kitchener St 15,404 12 
Mason St 34,684 27 
Wickliffe St 11,286 9 
Foreshore 38,344 30 
Orari St 45,306 36 
Portobello Rd 52,503 41 
Water of Leith 229,754 181 
Shore St 25,844 20 
Marne St 5,928 5 
Sommerville 16,701 13 
Larnach Rd 2,646 2 
Total 521,556 411 
Mass movement 
Mass movement of terrestrial sediment into Otago Harbour occurs via landslides and 
coastal erosion. The low vegetation cover and weak lithology of Otago Harbour's 
surrounding land induce frequent slipping at times of heavy rainfall; even still the 
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volume of sediment they contribute to Otago Harbour is probably small - perhaps some 
100 m3/y (Smith, 2007). Recently accelerated coastal erosion in part of Te Rauone 
Beach has been averaged to over 1 m/y of shoreline retreat (Port Otago Limited, 2004), 
but the southern part of the beach has been accreting (possibly balancing); the overall 
extent of erosion is unknown and nothing can be added to the figure of 100 m3 /y. 
Aeolian Sediment 
As for aeolian sediment contribution, the magnitude of previous dune blowouts at 
Aramoana Spit is unknown. The contribution of airbourne dust to Otago Harbour can be 
estimated around 8 m3 /y, based on rare dust storms in Australia that reach New Zealand 
(Glasby, 1971) depositing 277 m3 /y on the Otago Shelf (Smith, 2007). In any case these 
deposits are usually very fine and may remain entrained in the water. 
Beach Construction & Renourishment 
Small and infrequent sediment dumping for beach construction on an otherwise 
naturally rocky coastline has occurred at MacAndrew Bay (847 m3 in 1980), Broad Bay 
(an area of 216 m2 in 1989) and Careys Bay (700 m3 in 1998; Bolhoff, 1993; ORC 
consent 1998.590). Bolhoff (1993) mentioned Waverly Beach in Vauxhall was to be 
artificially constructed, but no evidence of this was found. Renourishment (30m3 /y) at 
Broad Bay went ahead in 2006 and is likely to continue annually (pers. comm. 
R. Gordon, Dunedin City Council, 2009). A rough estimate of initial construction 
volumes are -3000 m3 (over 28 years), plus 30 m3/y for renourishment - equating to a 
rate of -140 m3/y, less than 0.1 % of total input to Otago Harbour (Tab. 5.6). 
5.3.2 Sediment Outputs 
Sediment out the Entrance 
Gross output rate through the entrance was determined using an entrance tidal sediment 
transport model (Appendix D.1) at around 350,000 to 600,000 m3/y (Tab. 5.3). Using 
the critical velocity calculated specifically for changes in water depth at the entrance 
throat, an output rate was finalised at 516,000 m3 /y. This tidal current model provides a 
more reliable output estimate than the input estimate, because, unlike the input estimate, 
the effect of wave energy is much lower due to a shorter fetch and the unavailability and 
loss of sediment to deep channels within the harbour. 
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Table 5.6: Summary of sediment inputs to Otago Harbour and their associated estimates, relative 
error, reliability rating, importance rating and source of information. 
Input: Estimate % of Total Reliability Importance 
Source 
Sources of Sediment (m3/y) Input (1 to 5) (1 to 3) 
Pluvial sources 
400 
0.1% 3 1 
Stewart & 
(200-700) Ryder, 2005 
Storm water 
300 
>0.1% 3 1 
Stewart & 
(at least 200) Ryder, 2005 
Mass movement 100 >0.1% 1 1 Smith, 2007 
Aeolian sources 8 >0.1% 2 1 
Glasby, 1971; 
Smith, 2007 
Biogenic production 6,060 1% 3 2 
Smith et al., 
in press 
pers. comm. 
Beach construction 140 >0.1% 3 1 R. Gordon; 
Bolhoff; 1993 
In Harbour Entrance 
619,000 
98.9% 2 3 
Appendix 
(>574,000) D.1 
TOTAL INPUT 626,008 100% 2.4 (average) 1.4 (average) 
Dredge removal of Sediment 
Seafloor dredging is a significant output from Otago Harbour, where sediment ends up 
in reclaimed land or one of three disposal grounds. Kirk (1980), Single & Kirk (1994), 
Bunting et al. (2003a) and Patino (2005) agree that dredge spoil dumped at the Shelley 
Beach disposal site does not re-enter the harbour. Over 109 years (1899 to 2008) the 
average combined maintenance and capital dredged volume removed from Otago 
Harbour was 244,097 m3/y, excluding sediment removed from Howletts Point and the 
ebb-tidal delta, which are outside the budget's boundaries (Fig. 5.4; dredging volumes 
are provided in Appendix D.2 and were sourced from Lusseau (1999a) and recent Port 
Otago Limited records). Davis (2008) estimated a total of 33 million m3 had been 
removed from Otago Harbour since dredging commenced in 1860's (Bennet, 1995), 
half of which was used to reclaim land. But most appropriately for the modern budget is 
the total dredge removal from the last 20 years where the data are more reliable and 
representative of the present dredging regime. Dredging data from 1989 to 2008 gave an 
average total dredging removal of 137,078 m3/y (Fig. 5.4; Appendix D.2). 
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Carbonate breakdown 
Weakening and abrasion of sediment by contact with other sediment grains in transport 
(attrition) is a constant coastal process that reduces grain size, leaving them more 
susceptible to entrainment and removal from the system (Carter, 1986; Gibb & Adams, 
1982). Selective attrition of biogenic gravel over the dominant quartz feldspathic sand is 
likely to occur in Otago Harbour, as in Balaena Bay in Wellington Harbour (Carter & 
Mitchell, 1985). Smith (2007) explained that once quartz particles are abraded to as 
small as 0.25 mm in diameter, their inertia in collisions becomes too low for further 
abrasion, therefore, it is mostly the carbonate gravel and sand that are under attack 
during transit. Unlike attrition losses during longshore transpo11 along the Otago Coast 
(35%; Smith, 2007), and Waitaki and Canterbury coasts (90%; Gibb & Adams, 1982), 
attrition losses in the more sheltered Otago Harbour would probably remove no more 
than 5% of the carbonate produced (Smith & Nelson, 2003; Smith et al., in press). 
In temperate coastal environments, another post-mortem carbonate removal process is 
bioerosion, where fungi, algae and other organisms bore into the shell material. Smith et 
al. (in press) estimated that bioerosion was responsible for the removal of another 5% of 
carbonate production. Dissolution of carbonate is another early seafloor removal 
process but this process is dependent on freshwater inflow, hence, dissolution is not as 
common and is more intermittent. Smith et al. (in press) estimated from Smith and 
Nelson (2003) another 5% removal of carbonate due by dissolution. Quantification of 
these rates is difficult and certainty is low because early seafloor processes affect 
sediment just beneath the seafloor at least until the sediment is buried deep enough 
(beneath the taphonomically active zone; Smith & Nelson, 2003), it is only then that the 
gravel is stored in the Otago Harbour sediment budget. 
Other Anthropogenic Output 
Recreational, customary and illegal shellfishing of mainly the New Zealand cockle 
removes -1 m3 /y of carbonate from Otago Harbour ( Smith et al., in press). Other human 
activities that may remove small volumes of sediment for recreational and cultural 
puiposes (permitted in the Otago Coastal Plan; ORC, 2001), are individually negligible. 
3 Even together, these probably would add up to no more than 100 m removed annually. 
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Onshore Output 
Coastal and aeolian processes could deposit sediment onshore, in sheltered bays within 
the harbour, such as near the Aramoana Spit and mudflats. There is no significant 
evidence of prograding shorelines within the harbour, apart from one end of Te Rauone 
Beach which compensates for erosion at the other end and sedimentation in Andersons 
Bay Inlet (up to 8 mm/y; Stevenson, 1998) that could be interpreted as onshore output 
or seafloor storage. There is not enough information to surmise any more than a token 
50 m3/y of onshore output, which is less than 0.1 % of the total output (fab. 5.7). 
Table 5. 7: Summary of sediment inputs and outputs to Otago Harbour and their associated 
estimates, relative error, reliability rating, importance rating and source of information. 
Output: Estimate % of Total Reliability Importance 
Source Removal of Sediment (m3/y) Output (1 to 5) (1 to 3) 
Out Harbour Entrance 516,000 78.9% 3 3 Appendix D. l 
Seafloor dredging 
137,078 21% 4 3 
Lusseau, 1999a; 
(incl. land reclamation) Port Otago Ltd 
Attrition 303 <0.1% 3 1 
Smith et al., 
in press 
Bioerosion 303 <0.1% 3 1 
Smith et al., 
in press 
Dissolution 303 <0.1% 3 1 
Smith et al., 
in press 
Other human activities 100 <0.1% 1 1 
Onshore 50 <0.1% 1 1 
TOTAL OUTPUT 654,137 100% 2.6 (average) 1.6 (average) 
5.3.3 Sediment Storage 
The field-based stored sediment estimate of 1.62 km3 was based on the unconsolidated 
sediment/bedrock interface derived from gravity and seismic reflection surveys 
(Chapters 3 & 4). The period of time over which this sediment volume has accumulated 
is weakly constrained. As described in Chapter One, sea-level rose rapidly after 
17,000 a and a stillstand 15,000 a can be observed on the Otago Shelf at 75 m, followed 
by a stillstand 12,000 a at 55 m deep (Carter et al., 1985; Gray & Landis, 1991). 
Basement at the northern entrance to the harbour (-100 m deep, Chapter 3) would 
suggest the Lower Harbour began submerging prior to the 15,000 a stillstand, unless 
other geomorp hie agents shaped the deep valley. 
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An average storage rate of 108,000 m3/y could have accumulated since 15,000 a. On the 
other hand, accumulation of this sediment package could have started with loess and 
fluvial deposits after the last glacial maximum, 18,000 a, resulting in an accumulation 
rate of 90,000 m3/y. But also the sediment package could have accumulated since the 
penultimate glaciation (as was the case for Gunhung Bay in Korea (Park et al., 1991), 
where glacial melt 125,000 a would have also caused rapid sea-level rise and 
sedimentation in the harbour at an average rate of 13,000 m3/y. The field-based storage 
rate, therefore, lies between 13,000 and 108,000 m3/y, equivalent to an overall 
sedimentation rate of 0.3-2.4 mm/y. 
The range of field-based storage estimates may not be representative of the modern 
budget, with the harbour's fully dredged regime, because it is a spatially and temporally 
averaged rate. There is bound to be variation among different periods of time (for 
example, Fig. 5.5), therefore, different storage rates will be used to reflect this temporal 
variation in each of the sediment budget models constructed in section 5.5. Major 
accumulation would not have started until the two inlets were submerged, which would 
have been after the 12,000 year stillstand at 55 m deep. Kukal (1990) suggests 
sedimentation should be higher today in this post-glacial and post-orogenic period 
anyway. And specifically for Otago Harbour, today's sedimentation rate probably 
deviates from the ancient rate because of enhanced coastal sedimentation associated 
with human practices (Gomez et al., 2007). It is believed that almost all new sediment is 
eventually removed by maintenance dredging, suggesting zero storage (Kirk, 1980; 
Single & Kirk, 1994). Over 100 years of maintenance dredging, a balance between 
sediment input, re-distribution and dredging output has surely established to maintain 
consistent water depths. The assumption is based on bathymetric surveys that show little 
or no net change in bathymetry. Dredging mainly occurs in the main channel. and net 
accumulation may still occur on the shallow mudflats, but the overall balance is nil. 
In a balanced budget, all sediment entering the system is either removed or stored in the 
system (Input= Output + Storage). In Otago Harbour's modern sediment budget the 
difference between total input (626,008 m3/y) and output (654,137 m3/y) suggests 
storage loss of -28,130 m3/y - the budget-based storage estimate. It appears that today, 
in the harbour's dredged regime, no net sediment is stored. What's more, the imbalance 
in input and output even suggests that stored sediment is removed from the system. 
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Figure 5.5: Conceptual graph <i storage rate (without dredging) in Otago Harboor over the last 
15,000 years, emphasising the harbour's various potential coastal states. The dashed line represents 
the average storage rate that would result from the field-storage package accumulated over this 
time (108,000 m3/y). 
The difference between the storage estimates is partially due to averaging over different 
time periods. They are each appropriate, but just in different temporal budgets. The 
budget-based storage estimate is derived from input and output estimates that are mostly 
estimated over a short period of time (e.g. 1 year for the entrance estimates and 20 years 
for dredging output), whereas, the field-based storage rate was averaged over at least 
15,000 years, covering several coastal evolutionary states and episodic sedimentation 
events. It was appropriate to use the negative budget-based storage estimate in the 
control budget and the field-based storage estimate in the past "natural" budget model. 
5.4 Modern Sediment Budget 
The main source of sediment to Otago Harbour is input through the harbour entrance 
(619,000 m3/y) and the majority of this material is lost back out the entrance on the ebb 
tide (516,000 m3/y; Fig. 5.6 & Tab. 5.8). Seafloor dredging is responsible for almost all 
of the remaining sediment output (137,078 m3/y). The modern sediment storage rate 
was calculated as the difference between inputs and outputs (-28,129 m3/y) so the 
budget would balance, however, storage was expected to be closer to zero. 
In a balanced sediment budget (Tab. 5.8), there appears to be no active sediment storage 
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Figure 5.6: Plan view of the sediment budget for Otago Harbour. Yellow arrows represent input 
and red arrows represent output The si2£ of the arrows reflects each parameters estimated annual 
volume of sediment 
system each year, presumably due to capital dredging. This probable explanation is 
supported by the similar annual volume of capital dredging, 24,700 m3/y, which was 
averaged from 1977-1998, when capital and maintenance volumes were clearly 
separated in the records. 
With an annual input of 626,008 m3/y and an output of 654,137 m3/y, the balance of 
sediment apparently not available for storage is -28,129 m3 /y . That equates to an 
average loss of 0.6 mm/y from the entire area of Otago Harbour. Of course, most of the 
loss would come from the channel area, but with some sediment redistribution from the 
rest of the harbour, Otago Harbour could be slowly deepening overall. 
The most reliable parameter is the estimate of annual dredging, a highly regulated and 
controlled human activity. The remaining parameters are poorly constrained estimates 
with low reliability, apart from the field-based storage estimate because it was based on 
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Table 5.8: Sediment budget model for Otago Harbour. Summary of sediment inputs, outputs, their 
difference (budget-based storage) and field-based storage in Otago Harbour and each parameters 
associated reliability rating, importance rating and source of information. Reliability scale: 
(1) guess, (2) good guess, (3) some data, (4) good data and (5) certain - measured, replicated, peer 
reviewed and published. Importance scale: (1) not important, (2) moderately important and 
(3) very important (after Smith, 2007). 
Input: Estimate % Input Reliability Importance Source 
Sources of Sediment (m3/y) (1 to 5) (1 to 3) 
Pluvial sources 
400 
0.1% 3 1 
Stewart & 
(200-700) Ryder, 2005 
Stormwater 
300 
>0.1% 3 1 
Stewart & 
(>200) Ryder, 2005 
Mass movement 100 >0.1% 1 1 Smith, 2007 
Aeolian sources 8 >0.1% 2 1 
Glasby, 1971; 
Smith, 2007 
Biogenic production 6,060 1% 3 2 
Smith et al., 
in press 
Beach construction 140 >0.1% 3 1 Bolhoft; 1993 
In Harbour Entrance 619,000 98.9% 2 3 Appendix D 





Removal of Sediment (m3/y) (1 to 5) (1 to 3) 
Out Harbour Entrance 516,000 78.9% 3 3 Appendix D 
Seafloor dredging Lusseau, 
(incl. land reclamation) 137,078 21% 4 3 1999a; 
Port Otago Ltd 
Attrition 303 >0.1% 3 1 
Smith et al., 
in press 
Bioerosion 303 >0.1% 3 1 
Smith et al., 
in press 
Dissolution 303 >0.1% 3 1 
Smith et al., 
in press 
Other human activities 100 >0.1% 1 1 
Onshore 50 >0.1% 1 1 
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primary research. The tidal model itself is effective and we can be particularly confident 
in the entrance output estimate. However, due to the unknown effect of wave energy on 
the open coast and consequently the flood tide, sediment transport into the harbour 
through the entrance was given a lower reliability rating than the estimate of transport 
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volume (103,000 m3/y) to determine net input through the entrance also raises 
uncertainty in the entrance input. 
If storage rate is actually zero, as was expected, it would suggest an inaccuracy 
somewhere else in the budget. Of all the important parameters, input through the 
entrance is the least reliable with the largest range of possible error that could 
potentially account for the difference. The budget would need a higher entrance input of 
647,129 m3/y to become balanced. Other parameters could influence the balance: 
episodic floods in the Water of Leith temporarily increase input and permanently store 
sediment, channel-side slumping and redistribution of sediment inaccurately added to 
"maintenance" dredging volumes instead of capital, ignoring potential storage in non-
dredged shallow areas and compaction was neglected in the storage estimate (could add 
50%; Kukal, 1990). Despite these uncertainties and potential for error, the negative 
budget-based storage estimate seems far more plausible than the other possibilities for 
obtaining a balanced budget. 
The sediment budget actually balances well. A deficit of 5% is much better than Smith's 
(2007) Otago Coast budget with a 62% deficit (632,000 m3/y) and Carter's (1986) 
Otago Coast budget with a 17% deficit (206,000 m3 /y ). Carter (1986) reasoned that his 
deficit was caused by a discrepancy in the time periods used for input (6500 years) 
relative to storage (9600 years). Apparently, sediment pulses may have occurred 
between these times because of deglaciation, lake formation, erosion of the previously 
emerged Foveaux Strait and/or a period of high loess accumulation. Smith (2007) 
reasoned that long-term averages may not be an accurate reflection of today's system 
because they neglect variation and ignore potentially important episodic events. 
Sampling of all parameters over a single year would improve the budget's initial realism 
but would trade off with the budget's usefulness and applicability in the long term 
(Smith, 2007). Both Carter's (1986) and Smith's (2007) reasoning for their model's 
deficit is relevant for this budget. The observation period used in the field-based storage 
estimate renders it inappropriate for the present-day model. 
Kukal (1990) provided a good example of the influence of observation period on 
sedimentation rate in a North German tidal flat, where the average sedimentation rate 
increased by almost 1000 fold when evaluating over 1900-year and 8-day observation 
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periods. Kukal (1990) did, however, note that sedimentation is usually episodic and 
intervals of no deposition are longer than intervals of deposition. Ancient sedimentation 
rates, despite human influence, are often lower than recent rates because long-term 
averages include both these intervals and perhaps even times of erosion (Kukal, 1990). 
Unlike the deficits in Carter's (1986) and Smith's (2007) budgets, it seems that this 
deficit can be more confidently attributed to an eroding system linked with capital 
dredging, rather than inaccuracies in modelling and time-averaging. 
5.5 Temporal Variations in 1he Sediment Budget 
The processes quantified in the present budget are likely to vary over time with natural 
and human induced changes. This section describes how these factors may have altered 
Otago Harbour's sediment budget using models of the past "natural" system (2000 years 
ago) and a seen ario of the future system (100 years from now). Due to a lack of data this 
is a conjectural exercise, and should be regarded with this in mind, particularly the 
future model. Despite the unverified and speculative nature of these two models, they 
do provide a framework for understanding long-term trends in the system. 
5.5.1 Past Sediment Budget Model 
2000 years ago, prior to human occupation and modification (McGlone & Wilmshurst, 
1999), Otago Harbour would have been geologically and climatically similar to today, 
with the same major landforms and the same sea level that was attained after the 
Flandrian transgression. The tombola of sand joining Otago Peninsula to Dunedin was 
already formed (perhaps 5600 years ago, Bishop and Turnbull, 1996) and a single 
entrance at Taiaroa Head would have flushed the tidal inlet just like today. Free of 
human influence, the harbour's unmodified coastline and entrance would have appeared 
very different. 
In the pristine harbour of the past, there was no sediment supplied to the harbour 
through stormwater or artificial beach construction, nor was there any sediment 
removed from the harbour by seafloor dredging, reclamation, shellfishing and other 
human activities. In the past, the entrance was unmodified and dredging would not have 
been involved in balancing the budget. For that reason, the long-term field-based 
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storage rate can be used. Without human intervention, it is likely that fluvial input, mass 
movement, coastal erosion, dissolution, sediment flux through the entrance and 
sediment storage would be different from today. 
Human occupation has increased the supply of terrestrial sediment over the last 200 to 
500 years (e.g. at Blueskin Bay; Nicholson, 1979) through: vegetation clearance, 
burning, ploughing, stock grazing, iITigation, road construction, mining, urbanisation 
and river channelisation. The considerable effect of urbanisation on sediment supply 
(Gomez et al., 2007) to Otago Harbour was confirmed earlier by Brown (2002), where 
the mass suspended sediment (SS) loadings in the smaller urban part of the Water of 
Leith Catchment (145 kglha/y) were much higher than the total catchment which is 83% 
rural (25 kglha/y). Presumably undisturbed catchments supplied substantially less 
readily erodible material to the harbour than their counterparts do today, perhaps 50% 
less fluvial input and mass movement. This mass movement reduction would also 
include lower coastal erosion rates at Te Rauone Beach in the past, due to the absence 
of coastal training structures, capital dredging and vessel wakes. 
The terrestrial sediment supply prior to human occupation (lower by 50%), along with 
the absence of alluvial mining, river damming, the harbour mouth's coastal training 
structures and tidal compartment manipulation, would have resulted in less net sediment 
entering the harbour through the entrance. However, the diversity of influencing factors 
makes this difficult to quantify. At present, because of the coastal training structures 
limiting the entrance area, the harbour can be seen as infilling to reduce the tidal prism 
and stabilise the inlet (discussed further by Kirk (1980), Single and Kirk (1994) and 
Patino (2005)). Yet in the past, to achieve inlet stability, the dynamic soft-shored 
entrance would have varied with changes in the tidal prism, which in turn varied with 
changes in the amount of sediment caITied in longshore drift past the entrance (Furkert-
Heath relationship; Hume & Herdendorf, 1988b ). Regardless of how different the tidal 
cuITent through the entrance was, we know that at present waves account for half the 
sediment transport asymmetzy and if the wave climate was similar 2000 years ago, we 
could expect there was also similar infilling due to waves. Due to the diverse and 
unknown effects of the influencing factors, a conservative reduction of only 20% was 
used for both entrance input and output. 
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In the absence of coastal pollutants and a greater dominance of sandy flats, Otago 
Harbour would have been a prime habitat for carbonate-producing infauna! molluscs 
(Smith et al., in press). However, Smith et al., (in press) suggested in situ production 
would only have been 10% more than today due to low CaC03 in offshore cores (Carter 
et al., 1985). They also suggested dissolution would have been lower (only 1 % of 
CaC03 production) in Otago Harbour because there would have been fewer 
impermeable urban surfaces that aid freshwater runoff thus increasing dissolution 
(Smith & Nelson, 2003). 
Conveniently the field-based storage (when calculated to accumulate since the last 
glacial maximum, -18,000 a) fits the modelled past budget almost perfectly, within 
2,000 m3/y (Tab. 5.9). Generally, we can see that both sediment supply and removal 
have increased since permanent human occupation in Otago. Seafloor dredging in 
particular has markedly increased sediment removal and created a considerable deficit 
in the system - from a past storage rate of 89,900 m3/y (equivalent to 2 mm/y) to the 
present negative storage rate of -28,100 m3 /y (-0.6 mm/y). 
Table 5.9: Sediment budget for Otago Harbour with various models of storage (m3/y) in the past 
(2000 years ago). 
Past (-10 AD) Present 
Sediment supply 502,124 502,124 502,124 502,124 626,008 
Sediment removed 413,583 413,583 413,583 413,583 654,137 
Balanced storage 88,541 88,541 88,541 88,541 -28,129 
Stored volume (m3) 1.62 X 109 
Storage period 15,000 a 18,000 a 125,000 a 
Field-based storage rate 107,867 89,889 12,944 
NET IMBALANCE 0 -19166 -1,188 75,757 0 
FINAL STORAGE 89,900 -28,129 
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Although the sediment volume was estimated to accumulate over 18,000 years, the 
majority of the sediment package may have actually been deposited during the fastest 
phases of sea-level rise during the Flandrian transgression and when sea level stabilised, 
sedimentation would have slowed too. Therefore, although the averaged field-based 
storage indicates a long-term average sedimentation rate of 2 mm/y, at the time of 
interest, 2000 years ago, storage may have actually been much lower (for example, 
Fig. 5.7). 
As sea level reached the harbour (say 15,000 a) storage would have been rapid and 
localised and eventually slowed as sea-level rise slowed to a more consistent long-term 
rate (Fig. 5.7). Sequence stratigraphy on continental margins suggests that at a high 
stand of sea level deposition continues (i.e. storage is positive); in general, it is not until 
sea level starts to fall that erosion (i.e. negative storage) takes over on the inner shelf 
(Vail et al., 1977). Therefore, before human intervention, a stable sea level means 
storage should drop as time progresses but never reach zero and stay slightly positive 
until regional sea level starts to drop or humans affect the process, such as what we are 
seeing today. Considering the inputs and outputs and resulting storage, we can see that 
the net annual storage is now negative but the natural rate would have been slightly 
positive (Fig. 5.7). 
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Figure 5.7: Conceptual graph of sediment storage rate (the difference between inputs and outputs) 
in Otago Harbour over the last 16,000 years. The figure shows a possible natural decline in storage 
that remains positive (dark dashed line) until Europeans arrived (dark solid line), which caused an 
increase in sediment input but increased output even more due to dredging. The result is today's 
negative storage rate (-28,000 m3/y), which is projected to get worse into the future (-148,000 m3/y). 
The grey dashed line is the field-based average storage rate, which accumulated over 18,000 years. 
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5.5.2 Future Sediment Budget Model 
In 100 years time, on the other hand, human population size might well double, the sea 
level will rise (0.18 - 0.59 m by 2099; IPCC, 2007) and continued coastal development 
and resource extraction could result in further modifications to sedimentary processes. 
Continued port activity, dredging, vessel-induced erosion, shoreline modification, peak 
oil, climate change, increased flooding, thermal expansion of water, ocean acidification, 
land-use changes and the lag effect of dams, may all influence sedimentary processes in 
Otago Harbour in some way. Most parameters are likely to be different in the future but 
we have no reason to believe that aeolian, volcanogenic and extraterrestrial sediment 
supply or onshore and seafloor storage or removal of sediment by abrasion and 
bioerosion will be any different in the future. Beach renourishment is also likely to stay 
at a similar annual rate even with the DCC's intention to eventually renourish Broad 
Bay and MacAndrew Bay (440 m3 and 650 m3, respectively; pers. comm. R. Gordon, 
Dunedin City Council 2009) because beach construction is so infrequent and it is 
averaged over time to insignificant volumes. 
The dams of the Clutha River have significantly reduced the input of sediment to the 
Otago Coast (potentially by more than half; Smith, 2007), the effects of which have not 
obviously been measured yet but we can expect downstream and alongshore lag effects 
on shoreline erosion. The affected Clutha sands are probably the dominant sediment in 
Otago Harbour's sediment budget. If this is true, the future transport rate past the 
entrance would be substantially less than at present due to a time lag for the effect of 
damming on coastal sediment supply. 
Even with the same coastal training structures, sediment flux through the entrance is 
bound to be slightly different in the future. Although there is a projected increase in 
wind and storms (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007), the effect 
of alluvial mining, deforestation and land-use changes on Otago Coast are likely to have 
decreased (Smith, 2007) and we may finally see the lagged effect of damming and sand 
mining on the southern side of Otago Peninsula, which may result in a reduction in the 
sediment passing the entrance. The effect of increased dissolution (20% of CaC03 
production) should also be considered on the amount of sediment entering the harbour 
through the entrance. By assuming 14% of the input is carbonate (inner shelf average; 
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Carter, 1986), an input reduction of 2% was calculated for dissolution alone. A 
reduction of perhaps 10% is appropriate for both input and output through the entrance. 
Climate change in Otago over the next 100 years has potential to bring change in land 
use, which could affect terrestrial input. Further urbanisation around the Water of Leith 
catchment and Dunedin may increase terrestrial sediment input and stormwater input. 
More importantly to flu vial input is the predicted increase in daily rainfall extremes and 
halving of their return periods (IPCC, 2007), which will transport even more terrestrial 
sediment to the harbour. Annual rainfall is predicted to increase by 2-14% by 2080 in 
Dunedin (New Zealand Climate Change Office, 2004). It is possible that climate 
changes and sea-level rise and larger vessel wakes in the future may increase sediment 
contribution by landslides and coastal erosion. A conservative estimate of 10% increase 
in fluvial input and mass movement is reasonable for the future budget. 
Smith et al. (in press) suggest that in situ biogenic production will be reduced by 10% 
due to ocean acidification, climate change, coastal development and pollution. 
Decreasing pH due to freshwater runoff associated with land-use changes and 
sequestering of atmospheric carbon (Raven et al., 2005) could increase dissolution. 
Smith et al. (in press) gave dissolution an increase to 20% of carbonate production. 
The removal of sediment due to minor human activities will probably remain the same, 
yet the removal of carbonate sediment through shellfishing, though barely mentioned in 
today's budget, is set to increase substantially over the next century. A moratorium on 
commercial harvest has recently been lifted and a 3-year trial commercial operation 
begins in March 2010 (Ministry of Fisheries, 2009). If this succeeds, Smith et al. (in 
press) predicted a shellfishing removal of 1500 times more than today's rate (1 m3/y). 
Dredging commenced in 1868 and has been continuous over the last 140 years (Davis, 
2008), although the annual volumes removed have been variable (Fig. 5.4). The average 
total dredging volume used in the modern budget (137,078 m3/y) was averaged over 
20 years. It may be more appropriate to use an average over a longer period for the 
future model because in the immediate future Port Otago Ltd may obtain resource 
consent and can·y through a new port development to enable larger ships to safely 
navigate the harbour channels (to be dredged to 14 m), which would involve the capital 
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dredging of 7 million m3 (Bell et al., 2008; Davis, 2008). But there is no reason to 
believe the long-term average, consisting of several major port developments like this, 
would not continue into the future and a similar average met in another 100 years time. 
The 109 year average total dredging volume from within Otago Harbour is 
244,097 m3/y. 
A century from now will bring a slightly reduced rate of sediment supply to the harbour, 
particularly due to a reduction in sediment supply on Otago Coast because of damming 
in the Clutha River (Tab. 5.10 & Fig. 5.8; Smith, 2007). The model predicts an even 
greater deficit in the system in 2110, with more sediment removed from the system than 
what enters (Fig. 5.8 & Tab. 5.10). The entrance structures will most likely be the same, 
producing the same tidal asymmetiy in sediment transport. But any change in sediment 
flux depends on the availability of sediment. Because the system will be in such a large 
deficit, due to dredging, there may be less sediment available to be carried out of the 
entrance on the ebb tide, hence the entrance output parameter maybe an over estimate. 
In which case, the deficit may not be quite as extreme as the model predicts. 
If the carbonate components of the budget are separated out from the other sediments 
(assuming 14% of the dredge spoil and sediment flux through the entrance is carbonate 
(Carter, 1986)) we find that the difference between today's carbonate input 
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of three sediment budget models over time. Shows the increase in both 
sediment supply and removal over time with the reduction of sediment storage. In the next 
100 years these trends will be exacerbated, except the rate of sediment supply, which is apected to 
decrease. 
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Table 5.10: Sediment budget for Otago Harbour. Showing the present budget, past budget and a 
possible budget for the future. 
Present (2010) Past (10 AD) Future (2110 AD) 
INPUT M3/y Change m3/y Change m3/y 
River Input 400 -50% 200 10% 440 
Stormwater 300 -100% 0 10% 330 
Mass 
100 -50% 50 10% 110 
Movement 
Aeolian 8 8 8 
CaC03 6,060 10% 6,666 -10% 5,455 
production 
Beach 
140 -100% 0 140 
construction 
Harbour 
619,000 -20% 495,200 -10% 557,100 
Entrance 
Total Input 626,008 502,124 563,583 
OUTPUT Rate Change Rate Change Rate 
(m3/y) (m3/y) (m3/y) 
Harbour 
Entrance 
516,000 -20% 412,800 -10% 464,400 
Dredging 
20yr 


























1,091 CaC03 CaC03 CaC03 
Onshore 50 50 50 
Other human 




Total Output 654,137 413,583 711,784 
BALANCE -28,129 88,541 -148,201 
STORAGE 
FIELD 15,000- 0 13,000- 0 
STORAGE 125,000 a 108,000 
Sedimentation -0.6 1.9 -3.2 
(mm/y) 
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(92,700 m3/y) and output (92,300 m3/y) is storage of only 400 m3/y. A change in 
carbonate storage can be seen over time with considerably more storage modelled in the 
past (11,500 m3/y) and a significant deficit modelled for the future (-19,000 m3/y). It 
appears that carbonate storage will cease in Otago Harbour within the next 100 years if 
it has not already ceased. Further carbonate-specific details and implications are 
discussed in Smith et al. (in press). 
5.6 limitations 
Both Carter (1986) and Smith (2007) warned that the main limitation to sediment 
budget studies was a lack of data, and particularly so in Otago. The same caution is used 
in this budget with its unverified estimates, extrapolations and assumptions. 
The average reliability rating for all the parameters estimated is about 2.5, between 
ratings of "good guess" and "some data". But out of all of the "important" rated 
parameters, an average reliability of 3 was achieved (some data). This leaves a large 
range of parameters requiring further field research to improve the model's reliability. 
Extensive field studies are required to validate this model. It would be particularly 
useful to obtain sedimentary dates and ground control on sub-surface horizons. The lack 
of dating has limited the model and left the estimates of sedimentation and storage 
volumes and rates un-verified. 
Some loose assumptions have been made throughout the model that, if wrong, may 
compromise its integrity. Because the other inputs to the harbour are so small compared 
to input through the entrance, it was assumed in the sediment flux model that the net 
input through the entrance would equal the maintenance dredging requirements. The 
budget provides no evidence to falsify the assumption, instead the budget all seemed to 
balance well with similar long-term sediment storage rate (90,000 m3/y) and 
maintenance dredging rate (103,000 m3/y). Further research is needed on sediment flux 
through the entrance and modern storage rate to further constrain the assumption. 
The present deficit calculated is perhaps a minimum because more stored sediment than 
we realise could be removed from the harbour as "maintenance" dredging. 
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Redistribution and channel-side slumping of stored sediment onto the frequently 
dredged channel floors was difficult to quantify and we were unable to remove this from 
the maintenance volume used in the tidal sediment transport model. An inaccurate 
separation of capital and maintenance dredging volumes would result in an overestimate 
of maintenance volumes, which in turn would overestimate the net volume of sediment 
transported in through the entrance. If somehow less sediment entered the harbour than 
we actually modelled, an even greater deficit may actually exist in Otago Harbour. 
5.7 hnplications 
By far the most important transport mechanisms in Otago Harbour are the input and 
output of sediment through the harbour entrance on the net tidal flow. We have 
determined a relatively small asymmetry between the sediment transporting capacity of 
the ebb and flood tides and a large asymmetry in the wave energy on either side of the 
entrance. The extent of this tidal asymmetry may, however, not be natural, or at least the 
asymmetry appears to have been enhanced by human intervention. There is still much to 
learn about the flux of sediment transport through the entrance, not to mention the effect 
of asymmetric entrainment of sediment by waves between the open coast and within the 
harbour, which was assumed to be the factor that doubles sediment transport into the 
harbour. Otherwise the high maintenance dredging requirements that cannot all be 
attributed to tides and waves could be due to redistribution. 
Entrance flux, storage and dredging are the main components of the budget. In the 
future, other parameters may become important, particularly with regard to the 
carbonate budget and local parts of the harbour. But for now, the relationship between 
these three mentioned parameters is most important and needs to be studied further. 
Despite the inherent limitations of models, one of their significant uses is the ability to 
alter and test parameters. Section 5.5 has shown trends in coastal processes can be 
determined with variations in parameters. For example, we can now see that changes on 
the Otago Coast can have a big influence on Otago Harbour's sedimentary system and a 
predicted reduction in the quantities of littoral sediment transported north (Smith, 2007) 
may see a decrease in input to the harbour through the entrance and a resulting decrease 
in subsequent entrance output and maintenance dredging requirements. 
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The most notable trend is the drop in sediment storage since European settlement. A 
sedimentary system once in surplus (positive storage) or at least in a dynamic 
equilibrium (with fluctuations between balanced states), is now in an "unnatural" deficit 
and the deficit is increasing. The deficit is the result of more than a centmy of port 
development with intensive capital dredging. In the future, the effect of capital dredging 
will be coupled with a potentially slowed rate of fluvial input to Otago Coast due to 
damming (Smith, 2007). Perhaps we are already experiencing this, because the present 
deficit (28,000 m3 /y) is more than just capital dredging (25,000 m3 /y ). Is this 3,000 m3 /y 
difference within the model's margin of error or does this show the entire harbour is in 
deficit and deepening (not just the channels)? Overall deepening is possible because 
sediment is redistributed around the harbour by currents and waves and is eventually 
lost to the deeper channels, ready for removal as "maintenance" dredging requirements. 
Dredging of redistributed sediment, as well as newly deposited sediment, adds to the 
deficit. Otherwise, the slight difference could be due to different time-averaging periods 
or incorrect separation of the dredging records with some slumped material being 
recorded as "maintenance". 
Is Otago Harbour naturally infilling? It appears that since sedimentation-controlling 
factors are stable - sea level has been relatively stable over the last 6500 years with no 
major tectonic activity in East Otago - any significant sedimentation should be 
considered an "unnatural" rate. If we exclude dredging from our calculations we can see 
that human activities have had a 23% increase in sediment storage in Otago Harbour 
over the last 2000 years. This dramatic effect on such signature supports the proposal to 
call this period in the geological time scale the "Anthropocene" (Zalasiewicz et al., 
2008). From examination of changes in inputs and outputs over time in the sediment 
budget models, it is safe to say that Otago Harbour is not in a "natural" state and human 
activities, both locally and globally, have overturned the natural balance of Otago 
Harbour's sediment budget. 
Otago Harbour's ancient sedimentation rate of 2 mm/y lies well within Kukal's (1990) 
range of sedimentation rates in lagoons and bays (0-11 mm/y ). Our sedimentation rate is 
appropriately less than the -3 mm/y accumulating today in the poorly flushed and low 
water velocity of the Upper Harbour Basin and Andersons Bay Inlet (Stevenson, 2000). 
Carter (1986) estimated the sediment accumulation rate in Blueskin Bay over the last 
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9600 years to be 39,000 m3/y. Carter's (1986) estimate appears to be an accumulation 
rate for outer Blueskin Bay, which has an area of 86 km2• If this is c01Tect, the resulting 
sedimentation rate ( -0.5 mm/y) is similar to Otago Harbour. Otago Harbour's 
sedimentation rate is also very similar to the Holocene sedimentation rates in the tidally-
dominated Gunhung (1-2 mm/y; Park et al., 1991) and Gamagyang bays in Korea 
(1.3 mm/y; Kang & Chough, 1982) yet appropriately less than the Holocene 
sedimentation rate of Nara Inlet in central Great Barrier Reef (-3mm/y). 
As in other urban tidal inlets, a sediment deficit could have far reaching sedimentary 
effects potentially with unexpected outcomes. Erosion is the most obvious response. A 
cycle of erosion and deposition is normal but it requires available nearshore sediment to 
periodically replenish the shorelines. An overall system deficit means this sediment may 
be unavailable or it may be removed by maintenance dredging. We are already seeing a 
retreating shoreline at Te Rauone Beach near the entrance (Port Otago Ltd, 2004). 
Coastal structures and vessel-generated surge, along.5ide storm waves, have been 
speculated as the cause of accelerated modern erosion (Goring, 2007) but maybe the 
erosion is also due the deficit in the overall system, caused by dredging. 
So the resultant system's deficit should encourage dredging to be brought to a 
minimum. What would happen if dredging was ceased? Going by the Furkert-Heath 
relationship of tidal inlet behaviour, we would expect the inlet to infill to an equilibrium 
with a smaller tidal compartment to suit the constrained harbour mouth; Otago Harbour 
would stabilise to a shallower depth similar to that when humans arrived. Some 
dredging is required with today's sedimentation rates in order to maintain desired water 
depths and Port Otago Limited is slowly dropping their maintenance dredging volumes 
to reflect the lowered need for dredging and the reduction in channel-side slumping 
since major capital dredging works (pers. comm. L. Coe, Port Otago Ltd). 
The current deficit generates concern that further capital dredging may have unexpected 
consequences for Otago Harbour. Project Next Generation (Bell, et al., 2009) intends to 
remove a further -7 million m3 from the Lower Harbour, which will certainly increase 
the harbour's sedimentary deficit. A risk is that this may exacerbate the shoreline 
erosion effecting coastal communities near the harbour entrance. Additionally, the 
related offshore dumping of sediment has potential for an influx of sediment to Blueskin 
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Bay or inlets further north. Any short-term sedimentation raises concern for habitat 
changes and burial of benthic organisms (Paavo et al., 2008), which may have 
repercussions for the commercial cockle harvest. 
The field-based storage estimate has given insight into the evolution of Otago Harbour -
the sediment fill has accumulated at a rate of 200 crn/ka since the last glacial maximum, 
18,000 years ago. The sediment package that accumulated over this time (with a 
maximum thickness of -100 m at the present entrance) would have initially contained 
river sediments and loess (from glaciers or poorly vegetated plains and alluvial plains). 
The marine transgressive sediments were later deposited over the river sediments when 
the harbour entrance was breached by rising sea-level. Ignoring the possibility of active 
faulting, and assuming the river sediments were not particularly thick, the deep 
basement would suggest the Lower Harbour began to submerge prior to the 15,000 a 
stillstand, which is interpreted to be 75 m deep on the offshore sediment wedge (Carter 
et al., 1985; Gray & Landis, 1991). 
Since the arrival of European settlers, Otago Harbour has changed from a sediment 
depocentre to a source of sediment for the littoral system north of the dredge spoil 
dumping grounds. A resulting downstream increase in sediment accumulation at 
Blueskin Bay is likely, although this maybe countered by a reduction in sediment 
supply from the Clutha River. The implications of increased deposition to an already 
infilling bay are uncertain. There could be ecological changes in response to potential 
changes in water depth and sediment textural composition. Commercial cockle harvests 
could also be affected. 
Ocean acidification and continued urbanisation may increase dissolution to such an 
extent that there will be no carbonate storage in Otago Harbour in 100 years (Smith et 
al., in press). A much reduced rate of carbonate storage exists at present and probably 
only in localised shallow areas. Smith et al. (in press) recognises that if carbonate 
storage ceases m Otago Harbour, no more fossils will be produced and 
paleoenvironmental information will not be preserved. Smith et al. (in press) also 
mentioned shell as a potentially valuable resource that will not be available. The 
elimination of surface carbonate may have an unknown effect on infauna! organisms 
which are sensitive to changes in sediment composition and texture (Weisberg et al., 
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2009). A lack of carbonate deposition will also mean Otago Harbour will no longer 
remove CO2 from the atmosphere, a far reaching implication and an important warning 
of interconnectedness in other urban tidal inlets. 
5.8 Knowledge Gaps & Recommendations 
Little has been published about the sedimentology and wider implications of human 
activities in Otago Harbour. Further field studies are required to validate the sediment 
budget model. In particular, the estimates of input and output of sediment through the 
entrance had low reliability but very high importance. 
The estimate of stored sediment volume in Otago Harbour is reliable but more work is 
needed to ground-control its geometry and determine the exact period of accumulation. 
Deep core samples would be beneficial, particularly at the paleo-river channels. 
Unfortunately, limited finances did not allow this research to conduct any core samples. 
Terrestrial geophysics on mudflats would improve the coverage of the surveys. 
Otherwise, the combination of gravity and marine seismic reflection worked well to 
determine depth-to-basement and sediment-fill geometry and these methods would be 
recommended for similar studies in other shallow coastal environments. 
It would be valuable to determine the relative importance of floods to Otago Harbour's 
sediment supply. Although high flow is included in the average fluvial input, it is 
possible that flood events may be responsible for much more of the harbour's stored 
sediment and will be important in the future. Averaging out episodic events was 
proposed as one of the reasons for the deficit in the Otago Coast budget (Smith, 2007). 
One of the conclusions that has been reached during the course of this research is the 
possibility that the Upper Harbour and Lower Harbour act as separate sediment cells. 
This makes sense from a structural and sedimentological viewpoint. Potentially, the fine 
sediment that appears to accumulate in the Upper Harbour may put that system into 
surplus, whereas in the Lower Harbour, where the majority of the capital dredging is 
undertaken, the system is in deficit. The potentially separate systems could be studied 
further by investigating the flux of sediment through the central harbour islands and 
estimating localised sedimentation rates and doingrollability analyses. 
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CHAPTER SIX-SUMMARY 
Otago Harbour, like many other urban tidal inlets, is an economically important port 
that is artificially deepened. Regular dredging of the channels and turning basins allows 
the safe operation of vessels. The harbour's entrance, too, was modified to improve 
navigation. Little natural coastline remains since land reclamation at Dunedin and Port 
Chalmers and the construction of seawalls and artificial beaches. There are a range of 
ecological, hydrological and sedimentological impacts from such extensive 
modifications. Management of human activity in Otago Harbour requires a clear 
understanding of these impacts. 
A comprehensive sediment budget is a tool that contributes to informed decisions and 
planning. A sediment budget model was constructed for Otago Harbour, from a series of 
estimates of sediment input, output and stored sediment. Previous research had been 
conducted on many of the inputs and outputs but little quantitative investigations of 
stored sediment in Otago Harbour had been undertaken, leaving a significant hole in the 
body of knowledge. Sediment storage, therefore, became the focus of this field research. 
The results of a gravity survey, seismic reflection survey and a geometric bedrock 
model- constrained by limited bore records - were combined to determine the depth of 
unconsolidated sediment to the consolidated bedrock surface. This depth-to-basement is 
the key to determining the volume of sediment stored m the harbour over time. 
Understanding how the basin has filled (or emptied) in the past is critical to 
understanding the sedimentary processes within the system. 
The geometric bedrock model, developed from topography and historical bore records, 
produced a maximum volume of sediment that could possibly be stored in Otago 
Harbour - almost 5 billion m3• The model provided a baseline for the geophysical 
methods to work from. 
Land-based gravity surveys (at Aramoana, Upper Harbour Basin and St Kilda/St Clair) 
and marine seismic reflection surveys throughout the harbour were used to refine this 
estimate. Modelling the gravity anomaly, from the low-density unconsolidated sediment 
overlying high-density volcanic basement, allowed the maximum sediment thickness at 
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the p aleo-river mouths to be estimated: -100 m at today's entrance and > 70 m at St 
Kilda. Clear basement reflection profiles were observed in many of the seismic 
reflection surveys. The shallowest basement reflections were found near Quarantine and 
Goat Islands and near the shoreline, deepening into the centre of the harbour and 
outwards from the islands towards each valley's paleo-river mouth. The greatest 
basement depth was observed at Harington Point near the entrance at a depth of 76 m. 
Both surveys allowed the basement surface and subsequent sediment thickness to be 
interpolated within the harbour, producing a total sediment volume of 1.62 billion m3. 
The geophysical results suggest that the bedrock valleys are truncated "V''-shaped, 
indicative of river-incised valleys near sea level with alluvial channels at their base. 
In the modern sediment budget, sediment entering the harbour on the flood tide 
(619,000 m3/y) is the most important component of the total sediment input 
(626,008 m3/y). Most of that sediment exits the harbour on the ebb tide (516,000 m3/y). 
The difference is more than made up for by seafloor dredging (137,000 m3/y). In fact, 
dredging removes more sediment than the net entering the harbour, which means that it 
also removes stored sediment. As a result, the balanced budget storage is -28,000 m3/y, 
concluding that Otago Harbour is a sedimentary system in deficit. 
Such a deficit was not the case prior to the arrival of European settlers, when the 
difference between total inputs and outputs resulted in a balanced storage rate of 
89,000 m3/y. This pre-historic storage rate is equivalent to the estimated sediment fill 
volume accumulating over -18,000 years (since the last glacial maximum) at an average 
sedimentation rate of 200 cm/ka. The harbour would have begun filling with river 
sediments and wind-blown loess, followed by deposition of marine sediments after the 
entrance was breached, perhaps about 15,000 years ago. Fine sediments and biogenic 
gravels intercalate in the basin and a period of barrier closure or estuarine state 
produced a mud wedge in the sediment fill. Most of the sediment accumulation took 
place before sea-level stabilised 6500 years ago. Although, human occupation of the 
Otago Region has enhanced the sedimentation rate over the last century or so, the net 
storage of new sediment has decreased. 
Sediment storage has now ceased in Otago Harbour. In the future, the deficit looks to 
continue and get worse, with further deepening and erosion. Otago Harbour can no 
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longer be deemed as an "infilling harbour". In fact, any perceived infilling may have 
been limited to channels, causing shallower seafloor depths than shipping required. The 
harbour could well have been in dynamic equilibrium with a shallower seafloor and 
smaller tidal compartment. Considering the budget of carbonate sediment alone, a 
predicted increase in carbonate dissolution could shift the balance and cease any further 
carbonate storage in Otago Harbour; therefore, the harbour would no longer play a role 
in preservation of carbonate information or sequestering of atmospheric CO2. 
The application of geophysics to geomorphological and/or environmental studies is 
suitable for determining the depth-to-basement and sediment-fill geometry. The same 
combination of methods would be useful for other shallow coastal sub-surface surveys. 
Overall, quantifying the sediment budget for Otago Harbour has improved our 
understanding of the harbour's dynamic sedimentary processes, evolution and the 
importance of human practices in the system and improved our ability to assess our 
affect on the system in the future. Human interventions have intentionally overturned 
the natural balance in Otago Harbour, often with unexpected consequences. The 
increased understanding of harbour systems made possible by this work should reduce 
further unexpected consequences and help in the management of this and other urban 
tidal inlets. 
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Appendix A - Additional Geometric Bedrock Model Information 
A. I Mathematical Method 
Before any slope projection could be started the measurements and associated 
parameters for each cross-section were collected. A 1 :50,000 scale topographic map 
was used for each hillside to determine the distance over a change in 100 m elevation, 
usually starting from the 20 m contour. The height and distance of each hillside was 
collected, along with the distance between the starting contour of the northern and 
southern hillsides. Slope (M) was calculated as change in height (h) divided by distance 
(d) and were abbreviated as follows: 
- Northern hillside - height (hN), distance (dN), slope (MN) 
- Southern hillside - height (hs), distance (ds), slope (Ms) 
- Distance between the beginnings of the slopes (dbetween) 
Even with the aid of additional Dunedin City Council 10 m grid relief data, the 20 m 
contour was often indistinguishable, therefore, the distance between 40 m and 140 m or 
60 m to 160 m was often recorded. The same contours were measured for the northern 
and southern hillsides of each cross-section. Although most of the hillsides were higher 
than 120 m in total elevation, a change in elevation of only 100 m was chosen to 
measure slope because erosion processes are probably different and potentially more 
effective at higher elevation. The elevation was recorded above the 20 m contour 
because many areas below this are depositional or reclaimed land that would 
unrealistically influence the bedrock slope calculations. 
Before the model was developed any further, all sub-surface information was collated to 
verify the projection of the bedrock slopes beneath the seafloor. The few cross-sections 
that were near valid bore logs were altered to include the verified sub-surface bedrock 
depth. The bore's bedrock depths were incorporated into the cross-sections by 
recalculating the slope values using the known sub-surface bedrock depths instead of 
the 20 m contour. To recalculate the slope, the rise in elevation was estimated as the 
bedrock depth obtained from the nearby bore log to the original highest extent of the 
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slope (e.g. 120 m contour). The horizontal distance was measured as the bore's 
equivalent distance along the projection from the beginning of the original profile. 
Linear equations of the form y = Mx + c were determined for both northern and 
southern hillsides of each cross-section (where M = slope and c = y-intercept). In order 
to construct a linear equation for each hillside, the northern hillside was considered a 
negative slope and the hillsides starting contour was the position of the y-axis, thus the 
y-intercept (see Fig. 2.3). This positioning of the linear equations made MSL the 
position of the x-axis (x=O). The starting point for the southern hillside was dbetween from 
the northern hillside. 
The y-intercept for the southern hillside was a little more complex than the northern 
hillside because it required known x and y values. The y-intercept for the southern 
equation was calculated by the rearranged linear equation below (Eq. A. I): 
Equation A.I: Y-intercept (c) = y -(M xx) 
Known x and y values that are used to check all of the equations come from: the y-
intercept, the lowest and highest contour used to obtain total elevation for each slope (hN 
and hs) and their associated distances from each other (dbetwea,), The known values for 
the purpose of calculating the y-intercept of each equation are: 
- Northern equation: when y = lowest contour of the slope, then x = 0. 
- Southern equation: when y = lowest contour of the slope, then x = dbetween 
At this stage the linear equations were used as simultaneous equations to find the point 
where the projected northern and southern equations intersect. The simultaneous 
equation provided a depth and distance between the hillsides where the deepest point of 
possible sediment fill is located. This depth was used further on in the procedure to 
determine the height of the sediment fill area. In order to obtain the deepest point for 
each cross-section, the x-intersect of the northern and southern equations was calculated 
by the method of addition, in which the northern equation was made equal to the 
southern equation by removing the y values. This simultaneous method of addition can 
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be rearranged into Equation A.2. The y-intersect was calculated by substituting the new 
found x-intersect value into one of the hillside equations. 
cs -cN 
Equation A.2: Intersecting distance (x;) = 
MN -Ms 
A simultaneous equation was completed for each slope to calculate the intersect with 
the seafloor depth. Average seafloor depth for Otago Harbour is 4.5 m below MSL. y = 
-0.0045 km (Y.,,;) was used in the simultaneous equation method of substitution to easily 
calculate the sediment fills geometry. The x-intercept (xs;) of each slope with the 
seafloor was calculated using Equation A.3. As can be expected, the northern projected 
slope provides an x value fairly close to O and the southern slope had an x value just 
short of the total distances between northern and southern slopes (dne1ween), This step of 
removing the water from each cross-section provided just a little more precision when 
estimating the sediment fill area. 




The area of sediment fill in each cross-section was initially modelled to be the shape of 
a triangle (A= 1/i x base x height). The base length for each sediment fill triangle (bsF) 
was the distance between the northern equations intersect with the seafloor (XNs;) and the 
southern equations intersect with the seafloor (xss;) (Eq. A.4). The height of the 
sediment fill triangle (hsF) is the difference between the depth of the seafloor (ys) and 
the projected deepest point (y;) of the cross-section (Eq. A.5). 
Equation A.4: Base of sediment fill (bsF) = Xss; -xNsi 
Equation A.5: Height of sediment fill (hsF) = Y; - Ys 
The areas of the unrealistically deep cross-sections were changed from a triangle to a 
trapezoid and were calculated accordingly (Eq. A.6). The additional parameter required 
was the second trapezoid base length (bsF2), which is the distance between the hillsides 
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at the depth of the former sea-level (-120 m). Also, sediment fill height was calculated 
as the difference between the current seafloor depth (4.5 m) and the depth of the former 
sea-level (120 m). 
Equation A.6: Area of trapezoid sediment fill (A)= bsF ~ bsFz x (hsF2 - hsF) 
The unknown lower base length of each trapezoid was determined just as the triangle's 
base length was determined, by simultaneous equations that calculate the distance 
between the sea-level intersect with the north and south slopes. The position of sea-level 
intersect was calculated by substituting -0.120 km into the northern and southern 
hillside equations as they-value. The difference between the resulting x-values for each 
slope provided the second base length (bsn) for the sediment fill trapezoid. 
The model's cross-sections separated the harbour into 19 prisms. The volume of a prism 
is usually calculated by multiplying its cross-sectional area by its length; however, the 
harbour's prisms have irregular cross-sectional areas. Instead, the volume for each 
prism was calculated by averaging the cross-sectional areas (Ax) and multiplying by the 
average distance between the two cross-sections (fx) (Eq. 2.7). Each prism extends from 
the chosen cross-section (Ax) towards the entrance to the next cross section (Ax+J) and 
the areas are averaged from each of these cross-sections and the lengths between are 
averaged (f). The lengths between cross-sections for any prism involving cross-section 
11 had to accommodate for the protruding peninsulas that could skew their length. This 
correction was done by measuring the length from the perpendicular point along the line 
of the general coastline, excluding the peninsulas. 
Equation 2.7: Volume of sediment fill prisms (V) = Ax+ Ax+I x Ax+ Ax+1 
2 2 
Finally, the total volume of sediment fill in Otago Harbour was obtained by the sum of 
all these prism volumes associated with each cross-section. Before the total sediment fill 
volume was complete, a missing section near Andersons Bay was added as an additional 
prism (south of cross-section 1; Fig. 2.1). The missing volume was simplified to the 




was obtained by multiplying area by the length of the prism. In this case, the area was 
that of cross-section one and the length was the average distance south to the next 20 m 
contour (where sediment fill should cease). Cross-sections in McCahon et al. (1993) 
suggests this reclaimed area has a maximum depth to bedrock of 56 m. Using this 
maximum depth and the area of cross-section 1, an additional trapezoidal prism volume 





Appendix B: Additional Gravity Survey Information 
B. l: Data Reduction to Bouguer Anomalies 
The variation of Earth's gravity field with distance from the equator is corrected by the 
Latitude Correction (LC). Since the gravity transects are over small distances the 
latitude effect has been approximated as linear and made relative to the base station 
(N-S distance in m). A mid-latitude equation was used to calculate the Latitude 
Correction, where e is geocentric latitude (Eq. B. l). 
Equation B.1: ll.gLc = 0.00081sin2B mGal/m N-S distance (Kearey et al., 2002) 
The Free Air Correction (FAC) is used to correct gravity values from the effect of 
elevation. A first order equation, which is suggested for exploration geophysics (Li & 
Gotze, 2001), was used to correct for elevation (h) of each gravity station relative to 
MSL (Eq. B.2, Fowler, 1990). 
Equation B.2: ll.g FAc = 0.3086h 
The Bouguer Correction (BC) corrects for the gravitational effect of the difference in 
mass between the observation station's height (h) and datum (MSL). The Bouguer 
Correction assumes an infinite slab of material with a height equivalent to the station's 
height and material usually with the average crustal density of 2.67 Mg/m3• For all three 
surveys, however, it was necessary to use a density similar to that of the presumed 
Quaternary sediment likely to make up the slab from MSL to station height. A density 
range of 1.7 - 2.1 Mg/m3 was given by McCahon et al. (1993) to the Holocene sediment 
fill in South Dunedin. The Bouguer slab of sediment is likely to be made up of high 
porosity dry surface sediment that would have a density at the lower to middle of the 
above range. The chosen density (p) of the Quaternary sediment was 1.9 Mg/m3• The 
Bouguer Correction used in this survey was also a first order equation (Eq. B.3, Fowler, 
1990). 
Equation B.3: ll.g ac = 0.0419lph 
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A Terrain Correction (TC) was required to account for nearby mass variations due to 
topography (out to a radius of 21.9 km) and furthermore the deviation from the Bouguer 
Correction's infinite slab assumption. The gravitational field of an observation station 
can be pulled sideways or upwards by surrounding hills or valleys, in both cases 
resulting in a reduction of the station's gravitational field. Terrain Corrections, 
therefore, are always added to the observed gravity. 
The Terrain Correction in this survey was calculated for each station according to the 
method of Hammer (1939), using mean height (h) in each compartment of each 
Hammer Zone, but correction values were calculated using the improved Woodward 
and Ferry (1973) equation (Eq. B.4). 
Where G is the gravitational constant, N is the number of compartments in the zone and 
R, and R2 are in inner and outer radii, respectively. The conventionally used average 
crustal density of 2.67 Mg/m3 (er) was used for the Terrain Correction. The density was 
chosen to best represent the average density for the surrounding volcanic and 
sedimentary terrain, unlike the specific site density that was required for the Bouguer 
Correction. Equation B.4 was used to calculate different terrain corrections for each 
compartment in each zone depending on its distance from each station and the mean 
zone height. The size of the Terrain Correction is greater when the surrounding 
topography is much higher or much lower than the station and these extremes in 
topography have a greater contribution to the Terrain Correction when they occur closer 
to the station. The nearby topography of this reasonably small scale survey is relatively 
flat, except for the transect margins; however, a terrain correction for all stations is still 
necessary due to their close proximity to the coast. 
The Terrain Correction values for this survey were obtained by a series of six steps; (1) 
height information was resolved in the inner Hammer Zones B and C by approximation 
in the field (as is standard practice, Fowler, 1990); (2) a 25 m cell resolution digital 
elevation model (DEM) of the wider Otago Harbour extending to a radius of 22 km 




heights, coastline, Otago Coast bathymetry and Otago Harbour bathymetry in the 
function TOPO to RASTER in the ArcGIS software environment; (3) an ascii grid 
formatted graticle of the Hammer zones was used; (4) the DEM was overlain by the 
graticle in a python script created by Hill (2006) that calculates the zonal mean height 
for each compartment in Hammer zones D-M of each station; (5) the Woodward and 
Ferry (1973) equation (Eq. B.4) was used to calculate the gravitational effect of each 
compartment; however, using the IF command in Microsoft Excel this equation used an 
alternative density of 1.67 Mg/m3 when the mean elevation was less than zero, thus 
incorporating the reduced mass (and gravitational effect) of water (-1 Mg!m\ (6) the 
Terrain Correction value for each station was finally obtained when the values for all 
Hammer compartments around each gravity station were summed. 
B.2 Reduction Results 
The deduction of observed gravity to Bouguer Anomalies is shown in Tables B.1 and 
B.2. The regional anomaly (obtained from Reilly, 1972b) is also provided along with 
the relative residual anomaly that was used for gravimetric modelling of the 
sediment/basement interface (Tab. B.1 and B.2). 
B.3 Method Limitations 
Systematic errors such as sampling technique and accuracy of the device are expected to 
be negligible. The repeatability sampling error was minimised in the field by taking 
consecutive readings until at least three readings were spread within 2 instrument units. 
Repeatability error has been calculated as the maximum deviation of the measurements 
taken at each station. The maximum repeatability error amounted for ±2.85 Worden 
units or ±0.24 mGal of error in the observed gravity. The Instrument Limit of Error for 
the Worden Gravimeter is 0.1 dial units (equivalent to 0.0085 mGal), which is 
superseded by this greater repeatability uncertainty. 
A further potential cause of systematic error, although the effect is expected to be 
consistent among station observations, is the drift correction. The diurnal machine drift 
over the course of a sampling was assumed to be linear. Deviation from a linear trend 
was observed, but, the drift at the field stations did closely fit a linear trend (r2 = >0.9). 
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Table B.1: Drift and Bouguer corrected absolute and residual gravity values along the Aramoana transect. 
Station Distance Latitude Longitude Elevation Drift- Latitude Free Air Bouguer Terrain Bouguer Regional Relative 
I.D along (m) corrected Correction Correction Slab Correction Anomaly Bouguer Residual 
transect Gravity Correction (mGal) Anomaly Anomaly 
(km) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) 
AlOl 0.965 -45.7815 170.7099 2.1 980743.41 0.0972 0.6425 0.1658 0.2265 980744.01 47.0 -3.98 
A102 0.890 -45.7811 170.7091 2.4 980743.64 0.0819 0.7277 0.1878 0.2639 980744.36 47.0 -3.61 
A103 0.815 -45.7808 170.7083 1.9 980743.71 0.0688 0.5792 0.1495 0.2585 980744.33 47.0 -3.63 
A104 0.750 -45.7804 170.7076 2.4 980743.85 0.0535 0.7416 0.1913 0.2726 980744.62 47.1 -3.32 
A105 0.670 -45.7799 170.7067 2.2 980743.86 0.0349 0.6792 0.1753 0.2743 980744.60 47.1 -3.31 
A106 0.585 -45.7795 170.7058 3.1 980743.90 0.0186 0.9520 0.2457 0.2960 980744.89 47.1 -3.00 
A107 0.485 -45.7791 170.7047 2.7 980744.15 0.0011 0.8190 0.2113 0.3378 980745.09 47.1 -2.77 
A108 0.390 -45.7786 170.7036 4.3 980744.51 -0.0153 1.3319 0.3437 0.3735 980745.89 47.2 -1.94 
A109 0.300 -45.7783 170.7025 1.6 980745.29 -0.0273 0.4854 0.1253 0.4389 980746.11 47.2 -1.70 
AllO 0.215 -45.7779 170.7016 4.1 980746.01 -0.0426 1.2671 0.3270 0.5193 980747.51 47.2 -0.28 
A112 1.040 -45.7818 170.7108 1.7 980743.49 0.1070 0.5095 0.1315 0.2630 980744.02 47.2 -3.99 
A113 1.115 -45.7820 170.7117 1.5 980743.10 0.1179 0.4685 0.1209 0.2987 980743.63 47.2 -4.41 
A114 0.140 -45.7773 170.7014 2.5 980746.06 -0.0699 0.7582 0.1956 0.6602 980747.35 47.3 -0.41 
A115 0.075 -45.7766 170.7013 2.7 980745.76 -0.0939 0.8412 0.2171 0.9546 980747.44 47.3 -0.31 
A116 0 -45.776 170.7008 4.9 980745.04 -0.1190 1.5266 0.3939 1.4303 980747.72 47.3 0.00 
A117 1.790 -45.7863 170.7168 0.8 980744.20 0.2838 0.2616 0.0675 0.2408 980744.35 47.3 -3.88 
A118 1.710 -45.7855 170.7169 0.7 980744.02 0.2543 0.2302 0.0594 0.2551 980744.19 47.4 -4.01 
Al 19 1.630 -45.7848 170.7168 0.2 980743.91 0.2260 0.0491 0.0127 0.2825 980744.01 47.4 -4.18 
A120 1.555 -45.7841 170.7164 0.1 980743.55 0.2009 0.0210 0.0054 0.2623 980743.63 47.4 -4.53 
A121 1.470 -45.7835 170.7158 0.7 980743.57 0.1768 0.2021 0.0522 0.2116 980743.75 47.4 -4.38 
Al22 1.365 -45.7831 170.7146 1.2 980743.36 0.1583 0.3629 0.0936 0.3191 980743.79 47.5 -4.32 
A123 1.260 -45.7827 170.7133 1.5 980743.42 0.1452 0.4749 0.1225 0.2327 980743.86 47.5 -4.22 
A124 1.190 -45.7824 170.7125 1.9 980743.47 0.1332 0.5743 0.1482 0.2614 980744.02 47.5 -4.04 
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Table B.2: Drift and Bouguer corrected absolute and residual gravity values along the Upper Harbour Basin and St Kilda/St Clair transects. 
Station Distance Latitude Longitude Elevation Drift- Latitude Free Air Bouguer Terrain Bouguer Regional Relative 
I.D along (m) corrected Correction Correctio Slab Correction Anomaly Bouguer Residual 
transect Gravity n Correction (mGal) Anomaly Anomaly 
(km) (mGal) (mGal) (mGal) 
SI09 0 -45.8942 170.529 4.8 980748.59 -0.4907 1.4821 0.3824 0.5027 980750.69 40.4 0.00 
SllO 0.200 -45.8939 170.5273 3.1 980748.52 -0.5068 0.9539 0.2461 0.4896 980750.22 40.0 -0.07 
SI 11 0.400 -45.8939 170.5231 3.0 980747.79 -0.5100 0.9180 0.2369 0.4806 980749.47 39.5 -0.32 
S112 0.780 -45.8929 170.5158 2.8 980745.66 -0.5663 0.8641 0.2230 0.4388 980747.30 38.9 -1.88 
S113 1.260 -45.8905 170.5107 2.8 980743.95 -0.7047 0.8641 0.2230 0.4330 980745.73 38.5 -3.05 
Sl 14 1.740 -45.8871 170.5069 3.0 980743.35 -0.9042 0.9258 0.2389 0.5234 980745.46 38.3 -3.12 
S115 2.180 -45.8830 170.5071 3.2 980743.46 -1.1375 0.9744 0.2514 0.6389 980745.96 38.5 -2.83 
Sl 16 2.630 -45.8790 170.5075 2.8 980743.55 -1.3708 0.8641 0.2230 0.7642 980746.33 38.7 -2.66 
S117 3.210 -45.8752 170.5126 2.8 980744.47 -1.5896 0.8641 0.2230 0.7778 980747.48 40.3 -2.11 
S118 3.790 -45.8715 170.5178 3.0 980745.03 -1.8036 0.9258 0.2389 0.8044 980748.32 39.3 -1.66 
Sl 19 4.170 -45.8699 170.5223 2.9 980745.28 -1.8953 0.8949 0.2309 0.8630 980748.70 39.7 -1.69 
S120 4.510 -45.8679 170.5254 3.4 980746.03 -2.0160 1.0560 0.2725 1.0897 980749.91 40.1 -0.67 
Bl 0 -45.9027 170.5293 21.8 980744.13 0.0000 6.7188 1.7337 0.3987 980749.51 40.7 0.00 
B2 0.240 -45.9029 170.5262 7.8 980746.62 0.0161 2.4195 0.6243 0.2661 980748.66 40.5 -0.65 
B3 0.400 -45.9034 170.5236 3.1 980747.35 0.0402 0.9595 0.2476 0.2574 980748.28 40.4 -0.89 
B4 0.595 -45.9038 170.5212 6.8 980745.93 0.0627 2.1047 0.5431 0.2591 980747.69 40.2 -1.32 
B5 1.115 -45.9048 170.5146 1.1 980745.55 0.1255 0.3295 0.0850 0.2671 980745.94 39.7 -2.62 
B6 1.525 -45.9062 170.5096 2.0 980745.27 0.2027 0.6203 0.1601 0.2587 980745.78 39.4 -2.42 
B7 2.055 -45.9073 170.5029 1.2 980745.46 0.2687 0.3703 0.0956 0.2748 980745.74 38.9 -2.02 
B8 2.605 -45.9091 170.4963 2.0 980744.69 0.3700 0.6172 0.1593 0.3375 980745.12 38.5 -2.17 
B9 3.345 -45.9121 170.4877 5.9 980744.44 0.5470 1.8286 0.4718 0.7477 980746.00 38.0 -0.65 
BIO 3.495 -45.9126 170.4856 15.5 980742.32 0.5728 4.7711 1.2311 1.1065 980746.40 37.8 -0.12 
Bll 3.125 -45.9111 170.4901 3.0 980744.23 0.4891 0.9258 0.2389 0.5268 980744.96 37.7 -1.88 
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Each base station's observed gravity reading for the drift correction was an average of 
four consecutive readings; therefore, a similar repeatability error could have been 
induced in the calculation of diurnal drift. Nonetheless, any induced error from the drift 
correction should have a similar effect on all stations and a specific error value is 
difficult to designate; therefore, potential drift error has been excluded from the 
calculation of total uncertainty. 
Random errors can occur during acquisition, processing and modelling. This survey has 
considerable random error induced by uncertainties in the horizontal position, elevation 
and associated with the terrain correction method. The predominant source of error 
comes from the uncertainty of elevation data, as has been found in many other small-
scale gravimetric surveys (Blakemore, 2006; Hill, 2006; Langdale & Stem, 1998; Stem, 
1995). The accuracy of the elevation data for each site, obtained using a handheld GPS, 
was expected to be a considerable ±10 m at the higher elevation transect margins. 
Repeat readings at the Aramoana Base station over the course of the entire survey, 
showed a range of 9.5 m, which equates to a maximum error of ±4.25 m (±0.36 mGal). 
Due to this large elevation uncertainty, the handheld GPS data collected were used as an 
inferior source of elevation data. To minimise the error and improve the accuracy of the 
elevation estimates, the GPS data were compared to surveying sites of known elevation 
belonging to LINZ and the School of Surveying (University of Otago) and a 10 m DEM 
created from LINZ 1:50,000 topographic maps (Fig. B.1). The surveying sites were 
predicted to have an accuracy in the order of centimetres (pers. comm. Paul Denys, 
School of Surveying, 2008), whereas the source data for the DEM suggests an accuracy 
of ±10 m. The DEM appears to be much more accurate for this study area as it deviated 
by an average of 0.72 m and a maximum of 4.31 m from the known elevations. The 
differential GPS used along the Aramoana transect displayed much better accuracy than 
the original handheld GPS and was similar to elevations derived from the DEM 
(average difference of 1.07 m; Fig. B.l). The differential GPS had a deviation of only 
0.86 m from the known elevation at the Aramoana base station. The final elevation 
uncertainty was calculated to be ±2.15 m (Tab. 3.2), which translated to a significant 





Elevation information for the terrain correction was sourced from the marine and 
terrestrial DEM of Dunedin that was created for the correction. Inner zones B and C 
were estimated in the field and entered relative to the DEM station heights for 
consistency. Both the station elevations and average compartment elevations in zones 
D-M were estimated by the DEM; therefore, elevation uncertainties remained suitably 
consistent across all stations. The 25 m grid sized DEM provided a reasonable 
approximation of average surrounding terrain and error was minimised in the terrain 
correction by using all available height information to create the DEM and by using 
station elevations derived from the same DEM. However, the potential error sourced 
from the DEM itself is difficult to quantify. 
To calculate the minimum and maximum error that incorrect station elevations in the 
DEM may have caused in the terrain correction, the TC values for each station were 
recalculated with different station heights. The ±2.5 m calculated as the elevation error 
previously, was added to the DEM's station height to get the maximum station elevation 
and was subtracted from the DEM' s station height to get the minimum station elevation. 
The terrain correction values were recalculated for each site and the minimum and 
maximum deviation from the original TC value calculated. The resulting maximum 
error of ±0.03 mGal was calculated as half of the greatest range of deviations from the 
original TC values. 
Woodward and Ferry (1973) suggested the error from the terrain correction method 
could be 25%. This is a minimum estimate for zones B, C and D but a maximum for the 
other zones, therefore it is considered a reasonable estimate of the overall error involved 
in the terrain correction method. The use of two different densities in the terrain 
correction calculations may have induced some error. Even still, the incorporation of 
water as a mass should have improved the TC accuracy rather than the alternative 
method of treating the water mass as land at sea level or ignoring water mass thus 
treating it as air. The maximum deviation between the standard calculation TC values 
and those calculated from two densities is a negligible ±0.0081 mGal; however this was 
not included in the TC method uncertainty because it could not be determined as an 
uncertainty or whether using two densities improved accuracy. Therefore the average 
error for the Aramoana transect, Upper Harbour Basin transect and St Kilda/St Clair 
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transect were 0.10 mGal, 0.16 mGal and 0.11 mGal respectively, averaging to an overall 
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Figure B.1: Elevation data along transects at Aramoana (A), South Dunedin (B) and St Kilda and 
St Clair beaches (C). Data were obtained from handheld GPS in WGS 84 datum (open triangles), a 
digital elevation model in Dunedin Vertical Datum 1958 (crosses), a differential GPS in New 
Zealand Map Grid (open squares) and surveying sites from the School of Surveying (University of 
Otago) and LINZ, all referenced to mean sea level and the almost equivalent Dunedin Vertical 
Datum 1958 (open circles). A dashed line is used to represent the final elevation that was used in the 
gravity reduction (filled circles). 
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Potential latitude e1rnr was easily quantified by calculating the variation between the 
repeated readings that were taken at the field base stations over the course of the survey. 
An average ±3.09 m error in latitude was calculated for the Aramoana Base station, 
corresponding to an uncertainty of ±0.001 mGal in the Latitude Correction. 
Total data reduction uncertainty was calculated as the square-root of the sum of the 
squares of each error type and resulted in a maximum total error of ±0.91 mGal 
(Tab. 3.3). The following removal of the regional gravity effect assumed that in doing 
so the final reduced residual anomalies would represent the gravitational expression of 
only the sediment fill. Further uncertainty in the regional estimates was induced by 
assuming planar regional trends in the Aramoana and St Kilda/St Clair transects. Little 
error is expected for the narrow range of regional anomalies along the Aramoana 
transect, whereas the estimate of regional anomaly at the southern end of the St Kilda/St 
Clair transect could have considerable error (potentially as much as ± 1.1 mGal). The 
potential error at St Kilda/St Clair also reflects the potential sub-surface difference 
between the margins. This error is potentially half of the variation in the residual 
anomaly but it could not be constrained any further. Nonetheless, given the coarse 
resolution of the published Bouguer Anomaly map and the lack of surface bedrock or 
known sediment thickness along the transects, the regional anomalies calculated were 





Appendix C - Additional Seismic Reflection Information 
C. l: Reflection Seismology Theory 
C.1.1: Wave Propagation 
Reflection seismology is a controlled-source geophysical technique that uses an 
artificial seismic source to generate vibrational waves though the Earth (see the raypaths 
in Fig. C. l). Seismic reflection surveys use the propagation of these compression waves 
(P-waves) and shear waves (S-waves) for sub-strata investigations. P-waves or primary 
waves move by vibrations orientated in the direction of propagation; in seismic 
reflection surveys, most of the reflected energy is recorded as P-waves. The physical 
properties of a particular medium control the degree of absorption and transmission of 
wave energy (Lillie, 1999). Therefore, wave propagation is a function of these physical 
properties. 
Three of these basic properties are bulk modulus (k), shear modulus(µ) and density (p). 
Bulk modulus and shear modulus are elastic constants that measure a medium's 
resistance to changes in volume and shape respectively (Sheriff, 2002). Seismic waves 
generally travel faster through a medium with higher resistance to deformation. Density 
is defined as mass per unit volume and is influenced by porosity, lithology, temperature 
and the above elastic constants. P-wave velocity, V p, can be determined from these three 
properties (Eq. C. l). Despite the interconnectedness of these physical properties, 
seismic waves usually travel faster through media of higher density (Lillie, 1999). 
Seismic waves are reflected when they encounter a change in acoustic impedance (Fig. 
C.1). Acoustic impedance is calculated by multiplying the seismic P-wave velocity by 
density (Sheriff, 2002). The strongest seismic reflections occur at interfaces that have 





















Figure C.1: The ray path of a P-wave from a controlled seismic source. This figure illustrates 
acoustic impedance, where the P-wave is reflected at the interface of two media with different 
densities. The solid arrow is a P-wave reflecting from the interface between the water and seafloor 
and the dashed arrow is a P-wave reflection from an interface between horizons with different 
densities (S = source, R = receiver, V = velocity and p = density). 
C.1.2: Marine Seismic Reflection Surveying 
Marine sub-bottom profiling involves a forward-moving vessel with (1) an attached 
acoustic source that emits pulses into the water column, and (2) a following hydrophone 
or series of hydrophones that receive the seismic energy as it is reflected back from the 
seafloor and sub-surface horizons, also known as seismic reflectors (Fig. C.2). The 
record of every pulse, or trace, is amplified and stored on a computer on board the 
vessel. Each trace is composed of a series of "wiggles", representing variations in 
frequency and amplitude, resulting from a series of different reflectors (Mussett & 
Khan, 2000). As the boat moves and the pulses continue, adjacent traces form a seismic 
section. Wiggles from adjacent traces merge to form continuous horizontal reflections 
across the section, thereby producing a two-dimensional image (Fig. C.3). 
The sub-surface structures displayed in a seismic section do not represent a true vertical 
section. The vertical scale is displayed in two-way time (TWT): the time taken to travel 
down to, and return from, a seismic reflector. TWT is not directly proportional to depth 
because the velocity of seismic waves travelling through the Earth varies (as previously 
described). The conversion from TWT to depth must consider the geometry, density and 













reflections from an interface can return on an angle, not directly up from the interface 
(Mussett & Khan, 2000). Non-vertical reflections, including side swipe from marine 
structures and morphology not in the vertical plane of boat motion, need to be 
acknowledged when processing seismic data and interpreting geologic structures. 
Figure C.2: The various components of a marine seismic reflection survey. (a) The vessel, (b) on 
board profiling equipment and (c) the acoustic source (S) towed behind the boat parallel to the 
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Figure C.3: Example of a seismic section (Nauplius 10, Leith Canal to Victoria Channel). Two way 
time is displayed on the vertical axis and the traces are displayed along the horizontal axis as the as 
the seismic signal is received. 
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Multiples result from seismic energy that has a complicated travel path involving more 
than one reflection (Fig. C.4). Short-path multiples usually appear as reverberations or 
ghost multiples, potentially causing primary reflections to appear unclear (Sheriff, 
2002). Long-path multiples appear separately (Fig. C.4), giving the illusion of another 
reflection and possibly masking other primary reflections. 
s R s R 
s R s R 
Figure C.4: Diagrams of various P-wave travel paths of multiples (dashed lines) and their 
associated trace display on a seismogram. (a) Simple raypath with reflections from the seafloor 
(solid line) and a sub surface horizon (dashed line) with no multiples, (b) a seafloor reflection (solid 
line) and a water bottom multiple, (c) a sub-surface reflection (solid line) and a long path multiple 
(dashed line) and (d) a sub-surface reflection (solid line) and an inter-bed or short path multiple 
(dashed line). 
Diffractions can also complicate the interpretation of sub-surface features. Diffractions 
occur at the termination of reflections, where the diffracted energy appears to bend 
around obstacles, displaying a distinctive curved alignment on seismic sections (Sheriff, 
2002). Recording and processing techniques can be used (especially in multi-channel 
seismic datasets) to reduce the effect of the direct arrival, multiple reflections and 
diffractions. 
An overarching goal when processing and displaying seismic data is to improve the 
signal-to-noise ratio. Noise can be defined as the seismic energy that does not represent 
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primary reflectors; it can be divided into random noise (indiscriminate forms of seismic 
waves) and coherent noise (unwanted travel forms of seismic waves) (Sheriff, 2002). 
Noise sourced from electrical connections and vessel engine noise is considered 
random, whereas multiples and diffractions are coherent forms of noise (Sheriff, 2002). 
Processing techniques such as frequency filtering can be applied to attenuate noise 
amplitudes. Once the signal-to-noise ratio is maximised on seismic lines, the 
identification and characterisation of reflections can take place. 
C.2: Method Details 
C.2.1: SBPS Configuration Details 
Generally, the initiation (trigger) of each shot and eventual return of each shot is to the 
plotter (see Figure 4.2). The plotter controls the shot trigger rate with a scan depth 
setting, in this case either 50 or 100 m depending on water depth. The scan depth setting 
determines the key pulse rate at which trigger signals are sent to both the DAT for 
recording and receiver for modification. The receiver divided the shot trigger rate by 
three, as a result triggered the discharge of 175 Joules from the capacitor to the acoustic 
source every 0.33 s. The acoustic source uses electromagnetic plates to produce a sound 
wave that is impeded (as described previously) by the seafloor and sub-strata. The 
acoustic impedance contrast of the strata results in reflected waves that are recorded by 
the hydrophone array on the water surface. The array consists of a series of 25 
piezoelectric hydrophones that record changes in pressure (Sheriff, 2002). The variable 
pressure signal is converted into an analogue electrical voltage signal that is sent to the 
receiver. The signal is filtered and amplified by the receiver and displayed as a single 
trace on the plotter and simultaneously recorded as an unfiltered signal on the DAT. 
C.2.2: Seismic Processing 
Initially, the analogue seismic data were played back and imported into a computer as 
audio wave files at a digital recording resolution of 40 000 samples per second. Each 
wave file, along with appropriate identification data headers and coordinate positioning 
information, was merged together by a Python script running on a Mac OS-X operating 
system to create a SEG-Y data set (Hill, 2008). The coordinate attribute information 
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was interpolated for each trace from its recording time when the SEG-Y data were 
created. The coordinate information was offset by 25 m to correct for the distance 
between the GPS location and source and receiver position behind the boat. The SEG-Y 
conversion python script was written and is described by Hill (2006 and 2008). The 
following Globe Claritas processing techniques were utilised to improve the signal-to-
noise ratio: (1) BALANCE, (2) BUTTERFILT, (3) AGC and (4) FXDECON. 
The time-variant scaling process BALANCE was used to enhance the lateral continuity 
of reflections by matching the average output amplitude of each trace (Ravens, 2004). 
BALANCE is a trace balancing process that is applied to make all traces have the same 
average amplitude. In this case the average amplitude was balanced using a constant 
scalar of 1. Essentially, this process has a horizontal balancing effect (Ravens, 2004). 
The survey had poor lateral continuity in some areas with some gaps where traces may 
have been clipped. In these areas, BALANCE was an important process. 
The process BUTTERFILT is a zero phase Butterworth bandpass filter that is used to 
enhance the desired frequencies by attenuating the undesirable frequencies outside a 
specified range. Through a series of trial and error of different frequency filters a high 
pass filter was applied to cut off frequencies below 800 Hz, which eliminated a 
significant proportion of boat-generated noise. By discarding the low frequency data, 
the amplitude of the remaining data was enhanced. A low pass filter of 3200 Hz was 
chosen as no amplitude spikes were observed any higher. 90% of the remaining 
frequencies were within the range of 800-3200 Hz (100% within 700-3600 Hz). 
The process AGC (Auto Gain Correction) was used to compensate for the decreasing 
amplitude with distance from the seismic source by balancing traces so the average 
amplitude over a specified time window is constant down the trace (Ravens, 2004). The 
attenuation of the propagating wavefront reduces the amplitudes of the deeper seismic 
reflections, which are of particular interest in this survey. AGC is similar to BALANCE 
except that the former acts as a vertical (time) balance (Ravens, 2004). The time 
parameter of this process was trialled in the deeper lines until the maximum amplitude 
was achieved for the reflections above the first seafloor multiple. The final time window 




The process FXDECON (Weiner deconvolution) was used to improve recognisability 
and resolution of reflections by convolving each seismic trace with the inverse of the 
source wavelet to concentrate the seismic energy at each reflection (Sheriff, 1991; 
Yilmaz, 2001). FXDECON is used as a coherency filter to attenuate and discard noise 
(Ravens, 2004). Deconvolution was required, particularly in the shallow water areas of 
the survey, because consistent parallel, high amplitude reverberations were observed 
around the seafloor reflection. Hill (2006) described the likely cause of these 
reverberations were short-path repetitions of sub surface inter-bed and intra-bed 
multiples that may have combined to produce strong amplitudes. In this survey, a filter 
width of 25 traces was used in the FXDECON process. 
C.2.3: Depth Conversion 
Depth conversion is an essential part of interpreting seismic data that depends on 
seismic velocity. Seismic velocity depends on the elastic properties of a rock. It can be 
framed as a function of density (p) and the elastic constants bulk modulus (A) and shear 
modulus (µ) that determine a medium's resistance to deformation (Eq. C.2, Lillie, 
1999). Generally seismic velocity increases with increasing density (Lillie, 1999); 
however, as rocks become denser they generally become more incompressible. Seismic 
velocity varies through the water column, sedimentary deposits and consolidated 
material depending on lithology, porosity, temperature and salinity in the water column. 
What is important to note for this study is that seismic velocity through sedimentary 
deposits is affected by porosity and sediment compaction (Telford et al, 1976). For this 
survey, the velocity of shallow unconsolidated saturated sediment was estimated at 
1500-1700 mis (Schon, 2000). 
Equation C.2: Vp =A+ µ / p 
C.3: Seismic Survey Results 
A full-scale version of each seismic plot can be found on the attached compact disc 












F6gure C.S: A processed and 
interpl'f!ted slngle-ch,nnel Rlsmlc 
niffeclion plot o f lhe Niluplius 1 
c.ro1s-lln• from Po rt Chillmen 
Heildhtnd to PortobotUo. Two-w1y 
time (1) i nd 1n u t im•tt,d depth {m), 
Hsuming ii wloclty of 1500 mis, are 
used to show the relative depths of 
ndiment• ry 11 nd ambi9uousRlsmlc 
reRect ions (red) a nd the 
ir:onwlidated buenwnt relk<Uon 
(gre«i). The rdlectioru • r• daffied 
wfum • horizons continui ly is 
infen-ed. The seafloor (yel low) a nd 
muttlples {dashed orange) are 
shown to •Id Interpretat ion. Circ les 
repruent the !Mpth of basem• nt 
refk<:tions on Inter-He ting lin.s. 
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figure C.6: A procusl'd 11nd 
Interpreted single-channel seismic 
r•ftectlon plot of th• Nauplius 2 
cross-line from Debon1h 811y to 
Kokomuku Point In lowl!r Otago 
H11rbour. Two-w1y time fs) ind an 
estimated depth fm), .s.suming • 
ve:locity of 1500 m s-1, are used to 
show lht r.iative depths of 
sedimentary and ambiguous seismic 
relle,ctions (red) and the 
consolidated basement refltttion 
(green). The refltttlons are dashed 
when • horizons continuity i1 
infurftl. The seafloor (ytllow) and 
multiples {dashed or11nge) •re 
shown to •id interprltation. CirdH 
represent the depth of basement 
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Figure C.9: A processed and 
interpreted single-channel seismic 
reflection plot of the Nauplius 5 
cross-line from Ohinotu Point to 
Aramoana flats in Lower Otago 
Harbour. Two-way time (s) and an 
estimated depth (m), assuming a 
velocity of 1500 m s-1, are used to 
show the relative depths of 
sedimentary and ambiguous seismic 
reflections (red) and the 
consolidated basement reflection 
(green). The reflections are dashed 
when a horizons continuity is 
inferred. The seafloor (yellow) and 
multiples (dashed orange) are 
shown to aid interpretation. Circles 
represent the depth of basement 
reflections on intersecting lines. 
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Figure C.1 O: A processed and 
interpreted single-channel seismic 
reflection plot of the Nauplius six 
cross-line from Aramoana flats to 
Te Rauone Beach at Otago Harbour 
Entrance. Two-way time (s) and an 
estimated depth (m), assuming a 
velocity of 1500 m/s, are used to 
show the relative depths of 
sedimentary and ambiguous 
reflections (red) and the 
consolidated basement reflection 
(green). Reflections are dashed 
when a horizons continuity is 
inferred. The seafloor (yellow) and 
multiples (dashed orange) are 
shown to aid interpretation. Circles 
represent the depth of basement 
reflections on intersecting lines. 
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Figure C.12: A processed and 
interpreted single-channel seismic 
reflection plot of the Nauplius 8 
cross-line from Dunedin Port to 
Burns Point in the Upper Otago 
Harbour Basin. Two-way time (s) and 
an estimated depth (m), assuming a 
velocity of 1500 m s-1, are used to 
show the relative depths of 
sedimentary and ambiguous seismic 
reflections (red) and the 
consolidated basement reflection 
(green). The reflections are dashed 
when a horizons continuity is 
inferred. The seafloor (yellow) and 
multiples (dashed orange) are 
shown to aid interpretation. Circles 
represent the depth of basement 
reflections on intersecting lines. 
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Figure C.13: A processed and 
interpreted single-channel seismic 
reflection plot of the Nauplius 9 
cross-line from Leith Canal to Burns 
Point in the Upper Otago Harbour 
Basin. Two-way time (s) and an 
estimated depth (m), assuming a 
velocity of 1500 m s-1, are used to 
show the relative depths of 
sedimentary and ambiguous seismic 
reflections (red) and the 
consolidated basement reflection 
(green). The reflections are dashed 
when a horizons continuity is 
inferred. The seafloor (yellow) and 
multiples (dashed orange) are 
shown to aid interpretation. Circles 
represent the depth of basement 
reflections on intersecting lines. 
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Figure C.14: A proc-
essed and interpreted 
single-channel seismic 
reflection plot of the 
Nauplius 10 cross-line 
from Leith Canal to the 
Cove in Upper Otago 
Harbour Basin. Two-
way time (s) and an 
estimated depth (ml, 
assuming a velocity of 
1500 m s-1 , are used to 
show the relative 
depths of sedimentary 
and ambiguous seis-
mic reflections (red) 
and the consolidated 
basement reflection 
(green). The reflections 
are dashed when a 
horizons continuity is 
inferred. The seafloor 
(yellow) and multiples 
(dashed orange) are 
shown to aid interpre-
tation. Circles repre-
sent the depth of base-
ment reflections on 
intersecting lines. 
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Figure C.15: A processed and 
interpreted single-channel seismic 
reflection plot of the Nauplius 11 
cross-line from the Cove to 
Ravensbourne in Upper Otago 
Harbour. Two-way time (s) and an 
estimated depth (m), assuming a 
velocity of 1500 m s-1, are used to 
show the relative depths of 
sedimentary and ambiguous seismic 
reflections (red) and the 
consolidated basement reflection 
(green). The reflections are dashed 
when a horizons continuity is 
inferred. The seafloor (yellow) and 
multiples (dashed orange) are 
shown to aid interpretation. Circles 
represent the depth of basement 
reflections on intersecting lines. 
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Figure C.16: A processed and 
interpreted single-channel seismic 
reflection plot of the Nauplius 12 
cross-line from Ravensbourne to the 
middle of the harbour in Upper 
Otago Harbour. Two-way time (s} 
and an estimated depth (ml, 
assuming a velocity of 1500 m s-1, 
are used to show the relative depths 
of sedimentary and ambiguous 
seismic reflections (red} and the 
consolidated basement reflection 
(green}. The reflections are dashed 
when a horizons continuity is 
inferred. The seafloor (yellow} and 
multiples (dashed orange} are 
shown to aid interpretation. Circles 
represent the depth of basement 
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Figure C.19: A p rocused .Ind 
tnterpreted slngle-channtl seismic 
reflection plot of the Polaris 1 [a) 
track from Pulllng Point to the 
Cross-ch11nnel In Lower Otago 
Harbour. Two-way time fs) and an 
estimated depth (m), •numing a 
velocity of 1SOO m 1·1, art used to 
show the relative depths of 
ndimentary and a mbiguous seismic 
rtfl tcUons Ired! and the 
consolld11ted b.asement reflection 
(grMn). Tht ntfHtctions are dHhed 
when a hori:r.ons continuity is 
lnftrttd. The seafloor (yellow) a nd 
multlplu (daihed orange) are 
shown to aid in1trpretat lon. Circles 
repre~nt the d~th of buement 
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Figure C.27: A proc:en ed and 
interpreted slnglt, •chilnnel stismi( 
rene-c:tlon plot of the Polaris 4 track 
along th, north,m side of Victoria 
Channel from Dunedin Port to the 
FerterliserWharfintheUpperOtago 
Harbour Balin. Two-way time bl and 
;11 n estimilted depth (m), auuming a 
velocity of 1500 m s-1, are ustd to 
1ohow the relative depths of 
~imentuy a nd ambiguous Hlsmk 
refle<tions (red) and the 
consolidated t>.sament r,flection 
(greent. The reflections are duhed 
when a horizons continuity is 
Inferred. The seafloor (~!low} and 
multipln (dashed oningel ;are 
shown to aid lnterpn1tatlon. CirdH 
rtpresent the depth of b,uement 
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Figure C.33: A pr0<eued and 
intffpreted single-channel Hismtc 
renection plot of the Polaris 8 fa) 
track along Victoria Channel from 
Ravensbourne to Burkes in Upper 
Otago Harbour. Two-way time (s) 
and an utlmatad depth Im), 
assuming •velocity of 1500 m/s, are 
used to show the relative depths of 
s.edimentuyand ambiguous seismic 
reflections Ired) ilnd the 
consol idated basemtnt reftKtion 
(green). The refle<tions .are dii shed 
when a horizons continuity Is 
inferred. The seafioor (~llow) arid 
multiples (d11hed orange) are 
shown to aid interpretation. Circles 
represent the depth of basement 
reflections on lnters.ttting lines. 


















C.4: Reliability of the Seismic Survey 
Overall, the seismic profiles produced by the single-channel Geopulse SPBS were of 
much better quality and more informative than had been expected. The reliability of this 
research was challenged by survey extent, profile resolution, depth conversion accuracy, 
the effect of shallow water, difficulty in identification, interpretation ability and sparse 
ground control. Nonetheless, the research methods have integrated well to provide an 
adequate estimate of sediment stored in Otago Harbour for the purpose of developing a 
sediment budget for the harbour. 
The quality of the seismic results can be judged in terms of vertical and horizontal 
resolution. Uncertainty in the exact depth of reflectors is due to the constant velocity 
used for depth conversion and the difference in tides among surveys. But depth 
conversion causes a greater uncertainty as tidal variation was mitigated by conducting 
all surveys within 2 hours of high tide. Tide charts for the survey days suggest a 
maximum variation of 1.2 m. To provide some idea of the surveys vertical resolution 
the following calculation was made to determine the wavelength height (tc) that is 
resolvable in the survey (Eq. C.3; Badley, 1985). In this survey the vertical resolution, 
influenced by the compression wave velocity (Vp) and frequency (f), is 0.47 to 2.13 m. 
A possible range was used for both VP (1500-1700 mis is the velocity of water and 
saturated unconsolidated sediments) andf (800-3200 Hz was the bandpass filter used in 
seismic processing). Badley (1985) suggests it is likely a unit as small as 53 cm 
(2.13m+4) can be resolved but the thinnest possible unit that could be resolved is 
however 7 cm ( 2.13m + 30 ). 
VP 
Equation C.4: Wavelength (1c) = 
f 
1700ms-1 OR l500ms-1 
= 0.47 to 2.13 m 
800llz 3200llz 
The horizontal resolution is influenced by the frequency and accuracy of the 
geographical positioning and the consistency of the vessel speed. Continuous 
geographical positioning was not possible in this survey therefore position was recorded 
manually. Manual recording created uncertainty in the exact position and reduced the 
horizontal resolution. Previous studies that used Geopulse SBPS (Orpin, 1992; Gray, 
1993; Osterberg, 2001; Hill, 2006) found the overall quality and depth of seismic 
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penetration was vulnerable to vessel speed. In order to maximise survey quality the 
maximum speed of 5 knots used in the previous studies was used as this survey's upper 
speed limit. Osterberg (2001) found an optimal speed of 2.5 knots on the continental 
shelf and slope, which was used as the lower speed limit in this survey due to time and 
cost restrictions. These limitations resulted in an acceptable average speed of 3.9 knots 
(±0.8 standard deviation) that provided good quality profiles. 
It should be noted that the horizontal resolution is variable in this survey, which could 
explain the lack of seismic correlation between basement reflections and Opus bore 4. 
Variability is confirmed when matching the basement horizon across intersecting lines. 
In most cases basement depths of intersecting lines were similar but in some the 
intersecting reflection was either not visible or at a different depth or not confidently 
identifiable. The lack of correlation may suggest a low horizontal resolution or variable 
quality from the profiling equipment. 
Along with these uncertainties, interpretation difficulty was a maJor challenge to 
successful seismic research. A low acoustic impedance contrast at the 
sediment/basement interface can cause interpretation difficulty. The Port Chalmers 
Breccia and other volcanic material were encountered in many bore records and the 
surface of the consolidated material was often described as weathered and "rotten" (see 
Chapter Two). Acoustic impedance contrast at the sediment/basement interface is 
reduced by the weathered material thus producing a weaker and less continuous 
reflection. Wise et al. (2003) also encountered reduced success in imaging a 
deformation by the Wairoa North Fault because of deep weathering of greywacke on 
both sides of the fault. Lenham et al. (2005) mentioned particular difficulty in precisely 
delimiting the bedrock surface in some areas of a seismic survey of the Mersey Estuary, 
United Kingdom, due to the combined effect of weathered bedrock at shallow depths. In 








Appendix D - Additional Sediment Budget Information 
D. I: Entrance Sediment Flux 
Perhaps the most important source of sediment to Otago Harbour is sediment 
transported in the nearshore littoral system through the harbour entrance on the flood 
tide. The amount of sediment entering through the entrance has not been well studied 
but the gross input has been estimated by Kirk (1980), based on dredging requirements 
and sediment accumulation in the harbour, at Blueskin Bay and at the ebb-tidal delta, to 
be a significant 450,000 m3/y, which was considered a minimum inner-shelf transport 
rate by Carter (1986). Entrance hydrology, sediment pathways and sediment sources 
and sinks have been studied at the harbour entrance (Kirk, 1980; Single & Kirk, 1994; 
Old, 1998; Old, 2001; Bunting et al., 2003a). It is clearly established that tidal current 
sediment transport at Otago Harbour entrance is flood dominated because of its shorter 
duration thus stronger flood tide, therefore, entraining more and larger sediment on the 
flood tide (Old, 1998; Oldman et al., 2008). Although Old (1998) found that at 
Harington Point, the duration of time that velocity was fast enough to entrain sand of 
0.2 mm diameter was very similar between the flood and ebb tides, it goes to show that 
sediment transport is non-linear and comparing durations does not reflect tidal disparity 
in sediment transport but differences in velocities do. Old (1998) provided evidence of 
this tidal asymmetry in sediment transport at Harington Point where water velocity got 
faster on the flood tide and entrained sediment up to 6 mm, compared to 4.6 mm on the 
ebb tide. Despite all this research, the actual difference in sediment volumes transported 
between the flood and ebb is still unknown. 
To determine the theoretical difference in flood and ebb sediment transport capacity, a 
MS Excel model on sediment transport through the entrance throat (The Spit to 
Harington Point) was developed with the guidance of oceanographer, Dr Ross Vennell. 
The model was developed in four steps: (1) 2008 tidal height data and bathymetric 
charts were used to estimate low and high tide harbour surface area (38,644,845 m2 and 
54,962,297 m2, respectively) and cross-sectional area (5,490 m2 and 6,487 m2, 
respectively) in order to calculate water volume flux and depth-averaged velocity CD) 
through the entrance for every 30 minute interval in 2008, (2) calculate the critical 
entrainment threshold velocity (Der) for every 30 minute interval in 2008 using Equation 
A-57 
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D.1 (van Rijn, 1984), (3) from these we calculated the total sediment load (q1) entering 
(+) and exiting(-) the harbour every 30 minutes in 2008 using Equations D.2-D.4 (all 
are van Rijn (1984) formulas cited and recommended by Soulsby (1997)) and 
multiplying the results by 1800 s (30 minutes) and (4) sum all 30 minute volumes of 
sediment (from the first to the last low-tide slack water of 2008) and convert the 
volumetric transport rate (q) to m3/y by multiplying by the entrance bed width (435 m) 
to obtain the total net volume of sediment (m3/y) transported in through the harbour 
entrance in 2008. 
Equation D.1: Critical entrainment threshold velocity (m/s) 
Ver= 0.19(d50 )°'
1 
log10 (4h/ d90) 
Equation D.2: Bedload (m2/s) 
qb =0005Uh{[(s~~~:]"' r( d~, r 
Equation D.3: Suspended load (m2Js) 
=0.0l2Uh{ U-ffcr }2.4(ds0Jx(D*to.6 
q s [(s - l)gdso ]112 h 
Equation D.4: Total sediment load (m2/s) 
for 0.1 :S dso 2'. 0.5 mm 
Where dso is the median grain size, d90 is the 90th percentile grain size (both discussed 
in section 5.2.2 and Tab. 5.1), h is water depth (at the entrance throat), s is the density 
ratio of sediment to water (2.58 for quartz sediment) and g is the acceleration due to 
gravity (9.81 ms-2). D* is dimensionless grain size, which was calculated using 
Equation D.5 (Soulsby, 1997), where vis kinematic viscosity (1.36 x 10-6 m2/s). 




The Marine Science Department at the University of Otago conducts a field research 
paper (MARI 419), where, fortunately for me, a component of the paper is a study on 
the water volume flux and depth-averaged velocity through the Otago Harbour entrance. 
Estimates of tidal variation in surface area and cross-sectional entrance area were 
combined from several MARI 419 student field reports from 2007, written by Kathryn 
Lister, Katherine Wejnert and Chelsie Archibald. The cross-sectional area of the 
entrance was estimated using the harbour's bathymetry and ruler function in ArcGIS 
and therein separating the cross-section into triangles and rectangles to manually 
estimate the area. With all shapes summed together the total cross-sectional area of the 
entrance was Ac= 5490 m2. 
These estimates were used alongside tidal height data from three tide gauges in 2008 
(Spit gauge, Port Chalmers gauge and T shed gauge in Dunedin) to calculate the volume 
flux and depth-averaged velocity every 30 minutes through the harbour entrance for all 
of 2008. Spit gauge was used to estimate changes in entrance area and the average of all 
three gauges was used to determine the change in tidal prism, thus volume flux, through 
the entrance every 30 minutes. The remainder of this investigation followed a guideline 
for sediment studies provided by Soulsby (1997) in order to develop a numerical model. 
Conveniently for this study, Soulsby's (1997) procedures for determining sediment 
transport were given for Quartz sand dominated sediments like that found in Otago 
Harbour. For the purposes of this study, we can comfortably assume that the Otago 
Harbour sediments are hydraulically similar, therefore, calculations can be made for just 
the quartz fraction (as suggested by Soulsby, 1997) because there is a low proportion of 
shell fragments and the harbour sediments do not exhibit cohesive properties. 
We assume that 2008 tides can be used as a realistic snapshot of sedimentary processes 
over a typical year. We assume that all sediment types and fractions behave in the same 
way and that the equations represent this. Also we assume sediment is available in the 
first place and that the parameters that van Rijn (1984) ignores in these equations (e.g. 
seafloor roughness and slope) have little effect on the volumetric transport rates. 
The average Ver calculated from the van Rijn (1984) formula (Eq. D.1) for every 30 
minute interval was -0.403 m/s given a median grain size (d50) of 200 µm, a 90
1
h 
percentile grain size (d90) of 590 µm (both calculated from textural analyses of surface 
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sediments within and outside Otago Harbour in section 5.2.2) and specific water depths 
(h) dependent on the tidal height during each 30 minute interval. Because the models 
results were particularly sensitive to Ucr, a range of possible Ucr values around the 
calculated Ucr were considered in the model to improve the models reliability and our 
understanding of it and to provide a range of estimates for the total input and total 
output of sediment through the entrance in 2008. 
A realistic range of Ucr was chosen from the literature and consultation with Dr M. 
Single, a coastal scientist with sedimentology experience in Otago Harbour. The 
Equation D.1 Ucr is higher than the critical velocity predicted for 0.2 mm sand by the 
Hjulstrom curve (-0.1 mis) but similar to that used by Bell et al. (2009) in his offshore 
sediment transport research (-0.4 mis). Dr Single expects the entrainment velocity for 
the fine to medium sand particles at the entrance to be greater than 0.5 m/s. He 
emphasized that the threshold of motion only gives the potential for sediment transport, 
other factors play a part. There needs to be sediment available and the sediment needs to 
be dislodged from the smooth and well sorted seafloor at the entrance (pers. comm. Dr 
M. Single). A Ucr of 0.5 mis may still be too high because the model requires a 
representative Ucr for entrainment of sediment not just at the entrance but inside and 
outside the harbour where the sediment is finer (creating a lower Ucr). The sediment 
may already be entrained and transported by the tidal currents from elsewhere and the 
sediment will remain entrained until the current velocity drops beyond the settling 
velocity (maybe 0.4 mis; pers. comm. Dr. M. Single). Although the calculated Ucr 
seemed most reasonable, results from a range of Ucr were calculated (Tab. D.1). 
Old (1998) and Oldman et al. (2008) had lead us to believe that we would find 
pronounced differences in the flood and ebb tide' s speed and occurrence of peak 
velocities creating a large tidal asymmetry in sediment transport. But instead we found 
the duration and velocities of the ebb and flood currents in 2008 were surprisingly 
similar creating a less pronounced tidal asymmetry than expected. Using the calculated 
Ucr, the modelled gross volumes were of an appropriate magnitude with an annual gross 
input volume of 574,000 m3/y and an output volume of 516,000 m3/y (Tab. D.1), 









Table D.1: Results of a theoretical exercise in modelling the sediment transport capacity of tidal 
currents through Otago Harbour entrance. A range of Ver were used in the model to produce a 
range of possible input, output and net transported sediment volumes (m3/y) that passed through 
the entrance in 2008. The shaded cells represent unrealistic input and output values that are 
discussed below. 
Ver used Specific 
in model 0.5 0.45 Ver 0.4 0.35 0.3 0.25 0.2 
(mis) -0.403 
Input 360,079 461,534 573,632 581,925 722,895 886,042 1,072,913 1,284,986 (m3/y) 
Output 318,778 412,554 516,007 524,727 657,004 811,007 988,275 1,190,281 (m3/y) 
Net 
Input 41,301 48,980 57,626 57,198 65,892 75,035 84,638 94,705 
(m3/y) 
The modelled water velocity through the entrance usually exceeded the van Rijn 
formulated Ucr and the tidal currents were fast enough to easily suspend large grain 
sizes, therefore, as predicted by Soulsby (1997) the proportion of sediment carried in 
suspension regime is a magnitude larger than that carried as bedload in the model. The 
model includes both flow regimes so the rates used to limit the model's results had to 
consider textural composition. Limits from other research and logical reasoning were 
given in section 5.3. J and resulting in a likely range of gross sediment volumes between 
350,000 and 700,000 m3/y. 
Going by the assumption that annual maintenance dredging requirements equals the net 
volume of sediment entering through the harbour entrance, we would expect a net input 
volume equivalent to 102,787 m3/y - the average 1999-2008 dredging requirements 
(Port Otago Ltd records; Appendix D.2), excluding that taken from Howletts Point and 
the ebb-tidal delta, which are outside the budgets bounds. The highest possible net 
volume of sediment due to tidal currents was modelled at only 66,000 m3/y, leaving a 
considerable volume unaccounted for. We can conclude from the model that the tidal 
currents alone contribute just over half of the maintenance dredging volumes required to 
balance the sediment budget. The remaining half could be explained by: (1) an error in 
this assumption or (2) an inaccurate maintenance dredging volume that includes some 
capital dredging and slumped channel sides (but this is unlikely using the average for 
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the last 10 years) or (3) redistribution of sediment within the harbour that is removed as 
part of maintenance dredging (L. Coe, POL, is adamant this is not possible because of 
unchanged bathymetry; Dr. A. Smith agrees, but if any, the volume would be small) or 
(4) dominant wave energy on the open coast that aids sediment transport only into the 
harbour or (5) a combination of these factors. 
Waves entrain sediment more readily than currents, but once entrained the sediment can 
then be carried with the net current flow (Soulsby, 1997). Bell et al. (2009) concluded 
from an offshore investigation on long-term sediment transport that currents were not 
capable of entraining all sand grain sizes but wave orbital speeds were and as a result, 
waves are primarily responsible for entraining sediment in water depths of -30 m. Wave 
refraction modelling by Old (1998) concluded that wave energy plays an important role 
in sediment redistribution at the harbour entrance. But Old (1998) confirmed the lack of 
local wave statistics, therefore, we were unable to predict the extent of the waves effect 
using Soulsby's recommended wave (1997) formulas. Some harbour and offshore wave 
hindcast modeling data are becoming available from development research for Port 
Otago Limited (Bell et al., 2009). Bell et al. (2009) provided annual wave height and 
direction and period probability tables, which suggested wave heights over 1.5 m came 
from between NNE and SSE and were accompanied by wave periods between 5 and 14 
seconds at the ebb-tidal delta. Old (1998) observed similar wave period times between 
6-15 seconds. The joint probability of wave height> 1.5 m and peak wave period of> 10 
s is modelled by Bell et al. (2009) at only 6%. The mean annual wave height at the 
northern end of the ebb-tidal delta is 0.85 m and it is estimated that half the time the 
waves are able to entrain 0.2 mm sized sediment (Bell et al., 2009). The longer fetch 
and wave periods on the open coast are expected to have a significant effect on 
entrainment, which enables the flood tide to transport the sediment into the harbour. 
On the contrary, the negligible wave climate within the harbour is unlikely to aid in 
sediment transport on the outgoing tide due to short wave periods, short fetch distance 
and inaccessibility of sediments to waves in the deep channels (pers. comm. Dr M. 
Single, University of Canterbury, 2009; pers. comm. L. Coe, Port Otago Ltd, 2009; Bell 
et al., 2009). Wind-wave modeling within Otago Harbour by Bell et al. (2009) showed 
two common and strong wind directions: northerly (28% of the time with a mean speed 


















very most, westerly winds generate 1 m wave heights at Harington Bend, but the wind-
waves are superficial with short wave periods, therefore, have insignificant energy to 
entrain sediment from the deep channel floor. This uneven wave energy between the 
harbour and offshore could accentuate the overall tidal asymmetry in sediment transport 
and could be the reason for the discrepancy between modelled and observed net rates. 
The extent of the wave effect is unknown but we can conclude that the modelled total 
input and net throughput thus far is an underestimate so the gross input is more than 
573,600 m3/y. 
The effect of wave energy was investigated within the tidal current model in two ways: 
(1) using critical orbital velocity threshold (Uwcr; Eq. D .6, used Soulsby (1997)) in the 
model ' s equations instead of the current Ucr and (2) lowering Ucr when modeling the 
input volume and testing combinations of different input and output Ucr in order to 
simulate the aided entrainment by waves on only inward sediment transport. To 
calculate Owcr the range of swell periods (T) on the open coast was estimated between 6 
and 15 seconds (Old, 1998). The resulting Owcr was 0.159 - 0.216 mis, which includes 
the Owcr (-0.2 m/s) used by Bell et al. (2009) but was much lower than the calculated 
current Ucr· By substituting the Owcr with Ucr, the model produced much higher gross 
and net sediment volumes (Tab. D.2), ultimately confirmed that wave energy can have a 
considerable effect on sediment transport by aiding entrainment. Although the net 
transport rate was more reasonable with the low Owcr values, the modelled input results 
were unrealistically high (Tab. D.2). 
Equation D.6: Critical orbital velocity threshold (mis) 
Uwcr = [0.118g{s-1)]2
13 
d 113T 113 ford< 0.5 mm 
The added affect of wave swell on sediment entrainment outside the harbour was also 
investigated by using a lower Ucr to calculate the input volume. Table D.3 has combined 
the results of the previous tables to explore the affect of wave energy reducing the 
critical velocity for entraining sediment. The magnitude of the results is much more 
compatible with dredging requirements with the highest likely net volume of sediment 




Table D.2: Summary of the effect of changing Uc, and Owcr on the modelled gross input, gross 
output and net volume of sediment transported into the Otago Harbour each year. The shaded cells 
represent unrealistic input and output volumes discussed previously. 
Ver or Uwcr if T 0.4 Specific 0.3 0.216 0.2 0.192 0.159 present (mis) Ver -0.403 
Wave period 
15 10.5 6 (s) 
Input (m3/y) 581 ,925 573,632 886,042 1,214,294 1,284,986 1,321,351 1,478,673 
Output (m3/y) 524,727 516,007 811,007 1,122,861 1,190,281 1,224,993 1,375,366 
Net transport 
57,198 57,626 75,035 91,433 94,705 96,358 103,307 (m3/y) 
Table D.3: ·combinations of different Uc, values for modelling the input and output volumes. The 
resulting range of possible net annual transport rates is shown at the bottom of the table and those 
dissimilar to maintenance dredging requirements are shaded. The other shaded cells are from 
unrealistic input and output values discussed previously. 
Uc, used to calculate 
0.5 0.45 0.4 0.35 0.3 0.25 0.2 Input (mis) 
Uc, used to calculate 
0.55 0.5 0.45 0.4 0.35 0.3 0.25 Output (mis) 
Input (m3/y) 360,079 461,534 581 ,925 722,895 886,042 1,072,913 1,284,986 
Output (m3/y) 241,629 318,778 412,554 524,727 657,004 811,007 988,275 
;-
Net transport 
118,450 142,756 169,371 198,168 229,038 261,906 296,711 (m3/y) 
From combining these different Ucr model results in Table 5.3, we can conclude that 
changing the Ucr parameter in the input calculation can effectively simulate wave 
energy and account for the discrepancy in net rates. The tidal current calculated Ucr 
seems most reasonable for estimating gross output - 516,000 m3/y. Using the 
confidence in the output volume, the flood tide Ucr required to balance net input with 
maintenance dredging requirements appears to be 0.386 m/s - producing a gross input 


































Table D.4: Final summary of the modelled gross input, gross output and net volume of sediment 
transported into the Otago Harbour each year. Gross input is varied by the Ver value at the top of 
the table in order to match the resulting net transport volume with the average maintenance 
dredging requirements. 
Ver used to model input (mis) Specific Ver -0.403 0.4 0.386 0.35 
Input (m3/y) 573,632 581,925 619,252 722,895 
Output (m3/y) from Ver= 0.403 516,007 516,007 516,007 516,007 
Net transport (m3/y) 57,626 65,918 103,245 206,888 
Average maintenance dredging 
requirements (m3/y) 
102,787 102,787 102,787 102,787 
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D.2: Seafloor Dredging Volumes 
Table D.5: Summary of the maintenance and capital dredging volumes removed from Otago Harbour between 1899 and 2008 (Lusseau, 1999b; Port Otago 
records). The summary does not include sediment dredged from the Otago Harbour entrance, recorded as Howletts Point and the ebb-tidal delta. 
Source Year Dunedin wharves & basin Victoria Channel Port Chalmers wharves Lower Channel Annual Otago Harbour Totals 
Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Total 
Lusseau (1999b) 1899 461 189352 13915 0 203728 203728 
Lusseau (1999b) 1900 178906 23185 0 0 202091 202091 
Lusseau (1999b) 1901 135236 51315 0 0 186551 186551 
Lusseau (1999b) 1902 96881 141660 0 0 238541 238541 
Lusseau (1999b) 1903 137872 151130 0 0 289002 289002 
Lusseau (1999b) 1904 129580 167526 0 0 297106 297106 
Lusseau (1999b) 1905 66323 157152 9578 0 233053 233053 
Lusseau (1999b) 1906 78469 114225 0 0 192694 192694 
Lusseau (1999b) 1907 260940 101205 0 0 362145 362145 
Lusseau (1999b) 1908 128656 219617 0 0 348273 348273 
Lusseau (1999b) 1909 221937 129511 201489 0 552937 552937 
lusseau (1999b) 1910 
Lusseau (1999b) 1911 
lusseau ( 1999b) 1912 
Lusseau (1999b) 1913 
Lusseau (1999b) 1914 123554 96173 99989 17832 337548 337548 
Lusseau (1999b) 1915 64961 68604 70515 108906 312986 312986 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1916 9553 7006 24736 68479 109774 109774 
Lusseau (1999b) 1917 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lusseau (1999b) 1918 77699 28022 8916 5095 119732 119732 
Lusseau (1999b) 1919 5732 28965 0 30567 65264 65264 
Lusseau (1999b) 1920 31207 39486 1911 66617 139221 139221 
Lusseau (1999b) 1921 30570 75788 14011 47766 168135 168135 
Lusseau (1999b) 1922 31207 123146 4917 0 159270 159270 
lusseau (1999b) 1923 131833 162403 8279 0 302515 302515 
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Source Year Dunedin wharves & basin Victoria Channel Port Chalmers wharves Lower Channel Annual Otago Harbour Totals 
Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Total 
Lusseau (1999b) 1924 28022 270035 10318 0 308375 308375 
Lusseau (1999b) 1925 56045 153487 49676 14011 273219 273219 
Lusseau (1999b) 1926 28022 7006 57319 259208 351555 351555 
Lusseau (1999b) 1927 159856 168772 6369 0 334997 334997 
Lusseau (1999b) 1928 84704 178339 5095 0 268138 268138 
Lusseau (1999b) 1929 255387 9553 17969 0 282909 282909 
Lusseau (1999b) 1930 122774 78076 67893 55446 324189 324189 
Lusseau (1999b) 1931 164074 242150 0 32815 439039 439039 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1932 106365 113154 30556 58840 308915 308915 
Lusseau (1999b) 1933 11315 58244 21499 45262 136320 136320 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1934 0 0 35078 70155 3395 0 16973 112023 55446 182178 237624 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1935 166808 0 17279 75814 3395 0 59972 0 247454 75814 323268 
Lusseau (1999b) 1936 55813 33946 2263 211599 0 0 0 0 58076 245545 303621 
Lusseau (1999b) 1937 48381 3395 1132 11315 0 0 40124 36775 89637 51485 141122 
Lusseau (1999b) 1938 30307 32081 158420 27157 0 0 31683 67801 220410 127039 347449 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1939 38901 205084 0 0 0 0 0 26025 38901 231109 270010 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1940 36584 37425 0 0 0 0 0 0 36584 37425 74009 
Lusseau (1999b) 1941 26331 0 28289 27157 0 0 139578 0 194198 27157 221355 
Lusseau (1999b) 1942 5505 0 1132 117680 0 0 90523 0 97160 117680 214840 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1943 78061 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 78061 0 78061 
~usseau (1999b) 1944 24160 0 40109 0 1300 0 116901 0 182470 0 182470 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1945 17524 0 75500 9977 0 0 56149 0 149173 9977 159150 
Lusseau (1999b) 1946 45598 115471 1132 19725 0 0 5237 0 51967 135196 187163 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1947 28014 5352 26026 26025 0 0 158599 0 212639 31377 244016 
Lusseau (1999b) 1948 97740 42922 23531 52032 1132 0 0 0 122403 94954 217357 
Lusseau (1999b) 1949 63305 0 15628 0 5658 0 90263 0 174854 0 174854 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1950 33946 23762 0 0 0 12447 133690 0 167636 36209 203845 
Lusseau (1999b) 1951 72419 39604 0 0 20368 24894 0 0 92787 64498 157285 
Lusseau (1999b) 1952 73550 102871 1132 0 0 0 2264 0 76946 102871 179817 
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Source Year Dunedin wharves & basin Victoria Channel Port Chalmers wharves Lower Channel Annual Otago Harbour Totals 
Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Total 
Lusseau (1999b) 1953 81104 22631 11315 128996 0 0 7554 0 99973 151627 251600 
Lusseau (1999b) 1954 13212 0 69422 81226 6178 0 26561 0 115373 81226 196599 
Lusseau (1999b) 1955 24894 0 83077 69498 1896 0 11315 0 121182 69498 190680 
Lusseau (1999b) 1956 133598 29787 34711 29420 2798 0 61363 0 232470 59207 291677 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1957 70553 71287 31316 75584 2263 0 77220 0 181352 146871 328223 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1958 23762 11315 24374 203019 24894 0 33579 0 106609 214334 320943 
Lusseau (1999b) 1959 89453 7263 60973 112336 2263 0 85737 0 238426 119599 358025 
Lusseau (1999b) 1960 6789 164502 51256 93490 7921 0 23869 0 89835 257992 347827 
Lusseau (1999b) 1961 40521 122696 36974 131871 0 0 6056 0 83551 254567 338118 
Lusseau (1999b) 1962 85477 3395 0 113200 3915 35475 79346 0 168738 152070 320808 
Lusseau (1999b) 1963 23762 20245 39084 0 0 75737 31148 0 93994 95982 189976 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1964 73459 55446 56211 21056 3395 44581 0 0 133065 121083 254148 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1965 47831 80951 109814 76073 1132 0 25964 0 184741 157024 341765 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1966 27677 143966 21133 125020 0 1132 0 0 48810 270118 318928 
Lusseau (1999b) 1967 124087 65721 0 42999 0 0 49268 0 173355 108720 282075 
Lusseau (1999b) 1968 50400 33671 0 23793 42418 0 53183 4526 146001 61990 207991 
Lusseau (1999b) 1969 24466 46026 9052 27493 4251 2966 18105 71287 55874 147772 203646 
Lusseau (1999b) 1970 10046 6269 57709 0 0 0 0 179181 67755 185450 253205 
Lusseau (1999b) 1971 9052 0 26392 0 29757 0 37738 139730 102939 139730 242669 
Lusseau (1999b) 1972 0 0 0 0 69483 12447 41195 81028 110678 93475 204153 
Lusseau (1999b) 1973 91471 0 0 0 6782 0 11285 130831 109538 130831 240369 
ILusseau (1999b) 1974 16361 2233 6223 0 0 14557 122811 0 145395 16790 162185 
Lusseau (1999b) 1975 31989 0 4526 0 0 0 24970 80546 61485 80546 142031 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1976 14511 0 1674 0 34405 1195364 0 1389974 50590 2585338 2635928 
Lusseau (1999b) 1977 0 0 0 0 4465 173501 26790 0 31255 173501 204756 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1978 52189 0 0 0 34195 75316 83233 0 169617 75316 244933 
Lusseau (1999b) 1979 5337 0 0 0 14473 0 147000 0 166810 0 166810 
Lusseau (1999b) 1980 11442 10959 38703 0 13070 0 198695 0 261910 10959 272869 
Lusseau (1999b) 1981 45790 0 33840 0 0 0 183800 0 263430 0 263430 
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Source Year Dunedin wharves & basin Victoria Channel Port Chalmers wharves Lower Channel Annual Otago Harbour Totals 
Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Total 
Lusseau (1999b) 1982 26750 0 79935 0 0 0 374149 0 480834 0 480834 
Lusseau (1999b) 1983 9160 0 26170 0 1320 0 146700 0 183350 0 183350 
Lusseau (1999b) 1984 16590 0 36680 0 600 0 130250 0 184120 0 184120 
Lusseau (1999b) 1985 21950 0 13720 0 1400 0 75370 0 112440 0 112440 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1986 42870 0 47613 0 4855 0 70625 0 165963 0 165963 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1987 39582 0 68241 0 693 0 94191 0 202707 0 202707 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1988 28934 0 154988 0 6961 5000 65500 0 256383 5000 261383 
Lusseau (1999b) 1989 48918 0 45092 0 5965 10000 100341 4000 200316 14000 214316 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1990 18211 0 72165 0 10479 27000 86828 0 187683 27000 214683 
Lusseau (1999b) 1991 15201 7000 48350 0 6527 44000 87545 0 157623 51000 208623 
Lusseau (1999b) 1992 19753 30000 33765 0 7417 6000 27065 0 88000 36000 124000 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1993 6588 0 60650 0 17315 21000 79620 0 164173 21000 185173 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1994 25735 13000 29809 0 4877 9000 51925 0 112346 22000 134346 
Lusseau ( 1999b) 1995 40182 0 49984 5000 5304 8000 53530 0 149000 13000 162000 
Lusseau (1999b) 1996 19595 0 85355 40000 34585 5000 21070 0 160605 45000 205605 
Lusseau (1999b) 1997 60 0 47810 34000 7042 0 60770 0 115682 34000 149682 
Lusseau (1999b) 1998 24173 0 47730 16000 17595 0 9760 0 99258 16000 115258 
Port Otago records 1999 9387 66715 18263 38345 132710 132710 
Port Otago records 2000 12163 16010 102456 41065 171694 171694 
Port Otago records 2001 11528 15886 64891 13895 106200 106200 
Port Otago records 2002 17606 23470 70620 40750 152446 152446 
Port Otago records 2003 5370 16597 32267 51815 106049 106049 
Port Otago records 2004 29755 9950 2843 34900 77448 77448 
Port Otago records 2005 31140 38508 9687 34860 114195 114195 
Port Otago records 2006 24030 4150 5597 1200 34977 34977 
Port Otago records 2007 12127 11362 16499 32618 72606 72606 
Port Otago records 2008 13109 16592 16140 13705 59546 59546 
A-69 
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Source Year Dunedin wharves & basin Victoria Channel Port Chalmers wharves Lower Channel Annual Otago Harbour Totals 
Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Maintenance Capital Total 
TOTALS 2,742,647 4,548,417 2,401,727 5,452,997 817,400 2,528,367 4,248,133 3,134,571 10,209,907 15,664,352 25,874,259 
Annual Maximum 166,808 260,940 158,420 270,035 102,456 1,195,364 374,149 1,389,974 480,834 2,585,338 2,635,928 
Mean (1899-2008) 36,569 47,379 32,023 56,802 10,899 26,337 56,642 32,652 92,817 142,403 235,221 
Mean (1989-2008) 19,232 5,000 36,998 9,500 22,818 13,000 44,080 400 123,128 13,950 137,078 
Mean (1999-2008) 16622 21924 33926 30315 102787 102787 
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